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BUFF 0 N'S

NATURAL HISTORY.

THE CAMEL AND THE DROMEDARY.

THESE two names do not include two differ

ent species, but only two distinct races, sub

sisting from time immemorial in the camel

species. The principal, and perhaps the only

perceptible character by which they differ,

consists in the camel's bearing two hunches on

the back, and the dromedary only one, who is

also less, and not so strong as the camel; but

both of them herd and intermix together, and

the production from this cross breed is more

vigorous, and of greater value, than the others

VOL. B These
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These mongrels form a secQj1ary race,

vliicli mix and multiply among Iheitiselves,

and with the first race; so that in this species,

as well as in that of other domestic animals,

there are many varieties, the most general of

which are relative to the difference of climate.

Aristotle has judiciously marked the two prin-

cipal races ; the first, which has two b muiclies,

under the name of the Bactrian Game!; and

the second under that of the Arabian Camel :

the first are called Turkish and the c--,hers Aa

biaii Came/s. This distinction still subsists, but

it appears, since the discovery of those parts of

Africa and Asia which were unknown to the

ancicns, that the dromedary is, without coni

parison, more numerous and more universal

than the camel: the last being seldom found in

any iiber place than Turkestan, and some oilier

parts of(bc Levant; while the dromedary,more

con. mI1 Iban any other beast of burthen in

Arabia, is found in all the northern parts of

Africa, from the Mediterranean to the river Ni

ger, and is also met with in Egypt,, in Persia, in

South Tartary, arid in all the northern parts of

India. Thedromedary, therefore, occupies an

imrnenetract ofland, while thecamel is confin

ed to narrow limits. The first inhabits hot and

parched regions; the second, a more moist soil

and
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and cnperáte climate; and the whole Species,

as well the one as the other, appears to be con-

fined to' a zone ofthree or four hundred leagues

in b'read(h, which sprcacls from Mauritania to

China ; for they subsist neither above nor bc

low this zone; and although a native of warm

climates, this animal is averse to those where

the heat is excessive; his species ends where

that of the elephant begins, and it cannot ex

ist. either under the burning heat of the torrid

zone,' or in the milder climates of the temper

ale. It appears to be originally a native of

Arabia; for that is not only the country where

there are the greatest number, but where they

seem to be in the best condition. Arabia is the

most dry country in the world, and one in

which water is the most scarce. The camel is

the least thirsty of all anithals, and can pass

several days without any drink. The land is

almost in every part dry and sandy. The

feet of the camel are formed to travel in sand;

and he cannot support himself on moist and

slippery ground.' Herbage and' pasture are

wanting to this country, as is also the ox,

whose' place is supplied by the came!.

We cannot be deccivd as to the native

country of these animals, When we consider

their nattre and, sti'ücture whiih must 'be coñ

formable
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formable thereto; especially when those are

not modified by the influence ofother climates.

It has been tried, but without effect, to multi

ply camels in Spain; they have also in vain

been transported to America, but they have

neither succeeded in the one climate, nor in the

other, and they are seldom to be met with in

the East Indies beyond Surat and Ormus: not

that we mean to say absolutely that they can

not subsist and increase in the East Indies,

Spain, America, and even in colder countries,

as in France, Germany, &c. By keeping

them (luring the winter in warm stables, feed

ing and treating them with care, not letting

them labour, or suffering them to walk out

but when the weather is fine, they might be

kept alive and we might even hope to see them

multiply; but such productions are small and

imbecile, and the parents themselves are weak

and languid. They lose, therefore, all their

value in these climates, and, instead of being
useful, they are very expensive to bring up,
vliile in their native country they may be said

to compose all the wealth oftheir masters.

The Arabs regard the camel as a present
from Heaven, a sacred animal, without whose

aid they could neither subsist, trade, nor travel.

The milk of these beasts is their comrnn nou

rishment:
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1iment: they likewise eat their flesh, espe-

cially that of the young ones, which they rec

kon. very good. The hair of these animals,

which is fine and soft, and is renewed every

year, serves them to make stuffs for their cloth

ing and their furniture. Blest wit ii their ca

mels, they not only want for nothing, but they
even fear nothing. In a single day they can

traverse a tract of fifty leagues into the desert,

and thus escape from their enemies. All the

armies in the world would perish in pursuit of

a troop of Arabs; and hence they are no fur

ther submissive than they please. Let any one

figure to himself a country without verdure

and without water; a burning sun, a sky al

ways clear, plains covered with sand, anl

mountains still more parched, over which the

eye extends and the sight is lost, without be

ing stopped by a single living object; a dead

earth. constantly whirled about. by the winds,

presenting nothing but bones, llinls scattereil

here and there, rocks perpeiidictdar, or over

thrown; a desert entirely nakcd, wlier the tra

veller never drew his breath under a friendly

shade, where nohuiig accompuues him, and

where nothing reminds him of an anin:aied

nature; an abselute solitude, a thotisand tiwes

more frightful than that of the deepst fbress;

for trees appear as beings to the man, who

thus
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thus dosotae, thns naked, arid thus lost, in

n unbotrn1ed Void, looks over all the extend

cc] space s his tomb: the light of the day,

tnore dismal than the shade ofthe night, serves

but to renew the idea of his own wretchedness

and impotencies, and to present be ore his

eyes the horror of his situation, by extending

TOU!Id him the IITIThCI1SC abySS which separates

him from the habitable parts of the earth ; an

immensity which he, in vain, atemts to over

run ; for hunger, thirst, and burning heat,

haunt every weary moment that remains be

tween despair and death.

Nevertheless, the Arab has found means, by

the aid of the camel, to surmount these diffi"

culties, and even to apy.ropriatc to himself

these frightful gaps of Nature: they serve him

for an asylum, they secure his repose, and

maintain his independence.--But why does

not man know how to make use of any thiuig

without abuse? This same free, independent,

tranquil, and even rich Arab, instead of re

specting these deserts as the ramparts of his

liberty, sullies them with his guilt; he tra

verses them to rob the neighbouring nations of

their slaves and gold ; he makes use of them

to CXCLCISC his robberies, which, unfottunately

he enjoys more than his liberty; for his enter

prizes are almost always successful. Notwith.

standing
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tandiig the caul ion of his neighbours, and the

superiority of their Ibrces, lie escapes their

pursuit, and carries away with impuuiy all

that, he has plufldered (hew of.

An Arab, who destines himself to this busi,

ness of land piracy, early hardens himself to

the fatigue of travelling; he accustoms himself

to the want of sleep, to sufflr hunger, thirst,

and heat. For the same purpose lie instructs

his camels, he brings them up, and exercises

them in the sane method. A few (hys after

their birth, he bends their legs under their bel4

lies, forces them to remain on the earth, and in,

this situation loads them with alieavy weight,

and which he only relieves them from to put

on greater. Instead of suffering them to feed

at pleasure, and to drink vhen they are thirsty,

lie regulates their repasts, and by degrees in

creases them to greater distances between each

meal, diminishing also, at the same time, the

quantity of their 100(1. When they are

rably strong, he exercises them in the course ;

he excites their emulation by the example of

horses, and by degrees renders them as swift,

and more robust. At length, when he is as

surcd of the srengtJi and swiftitcs of his

camels, and that they can endure hunger and

thirst, lie then loads them with 'h:mtcver is

IICCCSSa J.y
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necessary for his and their subsistence, departs
-with them, arrives unexpected at the borders

of the desert, stops the first passenger lie sees,

pillages the straggling habitations, loads his

camels with his booty, and if lie is pursued, if

he is obliged to expedite his retreat, it is tlieii

that he displays all his own, and his animal's

talents. Mounted on one of his swiftest

camels, he conducts the troop, makes them

travel day and iuight, almost without stopping

either to eat or drink; and in this manner, he

easily passes over the space of three hundred

leagues in eight days; and during all that time

of fitigue and travel, he never unloads his

camels, and only allows them an hour of re

pose, and a ball of paste each day. They

often run in this manner for nine or ten days

svithont meeting with any water, and when,

by chance, there is a pool at some distance,

they smell the water at more than half a league

bf4Jre they come to it. Thirst makes them.

redouble their pace, and then they drink

enough for all the time past, and for as long

to conic; for they often travel many weeks,

and their abstinence cudures as long as they

are upon their journey.

In Turkey, Persia, Egypt, Arabia, Barbary,

&c. all their merchandize is carried by camels,

which
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which of all conveyances is the most ready and

cheapest. Merchants and other travellers

assemble themselves in caravans to avoid the

insults and robberies of the Arabs. These

caravans are often very numerous, and always

composed of more camels than men. Each

camel is loaded according to his strength)* and

of this they are themselves so conscious that

when overloaded they refuse to proceed, but

remain in their resting posture till their bur

then be lighted.

Large camels generally carry 1000, or even

l200lbs. weight, and the smaller 6 or 700.

In these commercial journeys, they do not

travel quick, and as the route i$ often seven or

eight hundred leagues, they regulate their mo

tions and journeys; they only walk, and go

every day ten or twelve leagues; they are un

loaded every evening, and are suffered to feed

at liberty. In a country where there is plenty

of pasture, they eat enough in one hour to

ruminate the whole night, and to serve them

twenty-four; but they seldom meet with such

pastures, and this delicate food is not necessary

for them. They even seem to prefer worm

Vood, thistles, nettles, fare, and other thorny

vegetables to the softest herbs; and as long as

VOL. viii. C they

11 The Orientali5ts call the camel the ship ofth ksart, al

luding to the heavy loa(J which it carries.
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they can find plants to brouz on, they eaiiy

dispense with drink.

But, this facility, with which they abstain

so long from drink, is not pure habit, but

rather an effect of their formation. Inde

pendently of the four stomachs, which are

common to ruminating animals, the camel is

possessed of a fifth bag, which serves him as a

reservoir to retain the water. This fifth sto

mach is peculiar to the camel; it is so large as

to contain a great quantity of water, where it

remains without corrupting, or the other ali

mcnts being able to mix with it. When the

animal is pressed with thirst, or has occasion

t maccrate his dry food for ruminating, he

causes a part ofthis water to re-ascend into the

paunch, and even into the s&phagus, by a

simple contraction of the muscles. It is, there

fore, by virtue of this very singular conforma

tion, that the camel can remain sevtral days

without drink, and that he can take at one

time a prodigious quantity of water, which

continues pure and limpid in this reservoir,

because neither the liquors of the body, nor the

juices of digestion are able to mix with it.

If we compare the deformities, or rather the

non-conformities of the camel with other qua-,

drupeds, we cannot doubt but his nature his

been considerably alteredby constraint,s1avery,

and
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and continual labour. The camel is the most

completely, the most laboriously, and the most

tncicntIy enslaved of all domestic animals;

the most anciently, because he inhabits cli

mates where man was the most early civilised;

the most completely, because in the other spe

cies of domestic animals, such as the horse,

the dog, the ox, the sheep, the hog, &c. we

find some ituiividuals in their natural state,

which have not yet been subjected by man;

but the whole species of the camel is enslaved,

and not any of them are to be found in their

primitive state of independence and liberty;

and lastly, he is the most laborious slave, be

cause be has neverbeen trained, either for shew,

as are many horses, oi for amusement, as are

zthnost all dogs, or for the use of the table, as

are the ox, the' bog, the sheep, &c. He is the

only beast of burden whom man has not l9ar,

nessed, or taught to draw, but whose body is

looked upon as a living carriage, which may

be loaded and oppressed, even during his tim&

of rest; and when in haste sleeps under the

pressure ofa heavy burden, his legs bent under

him, and the weight of his body resting upon

his stomach. This animal always bears the

marks ofslavery and pain. Below the breast,

upon the sternum, there is a large callosity, as

tough as horn, and similar ones upon. the joinls
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of his legs; although these callosities are tolic

met with on every camel, yet they themselves

prove that they are not natural, but produced

by excessive constraint and pain, from being

olien found filled with pus. The breast and

legs, therefore, are deformed by these callo-

sities: the back is also disfigured with a double

or single hunch, and both these hunches and

callosities are perpetuated from one generation

to another. As it is evident, that the first de

formity proceeds from the custom of forcing

them when quite young to lay on their sto

machs, with their legs bent under them, and

in that cramped posture, to bear not only the

weight of their bodies, but also the burthens

which are put upon them; it mustbe presumed,

that the hunch or hunches, owe their origin to

the unequal compression of heavy burthensl

which may have raised the flesh, and puffed up

the fat and skin; for these hunches are not bo

ny, but composed of a fleshy substance, partly

of the same consistence as the udder of a. cow.

Thus the callosities and the hunches should be

equally regarded as deformities produced by

the continuance of labour, and constraint of

body; and though at first accidental and in

dividual, they are 110W become general and

permanentin the whole species. It may also

be presumed, that the bag which contains the

water.
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water, and which is only an appendix to the

paunch, has been produced by a forced exten

sion of this viscera. The animal after enduring
thirst for a long time by taking atone time as

much, and, perhaps more water than the sto

mach could contain, this membrane would be

come extended and dilated, as has been ob

served in the stomach of sheep, which extends

and acquires a capacity in proportion to the

quantity of its ailment. The stomach is very
small in sheep that are fed with grain, while it

becomes very large in those that are fed with

herbage.

These conjectures would be fully confirmed,

or destroyed, if any of these animals could be

found wild to compare with the domestic;

but these animals do not exist any where in a

flatural state, or if they do, no one has yet re

marked or described them; we must, therefore,

ppose, that all which is good arid fair about

them they owe to Nature, and that all that is

defective arid deformed is occasioned by the

labour and slavery imposed on them by the

empire of man. These poor animals must

suffer a great deal, as they make lamentable

cries, especially when overloaded; but, not

withstanding they are continually oppressed,

they have as much spirit as docility. At the

rt sign they bend their legs, and kneel upon

the
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the ground, to be loaded, flutis saving the

trouble of liii iui tip the burden to any great

height. As soon as they are loaded they raise

tlieinsel Yes up agaill without any assistance,

and the conductor, mounted on one of them,

precedes the whole troop who follow in the

same P' as he leads. They want neither

whip nor spur, but when they begin to be

ti.,i'ucd their conductors support their spi ri,

or rather charni their weariness, by a song, or

the sound of some instrument. Whon they

want to prolong the day'sjourney they give the

animals but one hour's rcst, after which,

re-newingtheir song, they proceed on their way

for several hours more, and (he singing cone

tinues until they come to another resting

place; then the camels again kneel down, and

are cased of their loads, by the cords being

untied, and the biles roiling down n each

Side. In this cramped posture, with their bel

lies couched upon the earth, they sleep in

he midst of their baggage, which is tied on

again the next morning with as much reat1i

zess and facility as it was untied before they

went to rest.

The caiicsies and tiimnours on their brcat,

and legs, the bruises and wounds of the skin.,

the entire shedding their i1air- the hunger,
thirst, and kannec.s of lhese animals re not

thk
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their only inconveniences; they are prepared

for all these evils by one still greater, namely,

castration. They leave but one male for eight

or ten females, and U the camels of burden

are commonly geldings; they are weaker

without doubt than those which are not mu

tilated, but they are inure tractable, and ready

for employ at all times ; while the others are

not only ungovernable but even furious, in

the ratting time, which remains forty days,

and returns every spring ; when, it is affirmed,

they continually foam, and one or two red

vesicles, as large as a hog's Madder, issue from

their mouths. AL this time hey eat very

little, attack and bite animals, and even their

masters, to whom at other times they are very

tWiii issive.

The camel does not copulate like other

quadrupeds., forthe female sinksupon her knees

and receives die male in the same situation as

she rests, sieps, or is loaded. This posture,

to which they are easily accustomed, become

natural to them,- since they assume it at the

time of their copulation. The female goes

about twelve months with young, and, like all

large quadrupeds, produces but one
at a birth:

they have great plenty of milk, which is thick

nd uouri'Jiing, even for the human species,
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when mixed with a great, quantify of wtfet0

The fiwaIcs Seldom (10 any labour when with

Young, but are sulThred to bring forth at li

berty. The advantages derived from their

produce, and their milk, perhaps surpasses that

which would be gained by their labour; never

theless, in some places a great part of the fe

maleS undergo castration, in order to render

them more lit for labour ; and it is pretended,

that this operation, instead of dimxnihing

aug-mentstheir strength and vigour, and adds t

the beauty of their appearance. In general

the fatter camels are, the more capable they are

of enduring great fatigue. Their hunches

appear to be fbrrned from the superabundance

of nourishment, for in long journeys, where

they are stinted in their food, and where they

suffer both hunger and thirst, thee hunches

gradually diminish, and are reduced so flat that

their places are only discovered by the length

of the hair, which is always longer on these

parts than on the rest ofthe back; the leanness

of the body increases in proportion as the

hunches diminish. The Moors, who transport
al their merchandize from Barbary and from,

Numidia into Ethiopia, depart with their

camels well loaded, who are then very fat and

vigorous, but bring the same animals back s

leaz
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Jean that they commonly sell them at a low

I)I'iCe to the Arabs of the desart, who fatten

them anew.

The ancients have aI1rJne(1 that these ani

mals are capable of generating at the age of

three years : this appears to me rather (loubtfu!,

for at that age they have not attained halftheir

growth. The genital member of the mile,

like that of the bull, is very long and slender ;

it tends forward during copulation, like that of

every other animal ; but in its usual state, it is

bent backwards, and voids the urine between

the legs, so that the male and female pass their

urirtein the same manner. The young camel

sucks its mother twelve mouths, and when de

signed for labour, to make him strong and ro

bust they leave him at liberty to suck or graze

for a longer time, nor begin to load or put him

to work till he has attained the age of four

years. The camel coiinnonly lives forty or fif

ty ycars,which term of life is proportioned to

the time of its growth. It is without any

foundation that some authors have advanced

that he lives a hundred years.

By uniting under one point of view all the

qualitics ofthis animal, and all the advant;gcs

which are gaifle(l by 1iin, he must be ac

knosvlcdgc(l to be the most uselul of all the

creatures under subordination to wan. Gold

Vjj D and
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and silk are not the I rue riches of the cast, the

caine! is the treasure of Asia. 1-lc is of

greater Value thaii he cle1hiiif, a lie does aS

Much labour, and consumes not it twentieth

part. of the food. Besides the \%llole species

is subjected to man, who propagates and ifiUl

tiplies it as much as lie p1eises. But it is not

so with the etc ph atits, whom I hey cannot. mul

liply, can only subdue them individually, and

that 'with great trouble and difficulty. The

camel is not. only of greater value than the

elephant but perhaps not of less than the horse,

the ass, and the ox, when all their advantages

are united. Tie carries as much as t'.':oni tiles,

and not only eds less, but feeds on herbs

as coarse as the ass. The female furnishes milk

longer than the cow ; the flesh of young

camels is as good and wholesome as veal ; their

hair is finer,and more sought after than thebest

vool. Even their excrements are useful, for

sal ammoniac is in ade of their iii-ire, and their

dung, when dried and powdered, serves

for Iiter, as well as the horses, With W11011-1

they olfen travel in countries where neither

s raw nor hay is known. To coiicl u de, lbey

also make excellent fend of this dung, which

burns freely, gives a flame as clear, and a] 'no.t

as lively, as ihat of dry wood, and which is of

great use in the deserts, where not a tree is to

be
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be seen, and where, from the deficiency of

combustible niatter, fire is almost as scarce as

water.

TIlE BUFFALO, THE BONASUSTHE AU. ROCHS

THE BISON AND THE ZEBU.

ALTHOUGH the BuIlltlo is now common

in Greece, and lame iii Italy, it was known by

iieither the ancient Greeks nor lloinas ; for he

never had a name in lie lang-ua,;: ~of these

pcoi.Ie. The word bufl'aio, even mdjcaics a

foreign origin, not derived either from the

Greek or Latin tongues. In effect, this ani

inal is origi inallya native oft he warmest climates

of Africa and India, and was not transported

and naturalized in Italy,till towards the seventh

century. The moderns very i in pro )crIy PP'Y

the name of bubalus to this animal, which,

in Greek and Litiii implies indeed, an African

animal, but very di1Irent fi-oni the buffalo, as

it is easy to demonstrate, by tna.ny passages of

ancient authors. If we would ascribe the buba

lus to any particular genus, it rather belongs to

that of ilie antelope, than to that of the ox or

the buffalo*. Belon having seen a small

hunched

Upon the first publication of ButTon's Histoy, M. Cae

tani made some remarks upon the assertion that the buffalo

had
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hunched o at Cairo, which differed from the

buffalo and common OX, in11gLne(l it might be

the huha/jis of the ancients; but if lie had

carefully compared the characters of the bu

ba/us given by the ancient, with those of this

small o, he would have discovered his error ;

besides, we can speak of it with decision, for

we have seen this small hunched ox alive, and

having compared the description we have

given of it wili that of Belon, we can have no

doubt of is being the same animal. It was

shewn at the fair at Paris in 1752, under the

name of the :'ebu; which we have adopted to

describe this animal by, for it is a particular

breed of the ox, and not a species of the buf

falo or bubalus.

Aridot1e, speaking of oxen, only mentions

the common OX, except saying, that among the

Anchotas in India, there are wild oxen, which

difThr from the domestic ones as much as wild

boars differ frni hogs; but in another part, lie

gives the description of a wild ox of Ponia,

a pro-

had no name in the Greek or Latin languages and with a

great display of erudition, in a letter to Buffon, endeavoured

to shew that there zuerc words in both these languages
which r.eirly approached to that of buffalo; but M. Buffon
himself justly remarks that Caetane rather proves the pos
sibility of deriving the name of buffalo from some words in
the Grec'k and Latin languages than that this name was

really in use among them.
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a province adjoining to Macedonia, which he

calls bonasits. Thus the common ox and the

bonasus, are the only animals of this kind taken

notice of by A.ri.tLlc; and what must appear

singular, the bonasus,alfliou.'li fully described

by this great philosopher, Irns not been recog
nised by any of the Greek or Latin naturalists

who have 'written after him, all of whom have

literally copied him on this subjecl ; so that to

this (lay, there is no more than the name of

bonasus known, without the knowledge of the

animal which it ought to be applied to. If

we consider, that Aristotle, in speaking ofthe

wild oxen of temperate climates, has only
mentioned the bonasus; and that, on the con

trary, the Greek and Latin authors of suc

ceeding ages, have not spoken of the bonasus,

but describe these wild oxen by the names of

ni'us and bison, we shall be led to believe, that

the bonasus must be either the one or the other

of these animals; indeed by comparing what

Aristotle has said of the bonasus, with what

we know of 'the bison, it is more than proba
ble, that these two names indicate the same

animal. Julius Csar is the first who men

tions the urus. Pliny and Pausanias are also

the first who speak ofthe bison. Since Pliny's

time, the name of bubalus has been given in

discriminately to the urus, or the bison, and

this
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this confusion has increased widi time. To

the bonasus, bubalus, urns, anJ bison, have

been added, the catopleba, the Iliur, the buba-

lus of Ijeion, the bions of Scot html and Ame

rica, and all our naturalists have made as many
different species as they have found names.

The truth is here so obscured by clouds, and

o surrounded with errors, that it will be dith

Cult to clear up this part of Natural History,

which the contradiction ofreports, the variety

of descriptions, the multiplicity of names, the

diversity of places, the diflrcnce of 1ngua

ges, and the obscurity of the times, seems to

have condemned to perpetual darkness.

I shall, therefore, give my opinion upon

this subject, and afterwards present the proofs

upon 'which it is founded.

1. The animal at present called buffalo,

(jig. 137) was not known to the ancients.

2. The buffalo, at present domestic in Eu

rope, is the same as the tame or wild buffalo

of India and Africa.

3. The bubalus of the Greeks and Romans

is ricither the buflalo nor the small ox ofBelon,

hut the animal that the gentlemen of the Aca

demy of Sciences have described in treating

of the Barbari COW, and vbich we call the

ljba!its.

4. The small ox of Belon which we have

seen,
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cen, and call by the name of ,~,ebu, is no more

than a variety in the species of the ox.

5. The honasus of Aristotle is the same ani-

mal as the bison (/7g. 138) of the Ltins.

6. The bison of America might originally
come from the bison of Europe.

7. The urus or auroelts, is the same

mal as our Common bull, in his wild and na-

tural. state.

8. The bison only differs from the aurnchs

by accidental varieties, and ( )nseq1[eulv lie is,

as well as the aurochs, of the stmne species is

the domestic ox ; so that, it appears, all Out

denorninal ions, and all the pretended s

of the ancient and modern naturaits may be

reduced to three ; namely, the ox, the buWtlo,

and the bithalus.

1(10 not doubt that sonic of the proposit ions

which I have laid down will appear mere bk1

assertions, particul irly to those who arcemplov-

ed with the nomenclature of aui mals, or have

endeavoured to give a catal 'ne of (hera

ne-vertheless,there is not one of thec assertions

w'hiich I am not able to prove. Bt lefbre I

enter into critical dicussion, each of which

demand particular propo it ions, I s If ex

plain the observations and facts which roll

ducted me into this enquiry, ani which

LYi!g
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having satisfied me, may also prove

satisfac-toryto others.

Domestic animals in very few respects re

semble wild ones ; their nature, their size, and

their form, are less constant, and more subject

to changes, especially in the exterior parts of

the body. The influence ofclimate, so power

ful over all Nature, acts with more force upon

captive animals, than upon free. Food pre

pared by the hand of man, oftentimes scantily

given and ill-chosen, joined to the inclemency

of a foreign sky, in time produces, alterations

sufficiently deep b become constant, and to be

perpetuated from one generation to another.

I do not pretend to say, that this general cause

of alteration is so powerful as to essentially

alter the nature of beings, whose constitution

is so fixed as that of animals; but it changes

them in certain respects; it disguises and trans

forms them externally; it takes away from some

parts, and gives rise to others; it paints them

vih various colours, and by its action upon

the habit of the body, it has an influence on

their dispositions, instincts, and most interior

qualities. A single part changed in a compo

sition so perfect as that of an animal body, is

sufficient to make the whole sensible of tile

alteration ; and it is for this reason, that our

domctic
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"1on3stic, pimas,diflcr an ostas rflUCh in dis.

'Positions and instincts a.5, iii. figtire from, those

iho continue at large jr their natur state.

Of this, the sheep furnishes; a, stk,ing cx,-

le ; this species, stch as it is. at presert,

pe-rishesin a very short time, ;if man. cees frqru.

tending it with care: it is. also greatly. clian,:s

.gcd, and very inferior to its original spccies

:Jiit to adhere to our present subject. we sec

what chinges the has gone though, from

" the combined effects of Climate not~tjshmeijt,

and treat!n'nt, n, a wild, "ind, in a chmestip

state.

The most general, mnd most r kJlc v-

ricty in, çlomestic and even wild. OCn,, C91S5t

in that sort of bunch which spijie hyç be.!

"tweeii the shoulders: this race of oxen are,

called bisons, ançl it has been hit}&erto. be-

"lievccl, tht tiey were of dif.ernt specc

from the common ox; bRt as we. are assured.,

that tlcy produce together, and 1;tt th.ç

.hiuncli dinmipishes ii the first geuçritio. au

disLppears in the second or thirJ.,. it is evident,

tutt this hunch is- ouly a variable and acci

dciital character, 'winch does nçt. preveut the

h1sou from belonging to the sarn sjccies with

the cçnmor ox. There were frrnerly i the

dcsa4t parts of Eiropc, wild oxci, sQru with-

VOL. 'v out
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out hunches, and others with them; thus the

variety seems to be natural,and to proceed from

the abundance and more substantial quality of

food; for we remarked, when treating of the

camels, that when those animals are lean, and

badly fed, they have not even the appearance

of a bunch. The 'x without a hunch was

named vrochs, and turoc/is, in the German

tongue; and the ox with a hunch, in the same

language, was termed -cisen. The Romans,

who knew neither of these wild oxen before

they saw them in Germany, adopted those

names; of vroclis they made trus; and of

then, bison; and they never imagined that the

wild ox described by Aristotle, under tbe name

of honasus, could possibly be either of these

oxen, whse names they had thus latinised.

Another difference between the aurochs and

the bison is the length of the hair; the neck,

shoulders, and throat of the bison are covered

with very long hairs; \%hile the aurochs have all

these parts covered with a short hair,

resem-blingth.t f the rest of the body, the front ex-

cepted, which has frizzled hair. But this

dif-ferenceof the hair is still more accidental than

that of the hunch, and, like that, depends on

the food azd climate, as we have already prov.

ed in the goats, sheep, dogs, cats, &c. Thus,

neither
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-ieithcr the hunch, nor the diiTcrcnce in the

quantity of hair, are specific characters, but

merely simple and accidental variations.

A variety still more extended, and to which

naturalists have given more of character than.

it really deserves, is the form of the horns;

they have not considered that, in our domestic

cattle, the shape, size, posilion, direction, and

even number of horns, vary so strongly, that

it would be impossible to pronounce which i

the true model of Nature. The horns of

some cows are curved and bent downwards;

others have them straight, long, and elevated.

There are whole races of slice!), who have

sometimes two, sometimes four horns, and there

are breeds of cows who have no horns. These

exterior, or, as I may say, accessory parts of

thebody,lia ye aslittlepermancncyas the colours

of the hair, which in domestic animals vary

and combine in every manner. This differ

ence in the shape and direction of the horns,

which is so common, must. not then be regard

ed as a distinctive character of the species;

thungli, it is upon this character alone that

our naturalists have established their species;

arid, as Aristotle, in the description lie gives of

the bonasus, says, that its ho'rns turn inwards,

they have from that. alone separated it from all

thcr oxen, and made it a particular species,

iLhow
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'without having ever sceh the individuaL-

TTpon this variation of the horns, In domestic

animaTh, Ve have quoted os and eWes, ra-

ther than bulls and rams, because the females

nrc more numerous than the males, and we

may every where observe thirty cows or ewes

for one bull or ram.

The mutilation of a'nimals by castratiOn

seems to hurt the individual only, and not to

affect the species ; nevertheless, it is certain,

that this custom restrains Nature on one side

Ind weakens it on the oilier. A single male,

C()II(lewned to serve thirty or forty females,

must exhaust himself withOut satisfying them.

The ardour of love must be unequal; indif

ferent in the male, who exceeds the designs

of Nature, and too ardent in the fcmalc,who

niust be SO limited ; from thence all the

pro:luctiens must chiefly be tinctured with

feminine qualities, a greater number of fe..

males will lie produced than males ; ancl

even the males l2ossess more of the molier

than the father. hits 1S without doujt,

the reason there are more girls than boys
barn in the couffirics where men have a great

number of wics, while among those where

tIe 1fl arc perrrutted to have but one, more

males than f';u ales are born. It is true, that

among dowesttc animals they cOmiionJ,i

.%%; itIii,
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withhold the mist beautjfiul from castration,

to become the parent of a numerous genera
tion. The first productions of these chosen.

nales will be strong and vigorous; but from

Raving too many copies from this single
mould the impression of Nature is deformed,

or qt least impaired, and not preserved in its

fnU perfection; the race mut, therefore, be

weakened atid degenerate; and this,. perhaps,

is the cause why more monsters are to be

found among domes!ic than- wild animals,

Where the number of males, which concur to

geieration, is eqial to that of the females.

Morever, when I here is but one male to a

great number of females they have not the 1i

berly of consulting thei'r own taste, and, con

equently, deprived of those emotions which

arise from: spontaneous pleasures. In the fe

males there remains nothing poignant in their

amours, and they languish in expecting the

o1d approaches of a male that. is not of their

own hoice, who is frequently not accommo

dated to them, and from whom they do not

receive thoe -flattering caresses as if he were

obliged to court a preference. From these

sluggish amours insipid beings must proceed,

whowill have neither that courage, spirit, nor

strength, whiioh Nature only can bestow Ott

every
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every species by leaving to individuals their

faculties quite entire, especially the liberty of

choice between the sexes. It is well kwn

in the example of horses, that the cross breed

is always the finest ; we ought not therefore,

to confine our female cattle to a single male of

their own country, who already has too much

the resemblance of his mother, and who, Cofld

sequently, far from improving tile SpeCles,-can

only continue to degrade it. Mankind, in this

practice, have preferred their convenience to

every other advantage; they have not endca

voured to support, or to embellish Nature,

but submit her operations to them, that they

may enjoy her productions in a more despotic

manner. The males are the superior of each

species; they have the most spirit, and are

the least tractable; a greater number of males

in our flocks therefore would render them less

docile, more difficult to conduct and to watch.

'To these causes of degeneration in domestic

animals we must yet mention another, which

alone is capable of producing more changes

than all the rest put together, viz. the trans.

portation of animals, from one climate to ano

ther ; oxen, sheep, and goats, have been car

ried to all parts ; in every place they have felt

the influence of the climate, and imbibed im-

pressions
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presskns from every soil and every sky,- o that

nothing is more difficult than to recognize, in

this great number of varieties, those who are

the least estranged from the type ofNature.

Having thus'cxplained the general causes of

varieties among domestic animals, I shall pro

ceed to the particular proofs of what I have

advanced on the subject of oxen and buffaloes.

I have said, 1st. That the animal at present
known by the name ofthe bu/Jalo was not known

by the ancient Greeks, and Romans. This

is evident, since none of their authors have

described, or even used, a name which can be

applied to it.; besides, we are informed, by

the annals of Italy, that the first bufltlo was

brought there towards the end of the filth cen.

tury, A. D. 595.

'2. The Buffalo, at present domestie in Eu

rope, is the ame as the wild or lame buffalo of

Jiirha and Africa. This needs no other proof,

than the c,omnparison of our dcscription of the

bufflulo, taken from an animal we saw alive,

with the remarks that travellers have given of

the buffaloes ofPersia, Mogul, Bengal, Egypt,

Guinea, arid the Cape of Good Hope. In all

these countries this animal is the same, and

does not differ from our buffalo but in very

slight di ffircnces.




3. The
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3. The, Babalus of the Greeks and 1?o

.?nans, is not the biJj'alo, nor the small ox of

Lelon; but ti animal that, the gentlemen of

.the. Academy his described under the name

of the cow of Barbaiy. This appears clear

from Aristotle placing the bubalus with the

stags and fallow deer, and not with the oxen.

in other parts, he speaks & him among the

roebucks, and says, that he but badly defends

himself with his horns, and that he flies from

ferocious animals. Pliny, in speaking of the

wild oxen of Germany, says, that it is through

ignorance that the conirnon people give the

name of bubhis to these oxen, for the bu

balus is an animal of Africa, which in some

ueasure resembles a calf or a stag. The bu

balus is then a timid animal, who has no other

resource than by flight to avoid the attack of

ferocious animals,. who consequently from this

circumstance must be swift, and possess some.

thing of a make between the calf and a stag:

all these characters, not one, of which apply

to the buffalo, are found perfectly united in

the figure of the animal which Jioratius' Eon-

lana sent to Aidrovandus, and of which the

gentlemen ofthe Academy have given a figure
and description under the muffle of the cow of

Bcti'bai;
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; arid they have thought, with me,

that it was the bubalus of the ancients.

4. The shEa!1 ox of IJclon is on1ij a variety

in the species of the ox. We shall easily prove

this, by only referring to the figure of the aid

nial given by uelon, ProsperAl pinus, Edwards,

and to the description we have made. \Ve

have seen it alive ; his conductor told us, that

he brought him from Africa, where he was

called Zebu ,' that lie was domestic; and that

they Used him o ride on. This animal is. in.

1ct, very gentle and familiar he is of an

agreeable firure, though heavy and thick

nevertheless he so perfectly rescuibit2s the ox,

hat I cannot give a more just idea of' him,

than by saying, if we were to look at a ver

handsome bull, through a glass that diminishes

objects one halt, the figure would very near

approach that of the zebu.

5. The Bonasus of Arislofic is the Sawe (1-k

(lie l;ison 0/ the Laliiis. This proposition

cannot be proved, without a critical discus.

--ion, with the whole defaji of which I sh;dl not

f rouble the reader. (esner, who was a

learn-edman, as well as a na ural 1sf, and who

VOL. VIII. F thoug'ht

The zebu, or small ox of Bclon, hs none of the ch.

racters of the bubalus ; it differs from it almost as much as

our ox differs from the antelope: Bcloii also is the only na

turalist who has considered tJii small ox to be the bubhi

f the ancients.



thought with me, that time boimasus might be

the bison, has more carefully than any oilier

person exani iiicd and discussed the observations

which Aristotle gives on time bonasus, and at

the same time has corrected niiiny erroneous

expressions in the translation of Theodore Ga-

za, which nevertheless all the naturalists have

foh!oed without examination : in adopting,

therefore, his elucidatio:s, and in suppressing

from. time remarks of Aristotle, whatever is ob-

scure, contradictory or fabulous, they appear

to me reduced to the following description :

The bonasus is a wild ox of Poaia, and is

at least as big as a domestic ox, and of the same

make; he is covered from the shoulders to the

eyes ii h a long hair, like the inane ofa horse;

his voice is like the ox; his horns are short,

and curved round the ears; his legs are cover

ed with long hair, soft as wool, and his tail is

small corn par! 10 his size, although in other

-esellible.eds it I ~S that of tliv ox. Like tilees

bull, he has the custom of pawing tile ground

vil h his fet ; Ii is h Lde is hard, his flesh is ten-

der, awl good. By (lit se chiiac1ers, which are

all we can rely on from Aristotle, we see how

near the bonasus approach S towards the bison.

Lvery part, in fhet, agrees, the shape of the

horns excepted, but which, as we have already

ibcrved, greatly varies in animals, who am,

iiotit Ii.
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riotiithstanding, of the same species. We

have seen such crooked horns, taken from an

hunched ox of Africa, and we shall hereafter

prove, that this hunched ox is no other than

the bison. This we shall be able to confirm

by the testimonies ofancient authors. Aristotle

mentions the bonasus as an ox of Ponia;

and Pausanias, speaking ofthe Ponian bulls,

says, in two different parts of his works, that

these bulls are bisons; lie even expressly says,

that the bulls of Ponia, which lie saw at the

public games at Rome, had very long hair

upon the breast, and about thejaws. In short,

Julius Cesar, Pliny, Pausanias, Solinus, &c.

in speaking ofwild oxen, mention the auroclis

and the bison, but take no notice of the bo

nasus. It must, therefore, be supposed, that

in less than four or five centuries the species of

the bonasus has been lost, unless we allow that

the names bonasus and bison indicate only the

same animal.

6. The bison of America might come

ori-ginally-fromthe bison of Europe. We have

already laid down the foundation of this opi-

nion in our discourse on the animals of the

two continents; they are the result ofthe ex-

perience of M. de la Nux, who has given

much information on this subject. He has

informed us, that the bisons, or hunched oxen,

(t
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of India. and A. Inca, copn1te wil Ii tile bul'I's

and COWS ()t LLIrOEC, and 1iat the hunch is

only an accidental character, which diiiiinishes

u the first generation, a11(1 disappears ill the

second or third. Since lie høus ofIndia ar

of flue same species as our oxen, and have,

consequently the same origi:), is it not natural

to extend this organ to the bison of America?

Every thing secuus to concur in. support of

this supposition. The bisons appear to be ori

ginally of cold and ternp'ratc regions; their

name is derived from the German language;

the ancients say that they were found in that

part of Germany which borders on Scythia ;

and there arc now bisons in the north of

Germany, in Poland, and in Scotland ; they

might, therefore, have passed into America, or

even, have come from thence, as they areani

mals common to the two continents. The only

difference I)ctwcen the bisons, of Europe and

those of America is, that the latter are less.

Bat even this difference is a new presumption

that they are of the same species, for we have

already remarked, that generally both domestic

and wild animals, which have passed ofthem

selves, or have been transported, into America.

have, without any exceptio:, diminished in

size; besides, all the characters, even the

hunch, and the long hairs at the binder parts,

ar
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ai"c the same in the bisons of America and in

those of Europe ; thus we cannot refuse to re

gard them, not only as animals of the same

species but also of the same race.

'7. The urus, or auroclis, is the same ani

mal as the common bull, in his wild and nez

iuraistaie. This position is clear, as the figure

and constitution of the body of the auroclis is

perfectly similar to that of our domestic bid!.

The aurochs is on!y larger and onger, like

every other animal ho enjoys Ii is liberty.

The. aurochs are still to he met 1XilI iii some

provinces of the north. The young atoh

have been taken from their mothers, and being

reared, when of a proper age have copulated

with the domestic bulls and cows. sc that we

Cannot doubt but they are of the same

species.

S0, -
I

conclude, the hLcon d/J'ei's from the

auI'OCItS by accidental varieties onl,i, and, Con.'

equenilij, is also of 1/ic same species (15 the

domestic or. The hunch, the length and

quality of the hair, and the form of the lions,

are the sole characters by whichi we can dis

tinguish the bisons froni the aiirochis. But we

have known the hunched oxen produce witit

the domestic kind; we likewise kuow, that the

length and quality of the hair, in all animals,

depend on the nature of the climate; and we

have
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have remarked, that ill ox.en, goats, arni Sheep;

the loriii otthe horns frequently varies. TIies

di1flreiiccs, therefore, are not suflicient to esta

blish ro dst iffl't species ; and since our do-'

mestic oxen prod nec wit Ii the hunched oxen

of India, We have reason to think. they woul(i

copulaie with [ lie bison, or un nch Ni ox ofLu

rope. There are, in the almost inunmera Jile

varieties of these aninmt, in difflrei1 climates,

two prni itive kinds, both of' \yllich have long'

continued in a .na ural state ; the hunched ox,

or bison, arid the auroch, or ox without an

hunch kinds 1tav' ctibsi',ted till this

present time, either in a w'ilu or domcstc state,

and are scattered, or r:ther have been trans

ported, into all the climates of the earth. All

the domestic Oxen 'Without huilchcs have piO

ceeded originally from the aurechs, and hose

with the hunch from the bison. To gie a

just idea of these varieties we shall make an

enumeration of them as they are found in the

different parts of the world.

To begin with the north of Europe

few oxen and cows of Iceland are deprived of

horns, although they are of iiie same kind as

our oxen. The size of these animals is rather

relative to the plenty and quality of pasture
than to the nature of the climate. The Dutch

fetch lean cows from Denmark, which fatcn'

p roil igiouiy
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prodigiously in their rich meadows, and give

a great (Ical of milk these Denmark cows are

larger than ours. The hulls ctfl(l COWS of the

Ukraine, where there is excellent pusture, are

said to be the biggest in Europe, and they are

0fthesainckindasouroxen. InSwitz~-Hand,I I Lt

where the tops of the mountains are covered

with an abundant and flourishing verdure, and

which is solely reserved as food for the catk,

the oxen are nearly double the size of these iii

France, Where CoiT1mo1iy they are fed on the

coarsest herbage, Ii ich is rcfucd by horses.

B;td hay, and leaves, are the con,-,1,011 foo"I of

our oxen in winter, am! in spring, when they

hoiild be refreshed, they ai'e excluded from

the meadows; they, therefore, suffer stilt fflOFC

in that season than. in vinler, fr they then have

lit tie or iiot!iiiig given them in the stb1e, but

are driven into the roads, into thhlow fields, or

into the woods, and arc always kept at a (us

lance from the fertile lands, so that they are

more fatigued than fed ; at last, in summer,

they are permitted to enter the meadows, hich

re then stripped, and parched with heat and

drought; there is not, therefore, a single season

t1iroulout the year in which these animals

are amply or agreeably fed. This is the sole

fause which renders them weak, poor, and

Small ;
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small ; for, in Spain, and in soine cantons of

tile P ill CCS 0 t F ra CC, where there is good

isl UP)Ue and solely reserved for the oxen, they

arc aitich stronger and larger.

in Barbary, and most part of Africa, where

the grOund is dry, mid the pasture poor, the

oxen are still smaller, the cows give much less

jHk timn those in France and the areatestyj I b

pait of them lose their milk when their calves

are taken from them. They are the same in

some parts of Persia, of Lower Ethiopia, and

in Great rIlartary, while in the same countries,

and at very small distances, as in Calmuck

Tartary, in Upper Ethiopia, and in Abyssiniu,

the oxen are a prodigious size. This dif.

ferencc, therefore, depends more on the plenty

of their food than on the temperature of the

climate. In the northern, temperate, arid

warm regions, we equally find, at very small.

distances, small or large oxen according lô the

quantity and quality of the pasture, they are

fed Upon.

The brcecl of aurochs, or ox without a

hunch, inhabits the cold and temperate zones,

and is not much dispersed in the onthcnr

countries. On the centrary the breed of the

bison, or hunched ox, occupies all. (lie southern

provi nce. in the whole contjneiil of 1adia,

j 'I
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in the eastern and southern islands olallAfrica,

fron Mount Atlas to the Cape of Good Hope,

we find no others but hunched oxen; it even

appears, that this breed, which has prevailed

in all the warm countries, has many advan

tages over the others; for, like the bison, of

which they are the issue, their hair is softer,

and more glossy than our oxen, who, like the

auroch, are furnished but with little hair, ofa

harsh nature. These hunched oxen are also

swifter, and more proper to supply the place

of the horse; at the same time they are less

clumsy, stupid, and indolent than our oxen.

They are more tractable, and sensible, have

more of that intelligence which renders them

useful ; they are also treated with more care

than our finest horse'. 'rue regard the In

dians have for these animals is so great that

it has degenerated into superstition, the last

mark of l4ind respect. The ox, as the most

useful animal, has appeared to theui the most

worthy ofbeing revered; and they have made

an idol of the object of their veneration, a kind

of beneficent and powerful divinity; 1ir We

VOL. VIII. G are

,*.At. Surat, Persia, and in all the provinces of India, they

re used for carrying burdens and drawing a kind of coaches,

and by constant habit hcy acquire such a dexterity thai few

animals can outrun them. &e Yojage: dll I'alIi,

A(aiddjio, F/aourt, Grout, ¬.
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are (lts!rou of rendering all we respect, great,

and cipab1c of doing much good, or much

lliirm.

These hunched oxci vary perhaps more

than ours in lie colours of the hair, and the

iliiirc of their horns, the handsomest are all

vhute, like the oxen of Lombardy. Some are

des itute ofu)rn, while others have them very

much e1evate , and othes so bent down, that

they are alm."st pcndet. It even appears,

that we must divide this first race of bisons, or

hunched oxen, into two secondary kinds; the

one 1are, and the other snaIl, and this last is

that of the :c/u. Both ofthem are found nearly

in the same climates, and are equally mild and

easily managed ; both have soft hair, and a

hunch ul on the back; this hunch is nothing

but an excrescence, a kind of wen, a piece of

tender tesh, as gooJ to eat as the tongue of an

ox. The hunches of some oxen weigh from

forty' to fif y pouuds, others have them much

smaller. Swue fthese oxen have prodigious

large horns; there is one in the French king's

cabinet, which is three feet and a half in

length, and seven inches in diameter at the

base many tr:t.vel(ers afl'irrn that they' have

seeji them, of a ca )acitv si (}i'ient to contaili

nd even twenty pints of water!




The
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The method of castrating large cattle is not

known in any part of Africa, and it is but

little practised in India. When the bulls imn.

dergi) this operation, it is no-L' ctittinr, but

compressing their cticlcs ; and altiu1i the

Indians keep a number of ihce animals to draw

their carriages, and work in their grounds,

they do not by any means train up so intny as

we do. As in all hot countries the cows give

but little milk ; as the natives are but little ac

quainted with cheese and butter; and as the

flesh of the calves is not so good as in Europe,

they multiply the horned beasts less than we do.

Bcides, all those southern proiiices of Africa

and Asia, beng much less peopled than Eu

rope, there are a great number of wild oxen,

who are taken when young ; these become

tame of themselves, and submit to labour with

out any rcistance; they become so tractable,

that they are managed with greater case than

horses, the voice of their master is only requi

site to direct and make them obey; they are

very careful of them in every respect; and give

them plenty of the best food. These animals,

thus raised, appear to be of a different nature

from our oxen, who only know us by our bad

treatment; the goad, whip, and scarcity of

food, render them stupid arid weak: in short,

if
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if we knew our own interest, we l1Oi1l(1 ti-cat

ihat is dependent on us with ietter usige.

Men of inferior rank, and people the least

polished, seem to have a better sense than

others of the laws of equality, nd the shade's

of natural &jiiahity. The S-ervalft of the farmer

maybe said to be upon a level with his master;

the horses of the Arabs, and hl-c' en of the

l'!ottentots ,are fh YOU rite dornestics corn iiins
-. I A

in
their

exorcises, assistants in their labour,

and whim the'y shüc tbeir habitttioii,

eir'be'd and their tabhis by hiis coin

munity, debases himself css than the beasts

are eIevited and lrununizcd. fliey become

affectionate, sensible, and. intelligent; they

there crforrn, thro-uh love, all that they do

here thiough fear. Thydo more, for as tieir

nature is raised by ntIncss of tieir ed.,

cation, And by' the continuance of aüenibri

towards theni, they lccoine capable of actions

almost human. ThçHttcntots' irin up their

oxen to war, and ake, ise of them 'iear1y in

the same manner as the Indians o of the dc.

phants; they ins1ict thse oxen to guard thir

sheep, to conduct tlidm Erotn pIaccto 'p1tce, and
" I '_
to defend them from strailgers and ferocious

btseas they teach diem to 1nw friends frdm

enemies,. to üuidèrstdnd Sign, '&iud to' bey t1e-

vQieo"
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voice. Thus the mot stupid of men are the

best preceptors of beasts.

All, the southern parts of Africa and ksia are

then inhabited with bisons, or hunchcd'oxen,

among which is a great variety in respect to

size, colour, shape of the horns, &c. On 'the

contrary, all the northern countries ofthese'two

parts of the world, and the whole of Europe,

comprehending the adjacent island, as far as

the Azores, have only oxen without hunches,

who derive their origin from the aurochs; and

as the aurochs, which is our ox in a wild state,

is larger and stronger than our domestic ones,

SO the bison, or wild hunched ox, is also

stronger and larger than 'the tame ox of India.

lie is also sometimes smaller, but that depcmds

only on the quaiitity'of food. At alabar, in

Abyssinia, and Madagascar, where the mea.

dows are naturally spacious and fertile, the

bisons are of a prodigious size; in Africa and

Arabia Pétrea, where the land is dry, the

zebus, or' bisons, are a small size.

In every part of America oxen without

h unchés are generally diffused, which the

'Spaniards and other Europeans have sucbsm

sively transported thither; these oxen hve

onsidèrabIy multiplied, but are become less
"
intfee new' countries. 'The spëics was áb

solutcly
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o1iifeIy unknown in South America; but in aft

the northern parts, as fhr as Florida, Louisiana,

mid even nearly to Mexico, the bi.ons, or

hunched oxen, were found in great numbers.

These bisons, which formerly in1iahiett the

woods of Germany, Scotland, and other nor

them couffiries, have l)roba)1y pasd from

one coniuent to the other, and are become,

like other animaI, smaller in Ui i new urId ;

and as they lived in climates more or less 'o1cl,

their hair became loner or shoder. ri!lejr

beards and hair is longer at Ffu'!swi's Buy than

at Mexico, and in general their Jitir i, softer

than the finest woo'. We cannot, theethre,

avoid believing these bisons of the new con

tinent are of the same species as those of the

old ; they have preserved all the principal cha

racters, as the hunch upon the shoulders, the

longhair under the muzzle, and on the hinder

parts of the body, and the short legs and tail;

and by comparing what Hernandes, Fernandes,

and every other historian and traveller of the

new world have said, with what has been

written concerning the bison of Europe, we

shall be convinced, that these animals are not

of a different species.

Thus the wild and domestic o, the ox of

Europe, Asia, America, and A Inca; the bona-

- $US
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su, the aurochs, the bison, and the zebu, are

all animals of the same species, which accord-

lug to the differences of climate, food, and

'rca.tment, have undergone all the variations

ve have explained. The ox is the most useful

animal, and also themost universally dispersed;

for, excepting South America, he has been

found in all parts; his constitution being equal

ly formed to withstand the ardour ofthe south,

or rigours of the north. He appears to be an

dent in every climate ; he is domestic in ci

vilized nations, and wild in desart countries or

among unpolished people. He supports him

self by his own resources when in a state of

nature, and never loses the qualities relative

to the service of man. The young wild calves,

i iiicli are taken from their mothers in India

or Africa, become in a very short time, as

tractable as those of the domestic kind ; and

this natural conformity is another striking

proofof the identity ofthe species. The gen

tieness of character in these animals indicates

the natural flexibility of their bodies; Ibr in all

species in which we havediscovered the c1iarac

ter 0fgentleness, and which have been subjected

to a domestic state, there are more varieticc

than can be found in those which have remain

xl wild through (heir character of inflexibility.

If
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If it be asked, whether the aurochs or the

bison be the primitive race of oxen, a satisfac

tory answer may be drawn from the facts we

havejust laid dovn. The hunch ofthe bison

is, as it has been observed, no more than ai ac

"cidental character, which is defaced and lost in

the mixture of the two kinds. The aurochs, or

ox without a hunch, is, then, the most power

ful and predominant kind; if it were other

wise, the hunch, instead of disappearing,

would extend and remain upon cvery one of

this iiiixt breed. l3csides, this bunch of the

bison, like that of the camel, is less the prom

duction of NaLurc than the effect of labour,

and the mark of slavery. From time iinrne

morial, in almost every quarter of t1ie globe,

.the ox has been obliged to carry burdens;

Me habitual, and often excessive load, has

deformed their backs; and this deformity has

been afterwards propagated through gene

"ations. Uncleformed oxen are no longer to

be seen, but in those countries where they

have not made use of them as beasts ofburden.

In all Africa, and iri.thic eastern continent, the

ien are hunched, occasiiicd by their having

always Carted loads on their shotille'rs. III

.II)r)p, hre they are only emphyed for

tlraugbt,lhcyhavc not undergone this dc1kr,ne.l

sttration, winch in t!i first place probably

proceeds
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proceeds from the compression of the toads,

and in the secuiid fro:n lie abundance of fbod ;

I'm- it disappears wheu the animal is lea!! and

poorly fed, Some enskved and hunched oxen

rnighl have escaped or been abandoned in the

wo'ids, and where their posterity would be

loaded with the same deformity, which, far

from disappearing, may have ericreased by the

abundance of fbod peculiar to uncultivated

countries, so that this second breed would

spread over all the desart lands of the north

and soul h, and pass into the New Continent,

like other animals, whose nature can support

the cold. What still more confirms the iden

tity of the species of the bison and auroèhs, is,

the bisons of Nor(li America have so strong a

smell, that they have been called Musk Oxen

by most travellers ; and, at the same time, we

find, by the accounts of many persous, that

the aiirochs, or wild ox of Prussia and Livo

nia, !ias the same scent of musk.

There remains, therefore, but two specks,

the buflilo and the o, oit of all the names

placed at the head of this article, each of which

the ancient and modern naturalists have treated

as separate and distinct. These two animals,

although grea Ily resembling each othcr, both

domestic, often living uadcr the same roof, and

VOL. VIII. II fed
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fed in the same meadows, have never'tlieles

constantly refused to unite though excited to

it by their keepers. Their natures are more

distant than that of the ass and the horse ;

there even appears to be a strong antipathy

between them, for it is affirmed, that cows

vi1I not stickle young buftalocs, and the fe

male bufThloes refuse the same kindness to the

other calves. The 1)UfhilO is of a more obsti

nate nature, and less tractable than. the ox.

He obeys with great reluctance, and his tem.

per is more coarse and brutal. Next to the

hog, he is I he filthiest of all domestic animals,

and is very unwilling to be cleaned and dressed.

His figure is very clumsy, and forbidding ; his

look stupidly wild; lie stretches out ]11S neck in

an ignoble manner, and carries his head in a

very bad posture, almost always inclined to.

-wards the ground. He belIos hideously, with

a tone much' stronger and deeper than that of

the bull. His legs are thin, his tail bare, his

physiognomy dark, and his skin as black as his

hair. lie differs chiefly from the ox by the

colour of his hide, which is easily perceived

under his spare covering of hair. His body

is thicker and shorter than that of the ox ;

his legs are longer; his head proportionally

much less; his horns are not so round, black,

and

,
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ttfl(1 partly compressed, and lie has a tuft of

frizzled hair over his forehead. His hide is

'likewise thicker and harder than that of the

OX. His flesh is black, and hard, and not only

disagreeable to the'tastc, but repugnant to the

smell. The milk of the female is not so good

as that of the cow, but she yields a greater

laffi ity. In hot countries, almost all the

cheese is made of btiffitlo's milk. The flesh

of the young buffaloes, though killed during

the sucking time, is not a bit better. The hide

alone is of more value than all the rest. of the

animal, whose 1.oniie is the only part that is

-tit to eat : this bide is flrm, pretty light, and

almost impenetrable. As these animals are

.Ialger and stronger than oxen they are very

-serviceable ; they make them draw, and not

carry burdens ; they lead them by the rnens

a ring passed through their nose. Two buf-

fidoes harnessed, or rather chained, to a

car-riage,will draw as much as four strong horses.

AS they carry their necks and heads low, they

employ the whole weight of their body in

drawing, and their mass greatly surpasses that

of a labouring horse, or ox.

The height and thickness ofthe buffalo alone

indicates, that he is a native of warm cotta

The largest quadrupeds belong to tile

i:ril
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torrid ZOUC of the Old Continent.; and the

buflhlo, "or h s magnitude, ought. to be placed

Ilext to the elephant, the rhinoceros, and the

hippopotamus. The camel is taller but. less

thick, and also a native of the sow hem coun

tries o Africa an(l Asia. Nevertheless, buf

faloes live and multiply in Italy, in France,

and in other temperate provinces. Those kept

in the royal menagerie, htve brou ht lbrth

two or hree tunes ; the t,-male has but one at

a birth, ami goes \vit Ii young about tv dye

months, ich is another 1rooi of the

differ-encebctwcen this species and that of the COW,

who only goes nine months. It appears also,

thdi. ilicse animals are more gentle all(l less

bruiai i their native country, and the . armer

the climate the more tractable is their nature.

In Egypt thy are morc tractable hanin Italy;

and in India more so ihun in Egypt. Those of

Italy have also more hair than those of Egypt,

and those of Egypt more than those of India.

Their coat is never entirely covered, because

they are nattvs 01 hot couWes ; and in (re

iiera, large animals of these climates have

little or no hair.

There are a great. number of wild buffaloes

in the countries of A Inca am! India, which

are watered by large rivers, and where exten

sive pasturages arc found. The wild buflalocs
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o in droves and make great havock in

culti-vatedLands, but they never attack the Ii umati

SpCCICS, unless they are wounded, afl(1 are thcii

very dangerous ; for they itiake (hrcclly at

1 lid r enemy, (Ii row Ii im down, and tnt ,-,11) ie

him under their feet. They are, however,

greafly terrified at the sight of' (ire, and are

displeased at a red colour. Aidrovanci nS,

holbe, and many other naturalists and t ravet

lers, assure us, diat 110 person dare wear red

cloaths in the country where the buffitloes are.*

I know not whet her this aver!O!1 to fire and a

red colour be general among the l)UfiaiOCS for

I ere are but few among oi: r ox-cu who grow

angry at the sight of red cloaths.

The bu flab, like all large animals of warm

climates, is fond of bathing, and CVdfl of re

maining in the water; be swims well, and

boldly traver-.cs the most rapid floods. As his

legs are longer than those of the ox, he runs

also quicker. 7f Negroes of Guinea, and

the Indians of Malabar, where the buffaloes

are very nwncrous, often hunt them. They

ieit1ier pursue nor attack them openly, l)Ut

climbing

Sonnin says, that he (lid not perceive the bufFaloes of

Egypt to be affected in tins manner b)r a red colour, for all

the inhabitants of this country wear round their neck and

breast a chal! of the same colour, wthout the buffaloes ap

pearing to be affected or irritated,
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cnihuig U!) the trees, or iitdmg themselves u

ihe ti!,-s, which the buffiu!ocs cannot pene

trate,. on aCOUut of their horns, they wait 1r

nni kill them. Those people are find of the

lieS!] of the 1)UfialO, aad gain great profit by

veii(l!n dicr hides and horns, which are hard

er a rid better than those of the ox.

The anim , called, at Congo, Eiiiacassa

or Pacassa, though very badly described by

travcTkrs, seems to mc to be the buffdo; and

that which they have spoken of, under the name

f .L;)11;u1)ung(l, OF Im/)aLa11C'!, ill tl1C same

con ii ry, illay 1)OSSiI)IV be t e b ubal us, whose

IIistOFV we shall give wih that of the antelope,

SF-VP [,EMET.

1W QUERHOENT says, that rdtho

Ow hsons in vtriab1y d ifflr from the common

xcn by Inc ii UflCU On i1eir backs, and their

hajr being longer, ytkt I hey t)reed in t lie Isle of

I mace, and the; fl('slt ; Prerable lo flint af

European oxen ; 111(I 1j.-1r is !S() SFflOotl1cF,

heir lcg.s thinner, and t !:eir horns re 0,1 (r(,

ud alftr Sonic ICW gcucra(ions the hunch c-11-

III

d ppc'u . 'i1cc vas OlR brought to

iloUa u! t1'J11 \orth iti'neriea , which was

ca ic
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carried about to di G'rcn1 towns, by a S xeie, in

a large cage; this one had an enortuous inane

round his head, which was iiot hair, hut a very
fine wool, divided into locks like a fleece ; thc

skin was of a black colour, excepfin on the

hunch, where the hair was longer, and under

that the skin was rather tawny; and o us this

animal see tried to d I ffl r from the European by

the hunch an(i wool only.
Bisons are said to have cxised fbrrnerly iii

the north of Europe, arid Gener assc-ts, that

ever) in his time there were some in co land

but I have been credibly informed by leUcr

both from Ln1aml an(l Sclnuid, lhat not the

smallest remembra rice of them can be lraccd

in that con U ry. Mr. Bell, iii his travels fwm

Russia to China, mentions seci ng two spece

of oeii in the non herri pnrs of 1 sin, one

li icli was the a u n)cns, arid the other whmat 41 k

after Ginelin, have cri1k i he or

Grunting (1uv,, luch sce.d to be oi t

same species as I .,,c t)!SOn ; a n. in wh ich ve

find, by Corn pnrion, a prtect .'o; ciell ce (

characlers, eXCept ftat the ;nner gm uL

anci lime 1atc'r l)elaW

Although 1 he race of he 1) son i' ea r (1

tused in the Old (10Ui inent, fimim d tdmcar

mild the oiit ('( ..1 Idea, and from he ec
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of the East Tn(lies even to Siberia, anti that

thotig'li they are met with in the new eon I inent,

frow 1IIe Country of the JilOnois to Louisiana

Mid kxtCo, they have neverpascd I he isth nius

of Punama, for there are not any bisons in

South Amenca, not",,' i hsta riding I he climate

is p' lv agrceabhe to their na ore, and Eu

ropcau oxen multiply there as svell as in any
other place.

The best bulls and cows at NT-ad agasear were

brought from Africa, and have a hunch on

their backs ; but the cows give very little

milk. In this island there are wild bisons in

the forests, the flesh of which is not so good as

that of our oxen. The natives of Agra hunt

them on the mountain of Nerwer, in the road

from Surat. to Golconda, and which is

Sur-roundedwith wood.

The zebu, as we formerly observed, is the

bison as well as the ox in miniature, and

though originally a native of warm regions,

can nevertheless exist and multiply in trnpe

rate ones, for in a letter I received from Mr,

Colinson, dated London, December, 1764, he

assures me, that the Dukes of I unond and

Portland had several of IICSe animals in their

parks, and which brought forth calves every

year: they were originally brought from the

East,-
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ast Indies. lie adds, that the females were

much larger than the males, but that the hunch

on the back was twice as big on the latter

as the former; that the young zebu sucks the

mother like other calves, but that in our cli

mate, the milk soon dries up, and that it is ne

cessary to have another female to bring them

up; that the Duke of Richmond ordered one

of them to be killed, when its flesh was found

not to be near so good as that of the commOn

ox..

There may also be small oxen without the

hunch, which, like the zebu, constitutea par

ticular race; for Careri, in his journey frOm

spahan to Scl4iras, saw two small cows, which

had been sent as a present to the king, that did

not exceed the size of calves; they were fed

entirely upon straw, and yet were very flit.

As to the buffaloes, although they can make

but little use of their horns, they are compel

led to light lions and tigers in the Mogul's

country. These animals are numerous in

warm and marshy countries, especially near

rivers, for water and a noist soil seems to be

more neccsary to them than a warm climate;

tire are not any of them therefore in Arabia,

where the country is dry. They hunt the

wild buffaloes, but with great caution, as they

VOL. VUJ. I are
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are very dangerous, and 'when wounded rush

at their opponents with great fury.

M. de Qierhoënt says, the body of the buf

falo, at the Cape of Good Hope, is about the

size ofour oxen, but his head is larger, and his

legs shorter. They generally keep about the

edge of the woods; and as he has a bad sight

he keeps his head near the ground, and when

he observe any disagreeable object near him

he makes a sudden dart upon it, making at the

same time a most hideous bellowing, and on

those occasions it is difficult to escape him;

but he is not so much to be feared in the open

fields: his hair is commonly red, with a few

black spots, and they are often seen together in

large flocks.
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WE have already spoken of this little ox

under the article buffalo; but as there has been

one brought to the royal menagerie since the

impression of that article, we can now speak

of it with greater exactness, and give an en

graving
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graving of it done from life. I have also

learned, by making new researches, that this

small ox, to which I have given the name of

ebu, (fig. 145.) is rery probably the same

animal which is called lant, or dant, iii Na

midia, and in some other northern provinces of

Africa, where it is very common, and that the

name dant, which can belong to no other ani

mal but this we are treating of, has been trans

ported from Africa into America, and given

to an animal which only resembles this by

the size of his body, and who belongs to a

different species. This dant of America is the

tapir, or the maipouri; and in order that it may

ot be confounded with the dant of Africa,

which is our zebu, we shall give the history

of it in this volume.

TIlE MUFLON, AND OTHER SHEEP.

THE weakest species of useful animals were

rendered domestic the earliest of any. The

sheep and goat were subjugated before the

horse, the ox or the camel. They were also

transported
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transported from one climate to another will

greater case; hence the great variety which arg

to be niet with in these species, and the diI1i

culiy ofrecognizing the original breed of each.

It is certain, as we have proved, that our do

mestic sheep, as they at present exist, could

not support themselves without the assistance

of man ; it is, therefore, evident that Nature

did not produce them as they at present are.

b Lit that they have degenerated under our care;

consequently we must search among the wild

animals for those which come the nearest to

the sheep; we must compare them with the do

mestic sheep of foreign countries, examine the

different causes of the alteration, change, and

degeneration, which has had such influence

upon the species, and endeavour to restore all

these various arid pretended species to a pri

milive race, as we have done in that of the ox.

The sheep, with which we are acquainted,

is only to be met with in Europe, and some

of the temperate provinces of Asia; if trans

1x)red into Guinea, it loses its wool, and is

covered with hair, it decreases in irtiIity, and

its flesh has no longer the same taste. It can

not subsist in. very cold countries, though a

breed of sheep is to be found in cold climates,

especially in Iceland, who have many horn

short
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short tails, and harsh thick wool, under wbicli

is in almost every animal in the north is a

second lining, of a softer, finer, arid thicker

wool. In warm countries, on the contrary,

the sheep have generally short horns arid a long

tail, some of which are covered with wool,

others with hair, and a third kind with a, mix

ture of wool and hair. The first of these sheep

ofa warm country is that commonlycailedBar-

bary sheep, or tlieArabian sheep, which

resem-blesIliedoinestic kind ,excepting' the tail which.

is so loaded with flit, as to be often more than

a foot broad, and weighs upwards of twenty

pounds This sheep has nothing remarkable

but his ail. which lie carrids as if a pillow was

fastened to his hinder paris. Among this kind

of sheep, there are some vhosc tails are sL) long

and heavy, that the shepherds are obliged to

fasten small boards with wheels to (hem, to

enable the animal to walk along. In the

Levant, these sheep are cloathed with a very

hue wool, while in warm countries, as Mada

gascar, and the 1ndi, they are covered with

hair. The SUflCahunduiCc of fat, which ii

our sheep fixes about. the kidneys, in these ani

mals descends upon tile vcctcbra of the tail ;

the other parts of their body are less charged

ith it fl)an our fed sheep. This vauiei'y is to

be
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be attributed Lo the climate, the food, and the

care of men; for these broad, or long-tailed

sheep, are domestic like ours, and even demand

more care and management. This breed is

much more dispersed than the common kind.

They are common in Tartary, Persia, Syria,

Egypt, Barbary, Ethiopia, Madagascar, and

even as far as the Cape of Good Hope.

In the islands ofthe Archipelago,and chiefly

in the island of Candia, there is a breed ofdo

mestic sheep, of which Bclou has given the

figure and description under the name ofstrep

siclieros: this sheep is of the make and size

of our common kind; it is like that covered

with wool, and only differs from it by the

horns, which are erect, and in form of a

screw.

In short, in the warmest countries of Africa

and India, there is a breed of large sheep with

rough hair, short horns, hanging ears, and a

kind of dewlap under the neck. This sheep,

Leo Africanus, and Marmol call adimain, and

it is known to the naturalists by the names

of the Senegal ram, the Guinea rain, the An

gola sheep, 8cc. He is domestic, like ours, and

like him, subject to varieties. The sheep,

though they differ in particular characters,

resemble

Sonnni observes that this race is also very common i

Hungary and Austria where it is lied zac.41,
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resemble each other so much in other respects

that we cannot doubt they are of the same

kind. Of all domestic sheep, this appears to

approach nearest to a state of nature; he is

larger, stronger, quicker, arid conseq tie ntiy

more capable ofsupporting himself; but as he

is only found in the hottest countries, arid can

not bear cold, and as he does not exist in his

own climate in a wild state, but is domestic

and obliged to the care of man for his sup

port we cannot regard him as the primitive

breed, from which all the rest have derived

their origin.

In considering domestic sheep, therefore, aC-

cording-to the difference of climate, we find,

1. The sheep of the north, who have many

horns, and whose wool is coarse. The sheep

of Iceland, Gothiand, Muscovy, and other

parts of the north of Europe, have all coarse

hair, and appear to be of the same breed.

2. Our sheep whose wool is very good

and fine in the mild climates of Spain and

Persia, but in hot countries changesto a rough

hair. We have already observed the con

formity in the influence of the climates of

Spain and Chorazan, a province of Persia,

upon the hair of goats,cats, and rabbits; it ads

i the same manner upoa the wool of sheep,

which
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which is very fine in Spain, and still finer in

that of Persia.

3. The broad-tailed sheep, vhose wool is

also very fine in temperate couniries, such as

Persia, Syria, and Egypt ; but. shicli in warm

countries, changes iiito hair more or less

coarse.

4 The strepsielteros, or Candian sheep, who

reseubles ours both in wool and make, except

ing ihc horns,-which tre erect, and in the form

of a screw.

5. The adiinctin, or great sheep of Senegal

and India, hich are covered with hair more

or less short or coarse according to the heat

of the climate. All these sheep are only va

rieties of the same species, and certainly

would produce with each other, since we know

from experience that the he goat, whose species

is further distant, copulates with our ewes. But

though these five or six races of domestic sheep

are all varieties of the same species, entirely

produced by the difference of climate, treat.

ment, and food, yet none of them appear to

be the primitive stock from whence the others

sprung; nor is there any of them strong or

swift enough either to resist, or avoid, carni

vorous animals, by flight. They all equally

nee4
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need care and protection, and must all, there

fore, be looked upon as degenerate races,

formed by the hands of man, and multiplied
for his use. At the same that he fed, culti

vated, and increased these domestic races, h

neglected, hunted, and destroyed the wild

breed, which being stronger and less tractable)

would, consequently, be thore troublesome, and

less useful ; they are, therefore, only to be met

with in small numbers, and in thinly inhabited

places, where they can support themselves.

In the mountains-of Greece, in the islands of

Cyprus, Sardinia, and Corsica, and in the

desarts of Tartary, the animal, which we call

the mu/Ion (Jig. 1S9), is still to be found, and

which in my opinion is the primitive stock of

all the varieties of sheep; lie lives in a state of

nature, and subsists and multiplies without the

help of man; he resembles the several kinds of

domestic sheep more than any other wild

ani-mal; lie is more lively, stronger, and swifter,

than any of them;, his head, forehead, eyes,
and face, are like the ram's ; he resembles him

also in the form of the horns, and in the whole

habit ofthe body; in short, he produces with

the domestic sheep, which alone is sufficient to

demonstrate that he is of the same species, and

the primitive stock of the different breeds.

VOL. VIII. K The
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The only difference betwixt the muflon and

our sheep is, that the first is covered with hair

instead of wool; but we have already observed,.

that even in domestic sheep the wool is not

an essential character, but a production of tem

perate climates, since in hot countries these

same sheep have 110 wool, and are all. covered

vithi hair ; and that, in cold countries, their

wool is as coarse as hair. Hence it is not

astonishing that the primitive wild sheep, who

must have endured cold and heat, have lived

and increased without shelter in the woods and

deserts should not be covered with wool, which

he would soon be deprived of among the

thickets; and its nature would, in a short time,

be changed by the action of the air, and in.

temperature of the seasons. Besides,. when a

he-goat copulates with a domestic ewe, the

produce is a kind of inutlon, for the lamb is

covered with hair, and is not a barren mule,

but a mongrel, which returns towards the

original species, and which appears to indicate,

that the goats. and domestic. sheep have some

thing in common with their origin; and, as ve

know by experience,. that the lie-goat very

readily copulates with the ewe, but that the

ram is incapable of impregnating the she'-goat,

it is not to be doubted, that, when these ani.

mais
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nials are in a domestic state, the goat Is the

predominant species. Thus our sheep is a

species much more degenerated than that of

the goat, and there is every reason to believe

that if the muflon were brought to the she-goat,

instead of a domestic ram, she would produce

kids approaching nearer to the species of the

goat, as the lambs produced between the he

goat and ewe return nearer to the species of the

ram.

I know that naturalists, 'who have founde(1

their knowledge of Natural History on the

distinction of some particular characters, may

make some objections to this doctrine, and,

therefore, I shall endeavour to anticipate them.

The first character of the sheep, they will say,

is to be clothed with wool, and that of the

goat with hair. The second character of the

ram is to have circular horns, which turn

backwards, and th at of the he-goat is to have

them straight and erect. These, they will

affirm, arc the distinctive and infallible marks

by which sheep and goats will always be dis

tinguished; for as to the rest, they cannotavoid

acknowledging, they belong to them both in

common. Neither have incisive teeth in the

upper jaw, but each of them have eight in the

3ower; both want the canine teeth, and. both

have
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have cloven feet, simple and permanent horns,

teats in the same parts of the belly, both live

upon herbage, and ruminate. The internal

organization has still a greater resemblance, for

it appears to be absolutely the same; the num

ber and form oftheir stomachs, the disposition
of the viscera and intestines, the substance of

their flesh, the qualities of the fat and seminal

liquor, the time they go with young, and the

length of their lives, are perfectly the same.

There only remains, then, the wool and the

horns, by which these two species can be dis

tinguished; but we have already demonstrated

by facts that wool is not so much a substance

ofnature as a production of climate, assisted

by the care of man. The sheep of hot and

cold countries, and those which are wild, have

no wool, but hair, while the goats in very

mild countries have rather. wool than hair, for

that of the Angola goat is finer than the

wool of our sheep. This character, therefore,

is not essential, but purely accidental, and even

equivocal, since it equally belongs to, or is

deficient, in both species, according to the dif

ference of climate. The character of the

horns appears to be still more uncertain; they

vary in number, size, form, and direction. In

our domestic sheep the rams have commonly

horns,
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horns, and the ewes have none; nevertheless,

I, have seen in our flocks rams without horns

and ewes with them ; and sheep not only with

two but four horns. The sheep of the North,

and of Iceland, (/7g. 140) have sometimes even

eght. In hot countries the rams have only

two very short horns, and often are deficient of

them as well as the ewes. In some the horns

are smoolli and round, in others they are

furrowed and flat, and the points instead 0f

t.urllingl)ack, are often bent. and come forward,

&c. This character, therefore, is not more

constant than the first, and consequently, not

sufficient to constitute a different species; the

largeness of the tail has also been considered,

by some naturalists, as an essential distinction,

and from the difference in the size ofthat, the

wool, and the horns, they have made seven or

eight different species of these animals, which

we have reduced to one; and this reduction ap

pears to be so well founded, that we are not

afraid of its being contradicted by future ob-s

crvat ion.

It appeared necessary in composing the His

tory of Wild Animals, to consider them one

by one, and independently of genus; but on

the contrary, in domestic animals, it appears

requisite even to extend the genera; because,

jr Nature, there only exists individuals, and

SUcC(SiOI1
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succession ofindividuals, that is, specks. Men

have had no influence on independent animals,

Nit they have greatly altered, modified, and

changed domestic ones ; therefore, we have

mide physical and real generas, greatly dif-

ferent from metaphysical and arbitrary ones,

which have never existed but in idea. These

physical genera, arc in reality composed ofall

tie species, which by our management have

been modified and changed, and as all these

species so differently altered by the hand of

rmn, have but one common and simple origin

in nature, the whole genus ought to form but

one species. For example, in writing the his

tory of tigers we have admitted as many

species as are fotjnd in all the different parts

fthe world, because, we are certain that man

has never subjected, nor changed the species

of those untractable animals, which subsist at

present such as Nature produced them. It is

the same with all other free and iiìdependent

animals. But in composing the history of OXCR

,anfJ sheep, we have reduced all the first under

the species of a single ox; and the latter under

that of a single sheep, because, it is also cer

tain, that man, ami not Nature, has produced

the different kinds which we have enumc

rated. Every thing concurs to support this

idea, which, although clear in itself, may not,

perliaps
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perhaps, be sufficiently understood. That all

the different oxen pro1uce together, we have

demonstrated by the CXp(1('nCC of M. de la,

Nux, and the test iniorites of Messrs. Mentzelius

arid Kahn; that the Slice!) also produce with

one another, with the mtiflon, and even with

the he-goat; I know from my own experience.

All the (lifkIent kinds of oxen, therefore, am

no more than one species-, and all the sheep

but another, however extended the genus of

both may be.

J shall never cease to repeat (seeing the im

portance of the subject) that it is not by trivial

particular characters we can judge ofNature,

or distinguish the species; that methodical

arrangernen ts, far from ci ucidati rig the history

of Animals, serve but to obscure it by multi

plying unnecessary denominations and species;

by making arbitrary genera which are not iii

Nature and perl)CtUahly confounding real

beings with imaginary creatures; by giving

Use ideas ofthe characteristics of the species,

and mixing or separating them without. foun

dation, without knowledge, and often without

having seen a siiigl.e individual. It is hence

that our nomenclators constantly deceive

themselves, and write almost as many errors

as lines. We have already given so many

examjles of this, that he must be blindly

prej udiccct
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prejudiced indeed, that can in the least doubt

them. Monsieur GmcIin speaks very sensibly

on this subject, when treating of the animal in

question.*
We are convinced, as M. Grnelin observes,

that we cannot acquire a knowledge ofNature,

but by making a judicious use ofour senses, by

nseei1q), and, at the sanic), comparin(r(r t7l

time, by rejecting the bold freedom of forming

methodical orders, and minute systems, in

which animals are classed without the authors

having seen them, and of which they are only

acquainted with the names ; names which are

often equivocal, obscure, and misapplied.

The wrong use of these names confounds the

ideas in vague and indefinite words, and drowns

the truth in a torrent of error. We are also

convinced, after having compared the living

"mouflou with the description of M. Gmelin,

that the argali is the same animal. We have

said they are found in Europe, and in warm

countries, such as Greece, the island of Cy*

prus, Sardinia, and Corsica; nevertheless, they

are found alsO, and in great numbers, in all

the mountains of the southern parts of Siberia,

under a climate rather cold than tempe

rate, and where they appear even to be

bigger, stronger, and more vigorous. He

might,
Vide Voyage 3. Kamtscatka, par M. Gmeljn,
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might, therefore, have stocked the north and

south parts, and his posterity have become do

mestic; after having long endured the rigours

of this condition, he might have degenerated,

- taking relative characters, and new habits of

body, according to the different climates, and

the different treatments he has received; which

being afterwards perpetuated by generation,

have given rise to our domestic, and all other

kinds of sheep, of which we have heretofore

spoken.




SUPPLEMENT.

IN the year 1774, a ram was exhibited at

the fair of St. Germain, as a ram of the Cape

of Good Hope; but we found it had been

purchased at Tunis, and considered it to be

of the same species as the Barbary sheep, (fig
141.) before mentioned, for it differed only by
the head and tail being somewhat more short

and thick; yet by way of distinction, we have

called it the ram of Tunis. (fig. 142.) His

legs were shorter than those of our common

sheep; he was plentifully clothed with wool,

and his horns both in size and shape nearly re

sembled the Barbary sheep. In the same

year, and at the same place, there was also

VOL. VIII. L another
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another sliewn under the name of the Mon..

vant of China, (fig. l43.) winch was rernark

able for having a sort of mane on his neck,

and long hairs hanging down under his throat,

v,hich were a mixture of red and grey, and

full tell inches long; the marn extended to

about the middle of the back, the hairs of

vliichi were not so long as those under the

throat, were more red, mixed with a few

brown and black ones; the wool which co

vered the other part of the body was rather

curled, near three inches long, and of a bright

yellow; his legs were red, spotted with yel

low, and his tail yellow and white; he was

not so high as the common rams, and more

resembled the Indian rams than them; he had

a very large belly, in appearance like that of

an ewe with young, and his horns were like

those of the common kind.

14'rom. what we have since observed we are

the more convinced in our former opinion,

that the inullon is the original stock of all

oilier sheep, and that he has a conslituiioji

sufliciently strong to live either in cold, tein

perate, or arifl climates. M. Stdller says,

that the rains of Kaintschatka have the man.

17cr of the goat, and the hair of the rein-deer;

that sonic of their horns weigh more than thir

ty pounds;
that they are as active as roe-

bucks.
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iyucks, and live upon the edges of mountains,

that their flesh is good, but they are princi-

pally llufltc(l for their skins.

There remain but very fw real muflons in

Corsica, the many wars in that island having

probably been the cause of their destruction,

but the present race of hicep still retain a re

semblance to them. in their figures, as I obscr

vcd to be the case i: one I saw in August,

1774, belonging to the Duc de Vrilliérc.

TILE AXIS,.

THIS animal being only known by the

;vague names of the hind of Sardinia, and the

deer of the Ganges, we have preserved the

name given hiiii by Bclon, and which he bor

rowed from Pliny ; because, the character of

Pliny's axis agrees with this animal and the

name has never been applied to aiy other; and,

therefijre, we are not afraid offalling into con

4iision or error for a generic denomination,

joined to an epithet derived from the climate)

is not a name, but a phrase, by which we may

confound one animal with others of Ii is cz: us,
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as this with the stag, although, perhaps, it i

really distinct both in species and climate

The axis fig. 144.) is one ofthe small number

of ruminating animals who has horns like the

stag. He has the shape and swiftness of the

fallow-deer. But what distinguishes him front

both is, his having the horns of the former,

and figure of the latter; his body is marked

with white spots,* elegantly disposed, and se

parated one from another; and lastly, lie is a

native of warm countries ;+ while the stag

and fallow-deer have their coats generally of

a uniform colour, and are to be met with in

greater numbers in cold and temperate regions

than in warm climates.

The gentlemen ofthe Academy of Sciences

have given the figure and description of the

interior parts of this animal, but say very little

of his exterior form, and nothing with respect

to his history. They have only called him

the

The axis is about the size of the fallow-deer, the ground
colour of his body is a greyish yellow beautifully marked

with white spots; his belly is white, as is also the under part
of his tail, while the upper inclines to red.

- I never saw, at Senegal, any stag with horns like those
in France. Voyage de le .Maire.-There are stags in the pe
ninsula of India, on this side the Ganges, whose bodies are

interspersed with white spots. Voyage de la C'ompagtzie de8
Inc/es de Hollamfr.-There are stags at Bengal spotted like

tigers. Voyage de Luillier.
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the Sardinian hind, 'because, probably, they

received that, name from the royal menagerie,

where lucre is one of them ; but there is no

proof of this animal's being a native of Sardi-

nia. No author has mentioned that 110 exists

in that island, as a wild animal ; but on the

con rary, we see by he pissages we have quo.

ted, that he is found in the warmest Countries

of Asia. Thus the denomination of Sardinian

hind, has been falsely applied ; that of the

Ganges stag agrees best, if he really were of

the same species as the stag, since that part of

India, which lIme Ganges waters, appears lobe

his native country. He is also to be met with

in Barbary, and, it is probable, that the spot

ted fiuilow-deer of' the Cape of Good Hope, is

tho same animal.

\e have already remarked, that no species

approaches so near each other, as that of the

fallow-deer to the stag : rieverihicless, the axis

appears to be an intermediate shade between

the two. lie resembles the fallow (Jeer in the

size of his body, icngtli of his tail, and his

coat, which is the same (In ring his whole

the only essential di1Jireice is in his

horns, which nearly resemble those of the

stag. The axis, therefore, may be only a

varicly depending oil the Climate, arid not a

diLii.rcnL species from that o (I.me fa1lo%ydcer;

for,
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for, although lie is a native of the warmest

countries of Asia, he exists and nitilt iplies

easily in Europe. There are many herds of

them in the royal menagerie ; and 17 pro

duce together as freely as the fallow-deer. It

has never, hovcvr, been observed, that they

mix either wi Ji the fallow-deer, or with the

stags, and this is the cause of our presuming,

that they are not a variety of one or the ot1ier,

but a particular and intermediate species.

But as no direct and decisive experiments on

this subject have yet been made, and as no

necessary means has been used to oblige these

animals to unite, we will not positively aflirni

that they are two difflrcnt species.

We have already seen, under the articles of

stag and fallow-deer, how many instances these

animals give of varieties, especially in the co

lour of their hair. The species of the fallow.

deer and stag, without being very numerous

in individuals, is universally diffused ; both

are met with in either contincO, and both are

subject to a great number of varieties, which

appear to form lasting kinds. The white stags,

-which are a very ancient race, since the Greeks

and Romans mention them, and the small

J)rown stags, which we ha e called C

Slaws, are not the only varieties of this species.

There is in Germany another race, known iii

I hat
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that country by the name ofBrand/jcrt,and by

our hunters by that of the Slag of Ardennes.

This stag is larger than a common stag, and

differs from other stags not only by its deeper

colour, being almost black, but also by long

hair upon the shoulders and on the throat.

This kind of mane nid beard give him some

affinity, the first to the horse, and the latter to

the goat. The ancients have given to this

stag the compound names of HIP13claph its 'and

Tragelapiws. As these denominations have

occasioned critical discussions, in which the

most learned naturalists are not agreed, and as

(csner, Caius, and others, have said, that the

liippelaphus was the rein-deer, we shall here

give the reasons which have occasioned us to

think differently, and have led us to suppose

that the liippelaplius of Aristotle is the same

animal as the tragelaphus of Pliny, and that

both these names equally denote the stag of

Ardennes.

Aristotle gives to his hippelaphus a kind

of mane upon the neck and 111)011 the upper

part of the shoulders, a beard under the

throat, horns to the male resembling those of

the roe-bucks, and 110 horns to the fiinalc.

He says, that the hippelaphus is of the size

of a stag, and is found among the Aracho

(as,
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tas, a pcopk of India, where wild oxen ar

also to be met with, whose bodies are robust,

their skins black, their muzzles raised, and

their horns bent more backwards than those

of the domestic oxen. It 1111.1St be

acknow-ledgedthat ..%ris(otk's characters of the

hip,agree nearly with those of the

rein-deer and the stag of -Ardennes ; they
both have long hair upon the neck and shoul

ders, and also on the throat, \vhicll forms

a kind of beard on the gullet, and not on

the chin; but the hippclaphus. being only

of the size of the stag, di1Prs in that froni

the rein-deer, who is much larger: and what

appears to mc decisive oil the question is,

that the rein-deer being an animal belonging

to cold countries, never existed among the

Arachotas. The country of the Arachotas

is one of the provinces which Alexander tra

velled over in his expedition into India; it

is situated beyond Mount Caucasus, between

Persia and India. This hot climate never

produced any reindeer, as they cannot, exist

even in temperate countries, and are only to

bc met with j the northern regions of both

continents. St, s, on the crnit ra ry,. are ii

particularly
a tachcd lo Ihe north, but are to

be fund in rcat numbers in ann and 1cm-

l)ema tc
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perate climates. Thus we cannot doubt but

the lit 'pelaphus of Aristotle, which is met

with among the Arachotas, and in t1je same

countries with the buffalo, is the stag of Ar

dennes, and not the rein-deer.

If we now compare what Pliny says upon

the tragelaplius with what Aristotle says up-on

the hippelaplius, and both with Nature, we

shall find, that the tragelaph us is the same ani

mal as the hippelaplius, and therefore the same

as our stag of Ardennes. Pliny says, that th

tragelaphus is of the stag species,* and only

differs from him by the beard and the hair on

his shoulders. These characters are positive,

and can only be applied to the stag of Arden'

nes ; for Pliny speaks elsewhere of the rein

ileer under the name of We think our,

selves, therefore, sufficiently warranted to pro

nounce, that thetraelaphus of Pliny, and the

hippelapusofAristotle, both denote the animal

we call the Stag of Ardennes; and that the axis

of Pliny is the animal commonly called the

Ganges Stag. Though names have no influ

ence on Nature, yet an explication of them is

doing service t those who study her produc

tions.

VOL. vui. M

Eadem est specie (cervi videlicet) barbâ tautum; et ar.

morum villo distans quem tragelaphon vocant non alibi quana

juxta Pha6ius amnein nacens. Pliny. Hist. Lib. viii, C. 3.
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SUPPLEMENT,

IN a letter I received from Mr. Colinson, in

1765, lie informed me that the Duke of Rich

monci had several ofthe species of the Ganges.

Stags, or, as I have called it, Axis, in his park;

that they lived familiarly with the fallow-deer,

did not form separate herds, but even propa

gated together, and that from the intermixture

beautiful varieties were produced.

There was a male and female Chinese fal.

low-deer in the royal menagerie in the year

1764; they were above two feet four inches in

height; they were dark brownon the body and

tail, mixed in several places with large yellow

hairs, and yellow on thebelly and legs. Though

smaller than either the fallow-deer or axis, it

was probably only a variety of the latter, and

with whom it might intermix and be perpe.

tuated even in France, especially as they are

both natives of the eastern regions of Africa.*

THE

SPNNINZ ob5erves, that the 6nout of the axis is shorter
than that of the stag, and his head is nearly as long as that
.1 the tallow deer.
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Tilt, TAPIR.

THE Tapir (figs 14G) is the largest ani

mal in America, of that New World, where

as we have before observed, animated Nature

seems to he lessened, or rather has not had

time to arrive at its full dimensions. In place

of the colossal masses, which the ancient lands

ofAsia produce; instead ofthe elephant, rhi

noceros, hippopotamus, camel, &c. we only

meet in these new countries with animals

modelled upon a small scale; the tapir, lama,

pacos, and cabiais, are above twenty times

smaller than those they should be compared

with in the old continent. Matter is not only

used here with prodigious parsimony, but even

the forms are imperfect, and appear to have

failed or been neglected. The animals of South

America, which alone properly belong to this

new continent, are almost all without tusks,

horns, and tails; their figure is grotesque,
their bodies and limbs ill proportioned, and

some, as the ant-eaters, sloth, &c. are so

miserably
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miserably formed, that they scarcely have the

faculties of moving or of eating; with pain

they drag on a languishing life in the solitude

of a desart, and cannot subsist in the inhabited

regions, where man and powerful animals

would have soon destroyed them.

The tapir is of the size of a small cow or

zebu, but without hoTns or tail; his legs are

short, and his body arched like that of a hog.

When young his coat is spotted like that of

the stag, and afterwards becomes of an uni

form dark brown colour. His head is thick

and long, with a kind of trunk like the rhino

ceros; he has ten cutting teeth, and ten grind'.

ers, in each jaw; a character which separates

him entirely from the ox, and other rumi

nating animals. As we have only some skins

of this animal, and a drawing which M. de la

Condamine favoured us with, we cannot do

better than refer to the descriptions given of

him from life, by Marcgrave* and Barrerel,

at the same time, subjoiniig what travellers

and historians have said concerning him.

The tapir appears to be a dull and gloomy

animal,

" Marcgrave's Hist. Brasil.

The tapir, or, as he is sometimes called, the Maipouri,

s an amphibious animal, being as much in the water as

land; he -has very short hair, interspersed with black and

white hairs. Not. Hist.par Barrrc.
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animal, who never stirs out but in the night,*

and delights in the wter, where he oftener lives

than upon land: he chiefly lives in marshes, and

seldom goes far from the borders of rivers or

lakes. When alarmed, pursued, or woonded,

he plunges into the water, and remains under

it until lie has passed to a considerable distance.

These customs, which he has in common with

the hippopotamus, have made some nal uralists

imagine him to be of the same species; but

they differ as much from each outer in nature

as the climates are distant which they inhabit.

To be assured of this, there needs no more

than to compare the descriptions we have rc

cited, with those we have given of the iiippo

potamus. Although the tapir inhabits the wa

ter, lie 4oes not feed upon fish; and although

his month is armed with twenty:sharp and in.

ciive teeth, he is not arnivorous. He lives

upon plants and roots, and makes no use. of

his weapons against other animals. He is ofa

mild and timid nature, and flies from every

attack or danger. His legs are short, and his

body heavy, but, notwithstanding, he runs

very swift, and swims still better than-he runs.

His skin is ofa very iirrn texture, and so bound

together

Sonnini says, that it is true the tapir goes our Princi

pally in the night, but he is also to be met with in the day.
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together that it often resists a bullet. His flesh
is insipid and coarse; nevertheless the Indians
eat it They commonly go in companies, and

are found in Brasil, Paraguay, Guiana, and

in all the extent of South America, from the

extremity of Chili to New Spain.

THE ZEBRA.

" THE Zebra (fig. 146.) is perhaps the hand.

somest and most elegant of all quadrupeds. lie

has the figure and gracefulness of the horse,

with the swiftness of the stag. His striped robe

of black and white ribbands, is alternately dis

posed with so much regularity and symmetry,

that it seems as if nature had made use of the

rule and compass. The alternate bands of

black and white, are the more singular, as they

are. strait, parallel, and as exactly divided, as

those ofa striped stuff; besides they extend not

only over the body, but over the head, thighs,

legs, and even the ears and tail; so that, at a

distance, this animal appears as if he was

adorned with ribbands, disposed in a regular

and eleant manner over every part of the body.

In the females, these bands are alternately black

znd
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and white; in the males they are black and

yellow; but the shades are always lively and

brilliant, upon a short, fine, and thick hair, the

lustre ofwhich increases the beauty of the co

lours. The zebra, in general, is less than the

horse, and bigger than the ass. Although lie

has often been compared to these two animals,

by the names of the wild horse and the striped

ass, he is a copy of neither, but might rather

be called their model, if all were not equally

original in Nature, and if every species htd

not an equal right to creation.

The zebra, then, is neither a horse nor an

ass, for we have never learnt that lie intermixes

with either, though trials have often been made

for that purpose. She-asses, when in heat,

were presented to the zebra, which was in the

menagerie of Versailles, in the year 1761; but

he disdained them, or rather, shewed no sign
ofemotions; he played with, and even mount-,

ed on them, but without any external marks

of desire; and this coldness could be attributed

to no other cause than the disgrcement of

their natures; for this zebra was then four

years of age, and was very lively and aiert in

every other exercise.

The zebra is riot the animal the ancients have

,jwntiozied under the name ofonagre. In the

Levant,
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Levant, in the eastern parts ofAsia, and in the,

imrth of Africa, there exists a beautiful race of

asses, which, like the finest horses, are natives

ofArabia. This race diftrs from the common

kind, by the largeness of the body, the slen

derness of the legs, and the lustre of the hair.

They are of an uniform colour, commonly of

a fine mouse grey, with a black cross on the

back and shoulders, sometimes they are of a

bright grey, with a flaxen cross. These asses

of Africa and Asia, although more beautiful

than those of Europe, are originally, and

equally descended from the onagres, or wild

aes, which are sf1! in gicat plenty in East

and South Tartar)', Persia, Syria, the islands

of the Archipelago, and Call Mauritania. The

onagres differ from our dometic asses only by

the qualities resulting from freedom aud inde

pendence; they are stronger and swifter, and

have more courage and vivacity; the form of

their body is the same, but they have longer

hair, and this difference varies again according

to their condition, for our asses would have

hair equally long, if it was not cut off at the

age of four or five months. The hair of

young asses is at first nearly as long as that of

yoUng
bears. The hide of the vild ass is also

harder than that of tire domestic kind, and we

are
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are informed that it is covered with. small

tubercules, and it is even said that the sit agreen

brought from the Levant, and which we em

ploy for so many purposes, is made of these

wild asses skin. But neither the onagres, nor

the beautiful asses of Arabia, can be looked

upon as the stock of the zebra species, though

they resemble them in figure and swiftness.

That regular variety of the climate of the

zebra has never been exhibited by either of

them. This beautiful species is singular, and.

very distant from any other. The zebra is

also of a different climate from the onagre,

being only to be met with in the most eastern

and southern parts of Africa, from Ethiopia to

the Cape ofGood Hope, and from thence into

Congo. He exists neither in Europe, Asia,

America, nor in the northern parts of Africa.

Those, which some travellers tell us they saw

at the Brasils, had been transported thither

from Africa. Others, which have been seen

in. Persia and in Turkey, have been brought

thither from Ethiopia; and, in short, those

vhich we have seen in Europe come almost

entirely from the Cape of Good Hope. This

point of Africa is their native climate, and

where the Dutch have employed all their cn

4keavours to tame and render them domestic,

VOL. VIII. N without
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P!iout having hitherto been able to siicceed

Tiat which was the subject of this (lescripliozi
was very wild when he arrived at the royal

rnenagcrie in France, and is not. yet cutirely

tamed ; ncvertheless, he has been brought to

let a mansit on a saddle, but great precaution

is necessary, as two men are obliged to hold

The bridle while the third is on his back. His

mouth is very tuird ; his ears are so sensible

that he inccs \vhedever they arc touched. He

is restive) like a vicious horse, and obstinate a

a mule. Unt, perha js, the wild horse, and the

onngre, are equally urtractablc, and, possibly,

if the zebra was accustomed to obedience, 'and

o a domestic state, from his earliest days, he

might become as gentfr as the ass or the horse,

and might be substituted in their room.

S U P P L E M E N T

ALTTTOUGTT the ass is to be met with,

either in a Mid or domestic state, in almost

every country of the old continent, under a

yarm or temperate climate, yet there was no

,suc1
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such animal in the new, upon its first divovery.

They were, iowever, soon after transported

from Europe, and multiplied so fast in Ame

rica, that they may be said to be equally nu

merous in the four quarters of the globe; but

it is not so with the zebra; lie seems confined

to the southern parts ofAfrica, and especially

about the Cape of Good Hope, although

Lopez has asserted that they are more abun

dant in Barbary than in Congo, and Dapper

says the same in favour of the forests of

Angola.

Notwithstanding the superiority this animal

inaintais over the ass, from the elegance of

his figure, and beautyofcolours, yet he appears

to be somewhat of the same species, for almost

all travellers have given it the name ofstriped

ass, from being struck at the first sight with

his having a greater resemblance to the ass

than the horse; it is not, however, with the

common ass that they compared him, but

that large and beautiful part of I lie species

we have before alluded to; I am, notwith

standing, inclined to the opinion, that the

zebra makes a nearer approach to the species

of the horse, as lie possesses a similar elegance

of figure. In favour of this opinion it has

been observed, near the Cape of Good Hope,

whick
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'which appears to be the native country ofthe

zebra, but there are horses spotted on the back

and bellies, with yellow, black, red, and blue

We will not, however, pretend to undertake

the decision ofthis question ; but as the Dutch

have transported a number of these animals to

Holland, arid even yoked them in the S1adt

holder's chariot, there is some hopes that their

nature will soon be clearly exemplified. In'

Holland there are many judicious naturalists,

and, therefore, we cannot suppose they will

fail to make these animals unite among

themselves, if not with the horse and the ass:

for that attempted in the royal menagerie in

1761, was but a single experiment ; it is

p'ble, that as the zebra -was but four yearsossi

old he might not have arrived to maturity, at

all events he was not rendered familiar with the

females presented to him, a circumstance

'which seems requisite throughout nature, even

in an intercourse with individuals of the same

species.

j they have an animal called czi

t1zai which possibly is of the same species as

the zebra, as the principal difference between

them is in the colour; a difference which, we

have repeatedly observed, may be occasioned

by the varieties of the climates. This czigithai
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Is common in the southern parts of Siberia,

Thibet, Dauria, and Tartary. Gerbillan says

they are to be met with in the country of the

Mongoux and Kakas; that they differ front

mules, and cannot be brought to carry bur

thens. Muller and Gmclin both assert that

there are numbers of them in the countries of

the Tongusians, who hunt them like other

game ; that they resemble a bright bay horse,

excepting they have long ears, and a tail like

a cow. It. is probable that if they had com

pared him with the zebra they would have

found a much greater resemblance. In the

Petersburgh cabinet there are stuffed skins

both of the zebra and czigithai ; they differ

very much in colour, but yet they may belong

tothe same, or nearly the same species. Besides

there is imo other animal in Africa but what is

to be found in Asia, and, therefbre, if these are

different species the zebra alone would stand

s an exception to that general rule. If the

czigithai does not belong to the zebra species

it may possibly be time onagre, or wild ass of

Asia; which latter should riot by any means

be confounded with the zebra. According to

au travellers there are various kinds ofwild

asses, and the onagre is supposed to rank at the

head of them, The horse, ass, onagre, and

czigi(hai.
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cziitha, may form four distinct specks: and

if there are but three, it will remain uncertain

whether the latter is an onagre or zebra. The

onagre is said to exceed the horse in swiftness,

and the very same remark is made of the

cziithiai. Let this particular fact be as it

may, the horse, ass, zebra, and czigitliai, be

long to the same genus, and are only different,

branches thereof. From the two first being

ren(iered domestic, mankind have received

great advantages, and the two last being re

duced to a similar state would, no doubt,

prove likewise a useful acquisition.

THE HIPPOPOTAMUS.

THOUGH the Hippopotamus has been

celebratedfrom the earliest ages; though men.

honed in the sacred writings under the name

ofbehemoth, and though his figure is engraved

upon the oblisks of Egypt, and on the Roman

medals; yet he was but imperfectly known to

the ancients Aristotle scarcely mentions him,

and
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and in the little he does say, there are more

errors than facts. Pliny copied Aristotle, and

far from correcting, adds to the number of his

errors. It was only towards the rn'ldle ofthe

sixieenth century that we had any precise in

foratiori concerningthis animal ; Bcon being
then at Cons :infinople, saw a living one ; of

which, however, he has given but an imper

fect representation, for 11w tvio figures which

lie has joined to his description,were not taken

from the hippopotamus he has seen, bat were

copied from the reverse of a medal of the

Emperor Adrian, and from the colossus of ffio

Nile at Rome; so that we nwst carry the

epoch of the knowledge of this animal to the

year 1603, when Frederico Zerenghi,a surgeon

of Narni, in Italy, printed at Naples, the his

tory oftwo of these animals, hicli he had

killed in Egypt, in a great ditch he had caused

to be dug in ihe environs of the Nile, nca

Darnietta. This little work was written 'in

Italian, and appears to have been neglected by

his contemporary and sncceedtng natunilists;

notwithstanding, it is the only good and

ori-ginalone on the subject, aud has o stro:g

pretensions to credit, that I shall here give. an

extract and translation from it

" With a view of obtaiaing an

hippopo-tamus,(says Zerengh) I suborned the people

about
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about the Nile, (who had seen two of these

animals come from the river) to dig a large

pit in the place where they passed over, and

to cover it with light wood, earth, and grass.

Returning in the evening to the river, they
both fell into the pit. The people came jim.

mediately and acquainted me with the event,

and I hastened thither with my Janissary. We

killed bnth the animals by firing three charges

from a large arquebuse into each of their heads.

They expired immediately, uttering a doleful

cry, which more resembled the bellowing of a

buffalo, than the neighing of a horse. This

exploit was performed on the 20th of July,

1600. The following day I had them drawn

out of the pit, and skinned with care; the one

was a male and the other a female. I had both

the skins salted,and filled with tlieleavesol'tlie

sugar cane, in order to transport them to Cairo,

where I had them salted a second time with

greater attention and more convenience. in

doing of liic1i we used near 400lbs. of salt to

each skin. At my return from Egypt, in 16019

I broughtthese skins to Venice, and from thence

to Rome. I shewed them to many learned

physicians. Doctor Jerome AquapendeMte and

the celebrated Aidrovandus, were the only

persons who knew thcm to be the skins of the

hippopotamus
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hippopoLa.. awl I .e w rk of Aid rovtn

(fus was then printing, he hd (with my con

sent) a figure drawn from the skiu of the fe'

male, 'hi1i he has given with his book.
" 111C ii1pOpt'1 flUS bas a very thick and

hard skin ; it is imp;;nctrable, unless it be

soaked some time in svat mouth is not,

as the ancients have said, of a ratc size,

but enormously large ; neither are [eet as

they say, divided into two hoofs, but into

four. His size is iot that of an ass, for he is

much i)iger than the largest horse, or buffa

lo ; lie has not a tail like that of the hog, but

rallier that ofthe tortoise, except being incom

parably larger;, his mouth or nose is not elevat

ed, but resemble,,: t1ia of the buffalo, and is

much larger; he has no mane like the horse,

but only some short hairs he does not neigh

like 'the horse, but his voice is between the

bellowing of the bufli1o, and the nei'1iing of

the former. His teeth do not jut out of his

mouth, for when it is shut, the teeth, although

extremely large, are all hid under the lips.
The inhabitants of this part of Egypt call him

.foras l'bar, which signifies a sea-horse. Belon

is much deceived in his description of this

animal, lie attributes to him teeth like those of

a horse, which would induce me to think lie

JJ; VIII. 0 had
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had never seen him, although, as be fcII.s Us

he had, for the teeth of the 'hippopothmus am

very large and very singular. To clear up

every doubt and uncertainty, Coninues Ze

reghi, I have here given the gurc of the fe-

male hippopotamus; every proportion has

been taken exactly after nature, as well as the

measure of its body and limbs.

"Tue length ofthis hippopotamns, from the

extremity of the upper lip t& the beginning of

the tail, is nearly eleven feet two inches.
" The circnrnfernce of the body is about

ten feet.

" The height, from the bottom of the

foot to the top of the back, is four feet five

inches.
" The circumference 61 the :le&s near the

iirnr1ders is two feet nine inches; and taken

lower, is one foot nine ,inches and a half'.

14 The height of the legs, from the bottom

of the feet to the breast, is one foot ten inches

and a half.

The length ofthe'feet ,. from -the-the extremi

tfthenails,is about four inches and a half.

Note. I have taken the medium mcasurebe

tween the two that Zerttghi gi.Yes, for the

length! of the feet.




" The

This measurement i according tO Paris feet and inJj.
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' The nails are as long as they are broad,

being rather more than two inches.
" There is one nail on each toe, anti four

toes on each foot.
" The skin upon the back i nearly an inch,

aiid that upou the belly about half an inch

thick.

'' The skin is so hard when dried, that it

cannot be uierccd by a musket shot. The peo

pie of the country make great shields ofit, and

cut it into thongs or kind of whips. 011.

surface of the skin there are a few very fine

hairs of a greyish colour, and which cannot

be perceived at first sight; on the neck there are

some longer, but they are all placed one by

one, more or less distant from each other; but

on the lips they form a kind M mustachio :

for there springs out ten or twelve of them

from the ame points; these hairs are of the

same colour a the rest, they are only harder,

thicker, and somewhat longer, though the

longest is not more than half an inch.

The length of the tail is rather more than

eleven inches, and its circumference, taken at

the beginning, is something more than a. foot,

and at its extremity, is tvo inches awl up

wards.

" Tle tail 45 not IOWI(l2 but fkom flUe midi

cUe
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die to the end is flat, liI-dle ke an ccl. Upon the

tail and the thighs, there are some round scales

of a whi1ili colour, broad as a French bean ;

these small scales are also seen upon the breast,

the neck, and upon sonie parts of the head.

11 The head, from the extremity of the lips

to the beginning of the neck, is two feet four

inches, and its circumference about five feet

eight iRches.

" The cars arc two inches and near an half

long, more than Iwo inches in breadth, are a

little pointed, and furnished on the inside with

thick, short, aid fine hairs, of the same colour

as the others.

" The space between each angle of the eyes

is two inches and upwards, and from one eye

lid to the other, is one inch and one line.

" The nostrils are two inches four lines

long, atd little more than one inch broad.

The mouth, when ojcn, measures about

one foot six inches ; it is of a square form, and

furnished ' ith fory-four teeth of different

shapes. All ihesu tce{h are so hard, that they

strike fire with s;cei. The enamel of the ca

nine teeth in prticu1ar, have tins hardness;

the interior substance being not so hard.

MTJC the hi '.popotamus keeps his mouth

shut there are no teeth to be seen, for the lips,

"vhi cli
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,which are extremely large, compTcc1y cover

them.
" In respect to the figure of this animal, it

may be said to be constructed l)etweeu that of

the buffalo and ha-, because it participates of

both, except the incisive teeth, which have no

resemblance to those of either of these, animals.

The grinders are a. little I tke those of the buf

falo or horse, but much larger. The colour

of thebody is dark and blackish. It isat}irm

cd that the hippopotamus produces but one

young at a birth; that he lives on fish, croco.

'dues, and even the flesh of dead bodies; how-

ever, lie cats rice, grain, &c. though on con-

sidering his teeth, we should conclude that

Nature had not made him for grazing, but

for the (lestrilci ion of other animals."

Zcrcnghi finishes his description by affirm

in that all the above measures were taken from

the fimiale hippopotamus, Whom the niale per-

fectly resembled, excepting that he was a third

bigger in all his dimensions. It were to be

wished that the figure given by Zcrcnghi had

been as good as his description; but the draw

ing was not taken while this animal was living,

but from the skin. of the female. It appears

also, that it was from this same skin preserved

ii salt, that Fabius Columna designed his

figure;
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figure; but the description Coinmna has given,
is not so good as that of Zereiiglii's, and he

must be reproached for only quoting the name

and not a word about the work of this author,

though published three years before his own

he must. also be accused of swerving from bis

description in many essential points, without

gving any reason for it; for example, Colurn

ia says, that in his time, in 1603, Frcderico

Zereughi brought from Egypt to Italy an

hippopotamus preserved in sail', 'while Zere

.ghi himself says, he brought only the skin.

Coltimna also gives to his hippopotamus thir.

teen feet in length, to the circumference four

teen, and the legs three feet and a half long ;

while the measures of Zercnghi makes the

length of the body but eleven fcct two inches,

the circumference ten, and the legs one foot

ten inches and a half, &c. We must not,

therefore, rely on the description of Coluinna;

or excuse him upon the supposition that he

took it from another subject; for it is evident,

from his own words, that lie made it from

the smallest of Zereiiglii's two hippopotami ;

since he acknowledges that some months after

Zercnghi shewed a second Ii ippopotanius

imicli larger than the first. What makes me

o tresio1Js on this point its, that no one, has

re(14eid
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rendered justice to Zerenghi, who, notwi1h

standing, is the only person who deserves

eulogiurns on this subject. On the contrary,

every naturalist, for this hundred and sixty

years, have attributed to Fabius Colunina

what they should have given to Zerenghi ;

and instead of searching for the work of the

last they have set down contented with copy

ing and applauding that of Columna's, who,

however deserving of praise in other respects
is, upon this, neither original, exact, nor even

honest.

The description and figures of the

hippopo-tamusthat Prosper Mpnius published more

than a hurd red years after, are still worse than

those of Columna, ba% ing been drawn front

skins but badly preserved ; and III. de Jussiou,

who wrote of the hippopotanius in 1.79-1, has

only described the skeleton the head an

feet.

By comparing these descriptions, and espe

cially that of Zerenghi, with the information

we have drawn from travellers, the hippopo
tarn us appears to be an animal whose body is

nger and as thick as that ofthe rhinoceros;

that his logs are much shorter; that his head

is not so long, but larger in proportion to his

body that he ha no horns, either on the

nose like the rhinoceros, or on the head like

th
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the ruminating ailliTLals. His cry when linit,:

according to ancient and modern travellers,

resembles the neighing of a horse, and the

bellowing of the buffalo ; his "ii.ual voice

may be like the neighing of a horse, from

which, however, lie differs in every olicr re

spect. If this he the fhct., we may presume

that this rosembLince in ftc voice has been the

reason for giving him the name' of Iiippopota

nus,which signifies the rker Ii orse; asthiehowl

ing of thelynx wh ich rcsembles that ofthe wolf,.

occasioned him to be cflc thefupus cerva'uius0

The cutting teeth of the hj oamus, and

especially the two canine of the lower jaw

are very long, and so hard a iid trong that they

strike fire with a. piece of steel. This is

probably what gave rise o he fable of the

ancients, that the hippopotamus vomited fire

these canine teeth are so white, so clew, and

so hard, that they are preferable to ivory for

making artificial teeth. The cutting teeth,

especially those of the lower aw, are verylong,

cylindrical and furrowed ; the canine teeth are

also very long, crooked, prismatic, and sharp,

like the tusks of a boar : the grinders are

square, or rather oblong, nearly like those of a

man, and so large that a single one weighs

more than three pounds ; the largest of the

cutting
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cutting, and the canine teeth are twelve and

even sixteen inches in length, and sometimes

weigh twelve or thirteen pounds each.

In short, to give a just i.-lea, of the size ofthe

hippopotamus we shall make use ofZeretigli i's

measures, increasing them one third, bccauc

his measures were taken from the female, who

was one third less than the male in all her di

mensions. This male hippopotamus was con-

sequently sixteen feet nine inches long, from

the extremity of the muzzle to tire begiuning

of the tail ; fifteen feet ill circumference, and

six feet and a half in height; his legs were

about two feet ten inches long; the length of

the head three feet and a half, arid eight feet

and a half in circumference ; the width of

the mouth two feet four inches, and the largest

teeth more than a foot long.

Thus powerfully armed, and with such pro.

digious strength of l)Ody, he might render

himself foniidable to every animal; but he is

naturally gentle, and is besides so heavy and

slow that he could not outrun any other qua

druped. lie swims quicker than he runs, pur
nes the fish, and makes them his prey. He

delights much in the water, and lives in it as

freely as upon land, yet he has no Mem

branes between his toes like the beaver and

VOL. Vfl. otter,
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otter, and it is plain, that the great ease with

which he swims is owing lo the great capacity
of his body, which makes his specific gravity

nearly equal to the water. Besides, he re

mains a long time under water, and walks at

the bottom as well as in the open air; and

when he quits it to graze upon land he eats

5ugar-canes, rushes, millet, rice, roots, &c. of

which he consumes great quantifies, and does

much injury to cultivated lands; but as be i

more timid on land than in the water he is

very easily driven away, and his legs are so

short that he cannot save himself by flight, if

he be far from any water. His resource, when

in danger, is to plunge into the water, and

proceed under it to a great distance before he

reappears. He commonly rerea1s from his

pursuers, when hunted, but if wounded he be

comes irritated, and faces about with great

fury, rushes against the boats, seizes them with

his teeth, tears pieces off, and sometimes sinks

them. " I have seen, says a traveller,-* an

hippopotamus open his mouth, fix one tooth

on the gunnel of a boat, and another on the

second plank under the keel (that is at least

four feet distant), pierce the side through and

through, and in this manner sink the boat. I

have

4e Dampicr, vol, IT.
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have seen one lying by the side ofthe sea-shore,

upon whom the waves tossed a Dutch boat

heavily laden, and then retreating left it dry

on his back, and which was afterwards carried

W again by another wave, without the animal

appearing to have received the least injury. I

could not discover the exact arrangement of

his teeth, but they appear to form the figure

of a how, and were about sixteen inches long.

We fired several times at one ofthem, but the

shot rebounded from his skin. The natives

consider him as a kind of deity, and that he

cannot be destroyed, and frequently declare, if

they ere to use him as we do he would soon

be the thstruction of their nets and canoes.

When they go a fishing in their canoes, and.

meet with an hippopotamus, they throw fish

to him, and then he passes on without disturb

ing their fishery any more. He does the mast

injury when lie can rest himself against the

earth, but when he floats in the water he can

only bite. Once, when our boat lay near the

shore, I saw one of them get underneath, lift

her above water upon his back, and overset her

with six men aboard, but fortunately they red.

ceived no hurt."-" We dare not, says

ano her travel icr, irritate the hi ppopotamus 1R

the water, since an adventure that had nearly

proved fatal to three men; they It ad proceeded

in
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in a small canoe to attack one in a river

where there was about ten feet water ; they

discovered him walking at the bottom, accord

iflL to his usual custom, and wounded him

Ivith a long lance, upon which lie rose imme

diately to the surface of the water, looked at

Iheni with a dreadful aspect, and, at one bite,

took a great piece out of the side of the canoe,

which had very nearly ovcrtunicd it, and it

wawit1i difficulty they could make the shore."

Tfllcse two examples are sufficient to give an

idea of the strengL 11 of these animals ; and a

number of like facts are to be met with in the

General History of Voyages, by (lie Abbe

Prevost, wlio'has given a summary of what

ever travellers have reported conccraing thc

hippopotamus.
These animals are not numerous, except in

particular places, and it even appears that

they are confined to the rivers of Africa,

r1h(greatcst part of naturalists have said, that

the hippopotamus is to be found also in the

Indies, but the evidence they have of this cir

curnstance is very equivocal; the most posi
tive would be that of Alexander, in his letter
to Aristotle, if we coud assure ourselves, that
the animals of which Akxauder speaks, were

really hippopotami. What occasions me to
have sonic doubts on this had is that Ai-js

to1lc
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totle, in describing the hippopo{arnus in his

history of animals) nitist have said, that they

were natives of India, as well as Egypt, if he

had thought that the animal, of which Alex

ander speaks in his letter, had be-en the true

h1i)OpOtaI1iUS Onesicritus, and some other

authors, say the lli)j)opota1nuS is to be fouti i1

the river Indus, but modern traveller, at least

those who merit rncst COflthldflCe, have not

con firmed this fact ; they all agree, that this

an iinal is found in the Nile, the rea1, or

Niger, the Gambia, the Zara -,I,

rivers and lakes of Africa, CSpeCaliy iii t1i

southern and eastern Imrs. Father fluyn is

the only one who SCCII1S to insinuate that the

hippopotamus is to be met with in Asia, but

his recital appears suspicion:;, and 1 think Oil Ay

proves that lie is COIuIiflOfl la iIosambique

and all, the eastern parts of Africa. At present

the hi 1popotamus, which is called the Vi(

horse, is so rare in the lower. Nile, that t1ic

inhabitants of Erypt have no idea uftite name.

lie is equally unknown in all the norilicru

parts of Africa, from the Med iterracari to the

Bamboo river, which flows at the loot of

Mount Atlas; the clinae which the hippo

potamus actually inhThits, therefore extends

only front Senegal to 11"thiopia, and from

thence to the Cape of Good Hope.I
As
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As most authors lmve called the

hippopota-musthe sea-horse, or sea-cow, it has sonic-

times been COnlOUfl(lcd with Ill,,, 1ater, 'liich

is a very diIThrerit animal, and which only in

habits the northern seas. It appears, then, to

be certain, that the hippopotami, which the

author of the description of Muscovy says

are found upon the borders of the sea of

Pezora, are 119 other than sea-cows, and Al

drovaidus merits reproach for adopting this

opi Jon ithout examination, and asserting that

the luppopotanius is found in the northern

seas: for he not only does not iii1iibit the north

seas, but it appears that he is rarely found in

those of the south. The testimonies of Odoar

dus, Barbossa, and Edward \Votton, recounted

by Aid rovandus, and which seem to prove that

the hi ppopota iii us inhabits the Indian seas,

appear to be almost as equivocal as that in the

description of Muscovy ; and I arm inclined to

believe that the hip1)opotaflius is not to be

found, at 1e:st at present, but in the greatest

rivers of Africa. KOP)c, who says, he has

seen many othein at the Cape ofGood Hope,

Thmis, that they equally plunge themselves

into tI)f' sea and rivers, and which is asserted by

oilcr authors. Although holbe appears to be

niorc exact till", COifl:non in his d scription of

the hippopotamus, yet it is doubtful whether

" he
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he saw it so often as lie says, iice the figure

he has joined to his description is worse than

those of Columna, Akirovandus, and Prosper

Alpinus, which are all drawn from stuffed

skins. It is easy to discover that the figures
and description in Kolbe's works, have neither

been made on the spot, nor taken from Na

ture. His descriptions are written from me

mory, and most of the figures been copied from

those of other naturalists; the figure which he

gives ofthe hippopotamus, in particular, bears

a great resemblance to the cheropotanius of

Prosper Alpinus.

Kolbe, therefore, in affirming, that the

hippopotamus lives in the sea, might possibly

have copied Pliny, and not spoken from his

own observations. Most other authors tell us,

that this animal is only to be found in the fresh

water lakes and in rivers, sometimes at their

mouths, but oftener at a great distance from

the sea. There are even travellers, who, like

Merollo, are surprised, that the hippopotamus

should have been called the sea-horse, because,

ay they, this animal cannot bear salt water.

He commonly remains all day under water,

and only quits it at night to graze upon. land.

The male and female rarely separate. 2erengli I

aught both male and female the same day, nd

ill
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in the samc ditch. Dutch travellers say, that

they bring forth three or four young at a time,

hut this 1tct appears to rue very suspicious
from the evidence which Zercnglii has incn

tOflC(l. Besides, as the hippopotamus is of an

enormous bulk, he is in the class of the ele

pliant, rhinoceros, whale, and all other large

animals who bring forth but one at a time;

and this analogy appears to me more certain

than all the suppositious testimonies of differ

ent travellers,




SUPPLEMENT.

I HAVE been informed by Mr. Bruce

that in his travels through Africa he frequently

saw hippopotami in Lake Tzana, in Upper

Abyssinia, near the sources of the Nile; that

in this lake these animals are more numerous

than in any other part of Ilie world, and that

lie saw some which were at least twenty feet in

leng h.

Dr. Klockner,in his translation ofthe present

work, printed at Amsterdam, says, he is surm

prised that M. de Buffon should have taken no

notice of a passage in Diodorus Sic ulus, rc

specling
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pec(iiig the hippopotamus, in which that au

thor observes," that among the various animals

produced by the Nile, the crocodile and hip

popotamus deserve the most particular atten

tion ; the later is five cubits long;. he has clo

ven feet like ruminating animals, arid in each

of his jaws lie has three large tusks, somewhat

like those of a wild boar; 'while the prodigious

size of his body resembles that of air elephant.
Ills skin is exceed inglyhard and strong,pcssibly
more so than that ofany other animal. lie is

amphibious, and remains as perfectly at ease

under water as upon land; he, however, comes

on shore in the night to seek pasture, and if the

species were numerous, they would prove very

destructive to the cultivated lands of Egypt.

To hunt this animal a number ofmen assemble,

and going in several boats attack him ; when.

once fastened to a rope, they leave him till he is

exhausted with plunging and the loss of blood:

his flesh is hard, and not good for digestion.

1)r. Kiockner Iia.s also given an account of the

manner in which the skin was prepared of the

one sent from the Cape of Good Hope, and is

110W in the Prince of Orange's cabinet, the dim

niensions of which corresponded very nearly

with. those of Zerenghi's. He likewise adds,

that he wts informed by the nephew ofCharles

VOL. vui. Q farias,
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Marias, a peasant of French extraction, who

shot this hippopotamus, and from whom lie

had the relation, that the animal had wandered

a. considerable way upon land, almost to a

place called the Mountains of Snow; this

Marias asserted that the hippopotamus runs

very swift upon land, and for which reason

these peasanis, though good hunters, never at

tempted to attack him but when he was in the

\\atcr; that it was the practice to watch for

him about sun-set, at which time lie raises his

head above water, and perceiving any object

of prey, darts upon it with surprising quick

fless ; during his thus floating on the surface,

lie keeps his ears in perpetual motion, con

stantly listening ifany noise is near, and while

in this position the hunters endeavour to shoot

him in the head; 'when wounded he plunges

under the water and traverses about as long

as life remains, and then floats to the top;
some of the party swim to him, and being fast

-cited by ropes he is dragged on shore by oxen,

ihere lie is immediately dissected. A full

grown hippopotamus generally yields about

2OOOlbs. weight of fat, which is salted and

sent to the Cape, where it is much esteemed

and sells 'very dear. By compression a mild

oil is drawn from it, which in Africa is consi-

dered
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dercd as a certain rcaiedy for diseases in the

breast.
In our preceding descrip ion of this animal

we remarked, that it was probable the hippo

potamus was so called from his voice having a

resemblance to the neighing of a horse, but

from many aut liemil ic accounts, ive understand

that it comes nearer to the cry of the elephant,
or the indistinct starnrneriugs of persons who

are deaf. When asleep lie also makes a

snorting noise by which his retreat is discover

d at a distance ; and of this he seems aware,

a he generally lies among reeds upon marshy

grounds, and where it is very difficult to come

near him.

I cannot consider the remark of Marias, re

lative to the speed of this animal, as correct ;

since so far from its being corroborated, all

others affirm that the hunters rather attack hina

on land than in the water, which is a proofthey

are not afraid of his swiftness; nay, some af

finn that it is customary to impede his return

by trees and ditches, from his constantly en

deavouring to regain the water, where he has

no enemy to apprehend, as both crocodiles

and sharks carefully avoid him.

As we before observed, his skin is so ex

tremely bard on his back, &c. that neither

arrows
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arrows nor musket balls can pierce it, but it i

thinner on the belly and insides of' he Ill ighs1

al which parts therefore the hunters constantly

aim. They sometimes endeavour to break his

leg with large blunderbusses,. and if they iic

cecci in that their conquest is certain. The ne

groes who (10 not hesitate to attack the sharks

and crocodiles, commonly avoid the

hippo-potamus,and would probably never dare to

encounter him, but from a presumption that

if they fail he cannot overtake them; those of

Angola,Congo, Elmina, and the western coasts

of' Africa, consider him as an inferior deity,

but yet they feel no repugnance in devouring

his flesh when they can procure it with safety.

The female brings forth among the rushes

upon land, but she soon teaches her young to

lake refuge in the water, and which they do on

the smallest alarm, P. Labat asserts, that this

animal has sufficient intelligence to let himself

blond when lie feels a necessity, and that lie

performs the operation by rubbing a particular

part of his skin against a sharp-pointed rock,

and that when hc thi'ikshe has bled enough he

rolls hitnsclf in the mud until lie has stopped

the wound ; and it has also been affirmed that

the Tndian painters make use of his blood as

one of their colours.
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THE ELK AND THE flETND:ER.

ALTHOUGH the Elk (fig. 119.) and the

Rein-deer (fig. 150.) are animals of different

species, we shall treat of them together, be

cause it is scarcely possible to write the history

of the one without borrowing a great deal

from the other. The greatest part of ancient,

and even modern authors, have confounded

them, or described them. by equivocal denomi

nations which might be applied to both. The

Greeks had no knowledge either of the elk or

the rein-deer, for Aristotle makes no mention

of them; and, among the Latins, Julius Csar

is the first who has made use of the word Alcc

Pausanias, who wrote above a hundred years

after ,Jnhius Gsar, is also the first Greek

author who takes notice of this name of

A'x; and Pliiiy, who was nearly cotempo

rary with Pausanias, has very obscurely in

dicated the elk and the rein-deer under the

names a/ce, niacblis, and tarwilits. We can

not,
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not, therefore, say, that the name alec, is pro

lJerly Greek or Lat.iti; it seems to have becn

derived from the Celtic tongue, in which the

elk is named dcii or elk. The Latin name of

the rein-deer is still more uncertain ; many

naturalists have thought that this was the

inachlis ofPliny, because this author, in speak

ing of the animals of the north, quotes, at

the same time, the alce and the mac/tiis, and

says that the last particularly belongs to Scan

dinavia, and was never seen at Rome, nor even

in all the extent of the Ronian empire. Never

theless, we find in Csar's Commentaries a

passage that we can scarcely apply to any ofher

animal than the rein-deer, and which seems to

prove, that he existed at that time in the fo

rests of Germany; and fifteen centuries after

Julius Csar Gaston P1ibus seems to speak

of the rein-deer under the name of the rangier,

as an animal which existed in his time in our

forests of France: he even gives a tolerable

description of this animal-, and of the method

of

The Rangier is very much like the stag, but has con-

siderably la ger horns: when he is very much pressed in the
ehace he puts his hind parts against a tree, and bends his
head to the ground, in which siLuion he is perfectly secure,
as his horns completely defend his whole body, and the
dogs are afraid to approach him. He is not higher than the

fallow
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of taking and hunting him. As his dcscriptioi
canuotbe applied to the elk, and as lie gives, at

the same time, the manner oflimiting the stag,
the fallow-deer, the wild goat, the chamois

goat, &c. it cannot be supposed, that tinder

the article of the rangier lie intended to speak
of any of those animals, or that he was de

ceived in the application of the name.

It appears, then, from these positive testi

monies, that the rein-deer formerly exisled in

France, at least in the mountainous parts, such

as the Pyrennecs, near which Gaston Phbus

dwelt as lord of the county of Foix, and that

since his time they had been destroyed like the

stags, who were heretofore common in this

country. It is certain that the rein-deer is

now to be found only in the most northern

countries; but we also know, that the climate

of France was formerly much more damp
and cold, occasioned by the number of woods

and morasses, which have since been cat down

and drained. By the letter of the Emperor
Julian, we learn what was the rigour of cold

at Paris in his time: the description he gives

of

fallow-deer, but more bulky; he is hunted with dogs, but he

is more commonly shot with arrows, or taken in snares.

i-Ic feeds in the same manner as the stag and fallow-deer, an

lives to a great age. La Y,u'r. d: Ticqus Difuillux.
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ofthe ice on the Seine perfectly resembles wlia

the Canadians say of the ice on the rivers of

Quebec. Gaul, under the same latitude as

Canada, was, two thousand years ago, what

Canada is at present ; that is to say, a claatc

cold enough for these animals to live in, which

arc now only to be met with in the regions of

the north.

By comparing and combining the above

testimonies, it appears to nietiat the forests

of Gaul aud Germany were stocked with elks

and rein deer, and that the passages in Csar's

can only be applied to thoseCwninei)faries, ,

two animals. As the land was cultivated, and

the waters became gradually dried up, the

temperature of the climate became more mild,

and those animals, who delight in cold, im

mediately abandoned the flat countries, and re

tired into the snowy region, vhcre they lived

in the time of Gaston dc Foix; and if they are

no L)nger to be found there, it is because this

ten'peralure has been ever since increasing
in heat by the almost entire destruction of the

forests, by the successive lowering ofthe moun-

tains, the (hiululuhiOn of the waters, the

mul-tiplicationof mankind, and by time continual

increase of culture, and every other improvc-
meiit. I am likewise of opinion that Pliny
has borrowcd from Ciusar almost all he has

written
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written of these two animals, and that he was

the first author oft.hc confusion in their names,

lie mentions at the same time the alce and the

mach/is, from which we oughtnaturallyto

con-clude)that these two names mean two different

animals : however, if we remark, 1. That

lie only simply names the alce without any

description whatever. 2. That he alone has

used the name mac/ilis which word is not to

be found in either Greek or Latin, but ap

pears to be coined, and which, according to

Pliny's commentators, is changed into that of

alec in many ancient manuscripts. s. That

lie attributes to the machis all what Julius

Csar gives to the alce; we cannot doubt

but the passage in Pliny is corrupted, and

that these two names mean the same animal,

namely, the elk, This question once decided

will also decide another. The niac/ilis being

the elk, the tarandus must be the rein-deer.

This name of tarandus is not to be found in

any author before Pliny, and in the inlerpre

tation of which, authors have greatly varied ;

however, Agricola and Elliot have not hcsi

latcd to apply it to the rein-deer; and for

the reasons just deduced, we subscribe to their

opinion. Besides, we ii'tist not be surprised

at. the silence of the Greeks on the subject of

VOL. Viii. II 1hes
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,se two animals, nor at the ambiguity itri

vhich the Lat ins have spoken of them, since

the iorthcrn climates were absolutely stran

gers to the first, and only knowh" to the stcond

by relation.

The elk i only found on this, and the rein

deer on the other, side of the polar circle in.

Europe and in Asia. We find them in Ame

rica, in the lower latitudes, because the cold

i greater there than in Europe. The rein

deer can bear the most excessive cold ; he is

found in Spitsbergen; lie is common in Green'

land, and in the most northern parts of Lap

land and Asia. The elk does not approach

so near the pole ; he inhabits Norway, Swe

den, Poland, Lithuania, Russia, and all the

provinces of Siberia and Tartary, even to the

north of China. 'We meet with him under the

name of Orignai, and the reifl-(leer under that

of Garihóu in Canada, and in all the northcri

parts of America. Those, naturalists, who

doubted whether the Orignal was the elk,

and the Caribou the rein-deer, had not com

pared Nature wili the testimonies of travellers.

These are certainly the same animals, though
like all the rest in the New Continent mallcr

" than those in the Old.

We may farm a more perfect idea of lie

dk
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:elk and rein-deer, by comparing them with the

:stag; theclk is taller, thicker, and s(ands 1n010

erect upon his legs.; his neck is shorter, his

,hair longer, md his antlers wider and beaver

than those-ofthic stag. The rein-deer is shorter1

-his legs tre smaller and thicker, arid his feet

much larger; his hair is very thickly furnish

ed, md his horns much longer and divided

into a great number of branches, with flat

tcrmwations; while those of Ow elk appear

"to have been cut or broached at the edges.

Both h,avelong.Iuiir under the eç1, short tails,

and ears much 1onge t1an those q tJic siag;

they do uot leap or bnd like the Qe-bE1ck,

but their pace i a kind of rot, so easy and

quick, that theygo over alxripsl asmuch g-und

in the same tine, without being in the east

fatigue,! ; for they will sometimes continue

their trot for two days toget1er, without rest

:ing. The rein-deer lives upon the mountains;

and the elk dwells in low lands and damp fo

rcsts ; both goin herds like the sUgs, and both

can be tamed, but the rciii-decr with are,gratcr
ease than the elk. The last, like the stag,

has never lost his liberty, while the rein-deer

has been rendered domestic by the most unen

lightened part of mankind. The Lapiaudcrs

have no other cattle. In this icy cliwate,-
svliicli
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which receives only the oblique rays of the

sun, where the night and the day comprehend

two seasons ; where the snow covers the earth

from the beginning of auturnri to the end of

spring, and where the verdure of the summer

consists in the bramble, juniper, and moss;

where could man expect to procure necessary

nourishment for cattle? The horse, the ox, the

sheep, and all the other useful animals, could

no, find subsistence there, nor resist the rigour

of the cold; it was therefore necessary to

search among the inhabitants of the forest for

the least wild and profitable animals; the Lap

landers have done what we should be obli

ged to do ourselves if we were to lose our cat

tie; we should then be forced to tame the stags,

and the roebucks ofour forests to supply their

place; this I am persuaded, we should easily

accomplish, and soon derive as much advan

tage from them as the Laplanders do from their

rein-deer. This example ought to make us sen

sible lio far Nature has extended her liberali

ty towards is; we do not make use of one half

her treasure, for her bounty is more immea

surable than we can imagine; she has be

stowed on US the horse, the ox, the sheep,
nd all other domestic animals, to serve, to

feed, and clothe us; and she has other species

ir
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in reserve, which would ably supply the defi

cicncy, and which only require us to subdue,

and make them useful to our wants. Man is

iot acquainted with the powers of Nature, nor

how far her productions are to be improved by

the exertions-of his capacity; instca1 ofexplor

ing her unknown treasures, he is consianfly

abusing those with which he is acquainted.
"
By comparing the advantages which the

Lalanders derive from the rein-deer with

those we experience from our domestic

ani-mals,we shall see that lie is worth two or

three of them. lIe is used as a horse to draw

sledges and carriages; he travels with great

speed and swiftness, travelling thirty leagues

a day with case, and runs with as much cer

tainty on frozen snows as upon the mossy

down. The female affords milk more sub

stantial and nourishing than that of the cow.

The flesh is excellent food. His hair makes

an exceeding good fur, and his hide makes a

very supple and durable leather. Thus the

rein-deer alone affords all that we derive from

the horse, the ox, and the sheep.
The manner in which the Laplandcrs rear

and train these animals deserves our particular

attention. Olaus, SchiTer, and Regnard, have

given interesting details on this subject, of

which
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1iic1i the following is an abstract: The horns

of the rein-deer, say these authors, are larger

and divided into a greater number ofbraiicjws

than those of the stag. The food of this ani

nial, in the winter season, is a bite mossy

which he finds under the (icepest snow, and

which he ploughs up with his horns, or digs

up with his feet. In summer lie lives upon the

buds and leaves of trees in preference to herbs,

which his forward spreading horns will not

permit. him to brouze on with facility. He

runs upon the snow and sinks but little, by

reason of his broad feet. These animals are

very mild, and are kept in herds, which turn

out greatly to the profit of their owners; the

milk, hide, sinews, bones, hoofs, horns, hair,

and the flesh, are all useful and good. The

richest Laplanders have herds of four'or five

hundred, and the poorest have ten or twelve,

They are ledout to pasture, and shut up in

inclosures during the night, to shelter them

from the outrages of the wolves. If taken to

another climate they die in a short time.

Many centuries sinoc, Steno, prince of Swe

glen, -sent six to Frederic, duke of Holstein.;

and more recently, in 1533, Gustavus, king
of Sweden, sent ten over to Prussia., both

and females; but they all perished, with-

out
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out producing either in a domestic or free

state. " I would fain (says M. Regnard)

have brought some rein-deer alive into France;

many persons have in vain attempted it, and

last year three or four were conducted to Dant

zic, where they soon died, not being able to

bear the heat of that climate."

There are both wild and tame rein-dccr in

Lapland. In the rutting season the females

tire let loose to seek the wild males in the

woods; and as these wild males are more ro

bust, and stronger than the domestic ones,

the breed from this mixture are preferred for

harness. These rein-deer are not so gentle ag

the others, for they not only sometimes refuse

to obey those who guide them, but often turn

and furiously attack them with their feet, so

that they have no ether resource than to cover

themselves with the sledge until the fury of

the beast is subsided. This sledge is so light

that the Laplander can with ease turn it over

himself; the bottom of it is covered with the

skins of young rein-deers, the hair of which

is turned backwards, so that the sledge glides

ea.sily forwards, and is prevented from recoil

ing on the mountains. The harness of the

rein-deer is only collar made of the shin,

with the hairs remaining on it, from whence

a trace
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a trace is brought tinder the bellyl- between

the legs, and fastened to the fore part oil lie

sledge. The La.plandcr has only a single.
cord, as a rein5 fastened to the animal's horn,

which he throws somctjrnc5 on One Side and

sometimes on the other of the beast, according
as lie would direct him to the right or left.

They can travel four or five leagues an hour;

but the quicker he goes the more inconvenient

is the motion, and a person must be well ac

customed, and travel often, to be able to sit in

the sledge, and prevent it from turning over.

The rein-deer have outwardly many things

in common with the stag, and the fornia

tion of their interior parts is nearly the same.

From this conformity of Nature, analogous

customs and similar effects result. The rein

deer sheds his horns every year like the stag,

and, like him, makes very good venison.

The rutting season of both is towards the

end of September. The females of both

species go eight months with young, and

produce but one at a birth. The males

have the same disgustful smell in their rut

luig time ; and among the female rein-(leer

there are also found some who are barren.

The young rein-dCCr, like the young fawns

of the stag, are variously coloured ; it i

a
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at first of a reddish colour, and becomes, as

they grow old, almost of an entire brown.

The young follow their mothers two or three

years, and they do not attain their full growth.
till the age of four; it is at this age that they

begin to dress and exercise them for labour.

In order to render them more manageable they

are castrated when young, which operation the

Laplanders perform with their teeth. The

uncastrated males are very difficult to manage,
and they therefore make use only of those which.

are gelded, among which they choose the most

lively and nimble to draw their sledges, and

the more heavy to carry their provisions and

baggage They keep only one stallion rein

(leer for five or six females. These animals

are troubled with an insect, called the gad-fly,

who burrowing under their skins deposit their

eggs, so that sometimes by the end of winter

the worms that proceed from them render

their skins as full of holes as a sieve.

The herds of reill-deer require a great deal

ofcare; they are subject to elo e, and volun

tarily strive to regain their natural liberty:

they must be closely attended, and narrowy

ivtched, a d never led to pasture but in open

places; and in case the herd is numerous they

have need of many persons to keep them to-

VOL VIII. S getber,
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gctlicr, and to run after those which attempt
to stray. They arc all marked, that they may
be known again, for it often happens that they

stray in the woods, or mix with other herds.

In short, the Laplanders are continually

occu-piedin the care of their reindeer, which con

stitute all their wealth, an(l they know well

how to procure every convenience, or, more

properly, all the necessities of life, from these

animals.. In the winter season they cloatli

themselves from head to foot with the furs of

the rein-deer, which are impenetrable to frost

or rain; and in summer they make use ofthe

Ii ides from which the fur has fallen off. They
also spin the hair, and cover the sinews which

they take from the body of the dead animal,

or cordage and thread. They eat the flesh

think the milk, and of the latter they also

make very rich cheese. This milk, when,

churned, gives, instead of butter, a kind of

suet. This particularly, as well as the large
,less of the horns, and the plenty of fat he

affords at the beginning of the rutting season,

are. so: many proofs of the superabundance of

nourishment; and what still more strongly

proves his superabundance to be excessive, or

at least greater than. any other species,. j,.

that the rcindccr is the only animal her.

the
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the female has horns as well as the male, arid

this last is the only one also who sheds his

horns and renews them even when castrated.

For in stags, fallow-deer, and roe-bucks, who

have undergone 111 is operation, the ho'rns of the

animal remain always in the same state they

were at the moment of castra'tion'. Thus the

rein-deer is, ofall animals, thatiri which the sti

perfiutty of nutritive matter is the most appa
rent, and this,perhaps, i less owingto the nature

of the animal than to the quality of its food,

for the white moss, which is his only ailment

during the winter, is a lichen, whose substance

resembles that of the mushroom; it is very

nourishing, and is more loaded with organic

molecules, than the leaves or bids of trees, and

it is for this reason that the rein-deer ha

larger horns, and affords more fat than th

stag; and that the females, and those that are

castrated, are not deprived of horns: it is

the cause also of the great variety that is found

in the size of thi horns, and--of the ilgurC ahtl

number of the branches, beyond What is pos

sessed by any other of the deer kind. The

males who had been nitber hunted not C611

fined, and who feed ath ply, and at' pleasure,

on this substantial aliment, have prodigiOus

large horns, which extend backward, as far as

the
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the crupper, and forwards beyond the muzzle.

Those which are gelded have smaller horns,

yet much larger than the stag, and those of the

females are still less. Thus the horns of the

rein-deer, differ not only, like others, according

to age, but also according to sex and castra

tion. The horns, therefore, are so exceding1y

different in individuals, that it is not to be

wondered at that authors have differed so

much upon this subject.

Another singularity, which is common to

the rein-deer and the elk, we must not omit.

When these animals run, their hoofs at every

step make a crackling noise, as if all their

liwbs were dijoiuted; and it is this noise, or

perhaps the scent, which informs the wolves of

their approach who way-lay them, and if the

wolves are many in number, they will attack

and kill him; for the rein-deer is able to (lefelid

himselfagainst a single wolf, not, as may be

imagined, with his horns, for they are rather

of disservice than of use, but with his fore

feet, which are very strong, and with which he

strikes the wolf with such force, as to stun, or

drive him away; after which he flies with such

speed as to be no longer in danger of being
overtaken. He has a more dangerous, though

less numerous, and a less frequent enemy, in

the
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the rosonzac1, or glutton ; this anhial is more

voracious, but heavier than the ss olf; lie does

not pursue the rein- eer, but conceals hnuself

in a tree, and waits the arrival oihts prey ; as

soon as the rein-deer conies within his reach,

he darts upon him, fsftns himself with his

iia.ils upon his back, arid tearing his head or

neck with his teeth, never qui!s lus place (ill

he has killed him. I-Ic makes the like attacks,

and uses the stratagems to conquer the elk, who

is stronger than the rein-deer. This rosaniach,

or glutton of the north, is the same aniuia1 as

the care qjoit or qnincaJou, of North America;

his battles with the or?gnai are ceIcbracd;

and, as we have formerly said, the orignal of

Canada is the same as the elk ofEurope. It is

singular, that this animal, who is scarce bigger

than a badger, is able to conquer an elk,

whose size exceeds that of a horse, and whose

strength is so great, that with a single stroke of

his foot he can kill a wolf. But it is attested

by so many authorities, that we cannot have

the least doubt of its being the fact.

The elk and rein-deer are both ruminating

animals, as their method of feeding, and the

formation of their interior parts denionstrate;

nevertheless, Tormus Schic ifer, Regnard,

Hulden, and others, have affirmed, that the

rein-deer
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Tein-(Ler (100S not ruminate. Ray justly de

dares fliis to be incredible ; and, in fact., the

rein.-(leer does in luinale like every other animal

ylIO has many stomachs. A domestic rein-deer

does not live more than fifteen or sixteen years,

but it must be presumed, that his life is of a

longer duration in a wild slate; for this ani

ma! being four years before he arrives at his

full growth, ought to live twenty-eight o

thirty years when in his natural state. The

Laplanders huntthc wild reinNdccrsbydifferent

methods, accordingto the differenceofseasons.

In the rutting season they make use of t1iei

domestic females to attract the wild males.

They shoot them with the musket, or with the

bow, and they deliver their arrows with such

strength, that notwithstanding the thickness

of their hair and hide, they often kill one of

these beasts with a single arrow.

We have collected the facts in the history

of the rein-deer with time greater care and cir

cumspection, because we could not acquire

personal information on the subject, as it is

impossible to keep such an animal alive in

these parts. Having mentioned my regret

on this subject to some of my friends, Mr.

Colinson, Member of the Royal Society i

London, a gentleman as commendable for his

virtues,
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'idties, as for his literary merit, was so kind

as to send me over flue skeleton of a rein-deer,

and I received from Canada the ftus of a

caribou. By means of these two species, and.

of several horns which were brourht to me

from different places, I have been enabled to

verify the general resemblances, and the pii

cipal differences between the rein-deer and the

slag.

With respect to the elk, I saw a living one

about fifteen years ago; but as he continued

only a few days in Paris, I had not lime to

liavea drawing nis1ied; and ihat was the only
one by which I had an opportunity to verify
he description which the gentlemen of the

Academy of Sciences had formerly given of

this animal, and to assure myself that it was

exact, arkl perfectly conformable to Nature.-*-

11 The elk (says the compiler of the Me

moirs of the Academy) is remarkable for the

hngth of his hair, the bigness of his ears, the

smallness of his tail, and the fo'rin of his eye,
the great angle of which is very wide, as well

as
"With respect to the figures of animals, we have in all

eases cudeavonred to be more correct than the French edi

tion, by the addition of many original figures accurately
studied from the life, and whenever living subjects could

not be obtained, by comparing those drawings with pre
served figures in different cabinets, by which means we

have beep enabled to remedy several defects; and in no one
o;e so than in our figure oi the Ei.,
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as the mouth, which is much larger than that

of oxen, stags, or other a.;imals who have c1o'

yen feet. The elk WIUCI1 We disectet1 was

n7y of t-lie size of a sta(r. Th.-! 10Dear. t' gth of

his body was five feet and a half, trom the end

of the muzzle to theR l)Cg;IIcliflg of the tail,

winch is only two inches long ; as it was of a

female, the head had no horns; am the neck

was only nine inches long and nearly of the

same breadth. The ears were nine inches

long, and four wide. Th..- colour of the hair

was not much unlike hat of the ass, the grey

tinge of which ometinies approaches that of

the camel; but it differed in other respects, for it

was shorter, and from that of ihie camel, which

is much finer. The length of the hair was

three inches, and its thickness equalled that

of the largest mane of a horse; this thickness

gradually diminished towards the extremity

'which was very pointed ; towards the root it

also dirniiiished, bitt, all of a sudden, grew

thicker again ; and this end was of a diiIerent

colour from the rest of the hair, being white

and diaphanous, like the brisiles of a hog.

The hair was as long as that of a bear, but

straighter, thicker, flatter, and all ofthe same

kind. The upper up was Ie and loosened

from the gums, but not so large as Solinus has

described it, nor as Pliny has given to the ani

mal which he terms maclelis. These authors

say,
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say, that this beast is constrained to go back

wards when lie is at pasture to prevent his lip
from entangling between his teeth. We ob

served in the dissection, that Nature had pro

vided agalt)st this inconvenience bythe size and

strength ofthe muscles, (lest med to elevate the

upper lip. We also found the articulations of

the leg very strongly bound together by liga
ments, whose firmness and 1liicknes might
have given rise to the opinion that the (lice as

ot able to raise himself up when once he was

down. H is feet were like those of the stag, hay

ing no peculiarity except that of being 1trger.

We have observed, that the great angle of th

eye was slit downwards mach more than in the

stag, fallow-deer, and roe-hack, but this slit

was not in the direction of the opening of the

eye, but nmde an angle with the line which

goes from one corner of the eye to the other ;

the inferior lachrymal glandwas an inch and a

lialfiong. We found apart in the brain ,which,

from its size, seemed to point, out a connection

with that of the smell, which, according to

Pausanias, is more exquisite in the elk, than in

any other animal ; for the olfactory nerves,

commonly called the nainillaiy nocesses, were

itliout comparison larger than in any other

animal we ever dissected. As for the bit of

VOL4 VIII. T Qesli
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flesh which some authors have placed tipon
his back, and others under his chin, if they
have not been deceived, or have not been too

credulous, those things were peculiar to those

elks of which they have spoken."
We can add our own testimony to that of

the genflcmen of the Academy, for in the fe

male elk, which we saw alive, there was no

bunch either under the chin or on the neck ;

nevertheless, Linnus, who ought. to be ac

quainted with elks better than we can pretend

to be, as lie lives in the same country, makes

;mntion ofthis bunch, and bas even given it as

an essential character of the elk : Alces ccrzus

cornib us a Ca u/tb us p a/in atis earUflCUla uttu

rale. Liniius, Syst. Nat. Edit. X. p. 66.

---There is no other method of reconciling

this assertion of Linnus, with our negation,

than by supposing this bunch, or guttural ca-

to belong to the male elk which w

have not seen. But if that be the case, this

author should ilot have made it an essential

character of the species, since the female has

it, not; perhaps also, this bunch is only a coin

mon disorder among the elks, a kind of wen ;

for in the two figures of this animal, given by

Gesner, the first, who has no horns, has a

thick caruncula tinder the neck ; and in the

second,
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second, which represents a male elk with

horns, there is no carunciila.

In general the elk is much larger and

stronger than the slag or rein-deer. Ills hair

is so rough, and his hide so hard, that a mus

ket ball can scarcely penetrate it. II is legs are

very firm, with so much agility and strength,

especially in the fore feet, that he can kill a

man or a wolf, and even break a tree by one

single stroke with his foot. Never(helcss, lie

is hunted nearly as we hunt the stag, with

men and dogs. It is affirmed, that when lie

is pursued he often falls down all at once,

without l)Ciflg either shot or wounded. From

this circumstance sonic have presumed that

1i is animal was subject to the epilepsy, and on

this presumption (which is not well founded,

since fear alone might produce the same effect)

this absurd conclusion has becit drawn, that

his hoof is a remedy for the epilepsy, and even

a preventative against it; and this ridiculous

opiiiion has been so universally dispersed,

that many people still wear rings, the collet of

which ii.closes a small piece of the hoof of an

elk.

As there are but few people in the northern

parts of America, all animals, and particularly

elks, are in greater numbers there than in the

north
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Moral of Europe. The savages nrc not igno

rant of the art ofhunting and taking the elks;

they follow them by the track of their feet,

and very often for many days together, and by

address and perseverance they often gain their

end. Their method of hunting them in win

ter is particularly singular.
"
They make use

of rackets (says Denys), by means of which

they walk on the snow without sinking. The

ciignai does not get forward very fast, because

bis sinking in the snow greatly fatigues him.

He cats nothing but the young shoots of the

trees, therefore, where the savages find the

trees eaten, they presently meet with the ani

mals, which are never far off, and which they

approach very easily. They throw darts at

them, which are large clubs, having at the

end a large pointed bone, which pierces like a

sword. If there be many orignals in one troop

the savages put them to flight, for then the

orignals, placing themselves in a rank, describe

a large circle, sometimesmore than two leagues,

and which, by frequently traversing, they
harden so much with their feet that they no

longer sink in. The savages wait for and kill

them as they pass, with their darts." In com

paring this relation with, those we have already

quoted, we find, that the savage and the orig

nal
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natof America, are exact copies of the Lap..

lander and elk of Europe.

SUPPLEMENT,

M. ALLENIAND, in his edition, has add'

ed sonic remarks respecting the elk and rein

deer, and, among them, says, that M. de Buf

fon appears to be warranted in the opinion
that the elk of Europe is the orignal of North

America, and that the only difference between

them is in the size ; but that most travellers

(lifter from M. do Buffon's general conclusion,

that the latter is the largest. Mr. Dudley, in

particular, has described an orignal to the

Royal Society, which had been killed by some

hunters, that was more than ten feet. high ; a

stature requisite to carry the horns which La

Hontan has affirmed to weigh from three to

four hundred pounds.

The duke of Richmond had a female orignal
in his park, in the year 1766, which lie re

ceived as a present from General CaiJeon,

then
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then governor of Canada; it was not more

than a twelveinouth old, and was about five

feet in height; its back and thighs were of a

deep brown, and the belly much lighter ; but

this animal did not live more than nine or ten

months. M. Alleniaiid says, that lie received

the head of a female orignal from Canada,

which was much larger, as it measured, from

the cud of the muzzle to the cars, two feet

three inches, was two feet eight inches round

t the cars, and one foot ten hiclies near the

mouth, and its cars were nine inches long;

This bead being dried was consequently less in

its dimensions than when the animal was alive.

In the same manner this gentleman

consi-dersM. de Buflhn's opinion, that the caribou

of Amcrca is the same animal as the rein-deer

of Lapla:d, arid he is induced so to do by com

paring the drawing of the rein-deer (taken

from life by Ridinger) with that of the draw

ing of an Amcricaii caribou, sen him by the

Puke of Richmond, who had kept one of

those animals a considerable time in his park.
To the remarks already given concerning

the rein-deer, there is little to add, yet the op

portunity must be embraced of giving the

firure, (fig. 150.) of a female, drawn from

life while in the possession of the Prince of

Coridé;
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Cond ; he received it from the King of Swe
den, who also sent him two males, one of

which died on his way, and the other almost
as soon as he arrived in France. rJhis animal
vas about the size of a lijnd, though her legs
were somewhat shorter, and in her body she

was more bulky. She had also hionis like the

male, but shorter, and which were separated
into antlers, Some of them pointing forwards,

and others bent backwards. M. (Ic eve

gave me a very particular description of Oils

innnal ; lie said, the Icntli ol the body, front

the muzzle to the crupper, was fi fct one

; the height of the withers, two feet de.

yen inches, and nine lines more at the crup

Per ; the hair was very ci Se, about all i ucli

long on the body, longer n the belly; arid

very short on the legs ; upan hc' body it was

Lt reddish brown, intermixed fl some place';

with a yellowish white, being of a deeper co

loitr oil part of the back, on the thighs, oa

the top of the head, and on the eye-p :

round the eyes a;1(1 nostrils were black

point of the muzzle white ; the ears, over

hieh the hair was di ic:, a vehlowih wb ite

niicd with brown, the inside o1 I hem hnd

long white hairs: the neck, a ni the long

hairs below the breast, and upoir the upper

part
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part of the back, were of a yellowish white;

the legs and thighs were of a deep brown,

and of a greyish white 011 the insides, of

which colour were also the hairs which co

vered the 1ioo( ; the 'feet were cloven ; the

two fore toes being broader than the hind

ones; they were all very thin, and extremely

black.

No conclusion must be drawn as to the size

of the rein-deer's horns from the figure we

have given, as some ofthem have horns so enor

mous as to reach back to their cruppers, at the

same time branching out above a foot in the

front. There can be little doubt but the large

fossil horns found in Ireland have belonged

to a species of the rein-deer, and of which

Mr. Collinson informed me that he had seen

some which had an interval of ten feet between

their extremities ; it must be to this species

and not to the elk which the fossil bones ofthe

animal, called mouse-deer, must be attributed.

But it must be admitted, that there (10 not at

present exist any rein-deer of sufficient size

and strength to carry horns of that magnitude

as are found in a fossil state in Ireland, in ninny

parts of Europe, and even in North America.

I have lately been informed there are two kinds

of the rein-deer, the one considerably larger

thar
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than the other, of which I was not acquainted
when I gave my former description; the one I

referred to, and compared to the caribou of

America, and the Greenland fallow deer, was

of the 'small sort.

It has been asserted by some travellers, that

the rein-deer is the fallow-deer of the north ;

while Poitoppidan saysthe rein-deer is not able

to exist but in. the northern regions, and even

there they are obliged to dwell on the tops of

the highest mountains ; this author also as

serts that their horns are moveable. that they

can turn them about at pleasure, and that over

the eyelids they have an opening in the siin,

through which they see, when the glare ofthe

snow preveffis them from openi;;g their eyes.

Upon almost the slightest motion these ani

mals make a crackling noise ; when running,

touched, or even surprised, this noise is heard.

I have been informed it is the same with the

.1k but I cannot ascertain it as the fact.

VOL. VIII. U THE
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THE WILD CHAMOIS, AND OTHER GOATS.

ALTHOUGH it appears that the Greeks

were acquainted with the wild and chamois

goats yet they have not described them by any

particular denomination, nor even by charac

ters sufficiently exact by which to distinguish

them; they have only mentioned them under

the general name of Wild Goats. They pro

bably presui.ed, that these animals were ofthe

samespecies as the domestic goats, never having

given them proper names, as they have done to

every otherspecies of quadrupeds. On thecon

trary, our modern naturalists have regarded

the wild and chamois goats as two real and

distinct species, and both different from that

of the common goat. There are facts and

reasons for and against both opinions, of which

we shall give a detail, and wait until it be

ascertained whether they intermix together
and produce fertile individuals, experience

having taught us, that this is the sole criterion

on 'which can the question be decided.

The male wild goat differs from tile c1l.j.

uwis, by the length, thickness, and form of

his
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his horns; lie is alsomore bulky, vigorous, and

stronger. The female wild goat has smaller

horns than the male, and nearly resembling

those of the chamois. In other respects, these

two animals have the same customs, the same

manners, and inhabit the same climate; only

the wild goat being more agile, and stronger,

climbs to the summits of the highest moun

tains, while the chamois never goes higher

than the second stage; but neither of them are

to be found in the plains: both clear their way

in the snow, and both bound from one rock

to another. Both are covered with a firm

solid skin, and cloatlied in winter with a double

fur, with very rough hair outwardly, and a

more fine and thicker underneath. Both of

them have a black stripe on the back, and

tails nearly of the same size. The number of

exterior resemblances in fact is so great, and

the conformity of the exterior parts is so com

plete, that we might be led to believe these

two animals were only simple varieties of the

same species. The wild, as well as the chamois

goats when taken young, and brought up with

domestic goats, are easily tamed, imbibe the

same manners herd together, return to the same

fold, and probably, copulate and produce to

gether. But this last fact, the most important

of all, and which alone would decide the ques

tion,
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tion, is not ascertained.* 'We have never

learnt for a certainty whether the wild and the

chamois copulate with our goats; we only

SUOSC it, and in this respect agree with the

ancients. But our presumption appears

founded upon those analogies which experi

ence has seldom contradicted.

Let us, nevertheless, take a view ofthe rea

sons against it. The wild and chamois goats

both subsist in a state of nature, and both are

constantly distinct. The chamois sometimes

comes of his own accord and joins the flock

of our domestic kind, but the wild goat never

associates with them, at least before he is

tamed. The male wild goat and the common

he-goat have very long beards arid the chamois

has none. The male and female chamois

have very small horns: those of the male

wild goat are so thick and so long, that they

would scarcely be imagined to belong to an

animal of his size. The chamois also appears

to differ from the wild goat and the common

he-goal,

Sonnini has an important fact upon this subject. He

says that M. Berthoud van Berchem saw mongrels which

proceeded from the copulation of a wild goat brought up
at Aigle in the Lower Vallais, in the house of the governor
of Vatteville, with many domestic goats. All the inhabit
anti of the town of Aigle were witnese of this fact..
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he-goat, by the direction of his horns, which

are inclined alit tle forwards in theirlo erparts,
and bent backwards at the point in the forni

of a hook ; but, as we have already remarked,

in speaking of oxen and sheep, the horns of

domestic animals vary prodigiously, as do also

those of wild animals, according to the differ

ences of climate. Our female goats have

not their horns absolutely resembling those of

the male. The horns of the male wild goat

are not very different from those of our lie

goat ; and as the female wild goat approaches
the domestic kind, and even the chamois, in

size and smallness of the horns, may we not

conclude, hat the wild, the chamois, and I he

domestic goat, are, in fact, but one species, iii

which the nature of the females is- invariably

alike, while the males are subject to varia

tions ? In this point of view, which, perhaps,

is not so (hstinct from Nature as might. be

imagined, the wild goat would be the male in

the original race of ganis, and the chanois

the female. This is not imaginary, since v e

can prove by experience, that there are in

Nature, animals where the females will eqnafly

serve the male of different species, and pro

(10cc young from both. The sheep 1)rOdaCe

with the he-goat as well as with the ram, and

al%ays
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always brings forth lambs of its own species :

the rani, on the contrary, does not copulate

with the she-goat. We may, therefore, look

tipøi the sheep as a female common to two

di fiërent males, and consequently, constitutes

a species independent of the male. It may

be the same in that of the wild goat ; the fe

male alone represents the primitive species,

because her nature is constant: the males, on

the contrary, vary, and there is a great ap

pearance that the domestic she-goat, which

may be considered as the same female as the

chamois and the wild kind, would produce

with these three different males, which alone

make the variety in the species, and conse

quently do not alter the identity, althougli they

appear to change the unity of it.

These, like most other possible accounts,

must be found in Nature; it even appears,

that the females in general contribute more to

the support of the species than the males; for

though both concur in the first formation of the

ihtus, the female, who afterwards alone fur

nishes all that is necessary to its growth and

nutrition, modifies and assimilates it more to

ber own nature, which cannot fail of effacing

the impression of the parts derived from the

male. Thus, if we would judge deliberately

and
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and rationally of a species, the females should

be the objects examined. The male gives half

of the living substance, the female gives as

much, and furnishes besides all the necessary

matter for its formation. A handsome worn au

has almost always fine children; a handsome

man with an ugly woman, commonly has

children who are still more ugly.

Thus, in the same species, there may some

times be two races, the one masculine, and the

other feminine, both of which subsisting and

perpetuating their dis inctive characters, seem

to constitute two different species; and this is

the point where it appears almost impossible to

fix the term between what naturalists call species

and varicljj. Suppose, for example, we should

constantly couple he-goats with somesheep, and

rams with others ; it is evident, that after a

certain number of generations, there would

be established in the species of the sheep, a

breed which would tend greatly towards the

goat, and would afterwards perpetuate itself;

for, though the first. produce with the he-goat
would be very little removed from the species
of the mother, and would be a lamb and not a

kid, nevertheless this lamb would have hair,

and some oilier characteristics ofis lather. If

we afterwards couple the he-goat with these

female
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female bastards, the pro(l Li ctton of this second

generat kin wd! approach nearer () the species

of the fa her, still nearer in the third, and so

on. By this flICt!tOd the adventitious cha

racters would soon i:rcvail over the natural

ones, and this fictitious breed might Support

itself; and form a variety in the species, whose

origin it. would be very difficult to recognize;

therefore what can be done by the influence of

the one species on another, may still be more

effectually produced by the same species. If

strong females have continually only weak

males, in course of time, a feminine race will

be established; and if very strong males are

Put to females of inferior strength and vigour,

a masculine race will be the result, and will

appear so different from the first, as hardly t

be allowed to have one common origin, and

which consequently will be regarded as really

diS4tinct and separate species.

To these general reflections, we shall add.

some particular ohserva ions. Linnnts speaks

of two animals which lie had seen in Holland,

that were ofthe goat kind; the horns of the first

were short, almost resting upon the skull, and

its hair was long; the second had erect horns,

the points turned back, and the hair short.

These animals, which appeared to be more

distant
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in species than the chamois and the c.Omrna

goat, nevertheless produced together, which

sufficiently dernonsl rates that these differences

in the shape of the horns, and length of the

hair, are not specific and essential characters;

for as these animals pr1uccd together, they

must be-regarded as the same species. From

tb is example we may draw a very probable in

duction, that the chamois and our goat,wliosc

principal differences consist in. the shape of

I he horns and the length 01 the hair, are prob

ably one and the same species.

In the royal cabinet lucre is a skeleton of

an animal which was given. to the menagerie

under the name of capi'icoiilc ; it nerlcctly re

sembles the domestic goat in the make of the

body and the proportion of the bones, and in

the form ofthe lowerjaw, that ofthe wild-goat;

but he differs from both in the horns ; those of

the wild-goat have prom incnt t uhercles,and two

longitudinal ridges ; those of the eouiinoii he

goat have 1)111 one ridge, and no tnrbcrcies,lhe

horns of the caI)riCOrue have but one ridge

and no ubercies, but. only rngositRs which are

larger than those of the goat ; these dif

ferences indicate, therefore, an intermediate

race between the wild and the domestic goat.

The horns of the capricoroc are also short and

crooked at the point, like those ofthe chamois,

and, at. the same time, they are comprCSeLl,

VOL. VIII. x and
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and have rings; thus they partake at once of

the common goat, the wild goat, and the cha

BIOJS goat.
Mr. Brown, in his history of Jamaica, re

laies, that in that island there is actually to be

found, 1. The common domestic goat of Eu

rope ; i. The chamois; and 3. The wild goat.

lie affirms, that neither of these three animals

are natives of Amcrica,but have been transport

cdfrom Europe; that they have,like the sheep,

degenerated and become smaller in this new

country; that the wool of the sheep is changed

into a rough hair like that of the goat; that

the wild goit appears to be a bastard race, &c.

From this we are. induced to suppose that the

small goat, with erect horns and crooked at the

points, which Linnus saw in Holland, and

was said to come from America, is the chamois

of .Jamaica, that is, the chamois of Europe de-,

generated, and become less by the climate of

America ; and that the wild goat of .Jarnacia

which Mr. Brown calls the bastard wild goat,

is our capricorne, which appears to be only a

wild goat degenerated, and whose horns might

have varied by the influence of the climate.

M. Daubcnton, after having scrupulously

examined the affinities of the chamois with

those of the he-goat and the ram, says, that in

general, it resembles more the first than the

last; the priucipaidifferences besides the horns.

are
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are the form and size of the forehead, which

is less elevated and shorter in the chamois than

in the goat, and the form of the nose, which is

morecontracted ; so that in these two, the cha

mois bears a greater resemblance to the rain

than to the goat. But supposing, for which

there is much reason, that the cli amois is a con

stant variety of the species of the he-goat, as

the bull-dog and greyhound. are fixed varieties

in the species of the dog, we shall see that

these differences in the size of the forehead and

the position of the nose, are not nearly so great

in the chamois, relatively to the goat, as in

the bull-dog relativeto the greyhound, which,

nevertheless produce together, and are cer

tainly of the same species. In other respects,

as the chamnis resembles the goat by a grea

ter number of characters than the ram, if it

constitute a particular species, it must neces

sarily be an intermediate one betwixt the

goat and the ram. We have observed, that

the lie-goat and the sheep produce together,

therefore the chamois, which is an interme

diate species between the two, and at the

sune time is much nearer the goat than the

ram, by the number ofresemblances, ought to

copulate with the she-goat and consequently

must not be considered but as a variety con

stant in this pecie.
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As the chamois which was transj)ortcd to

and becanic less in America, produces widi

the small goat of Africa, thqe call be little

doubt but. he would also produce with the

she-goats of the common kind. The cia

mois, therefore, is only a. constant variety in

the species of the goat, as the bull-dog is in

that of the dog ; and, on the other hand, we

can scarcely question that the wild goat is

the primitive goat in the state of nature and,

is with respect to domestic goats, what the

iiiuflon is to the sheep. The wild goat ex

actly resembles the domestic he goat, in figure,

conformation, and in natural and physical

habits ; it only varies by two slight difkrciiccs

the one exterior, the other interior ; the horns

of the wild goat are larger than those of the

COIlI tilori he-goat the former having two longi

tuthual ridcs, and the latter but one ; they

have also large transverse rings which mark the

number of years of their growth, while those

of the common he-goats arc only marked wi1i

transverse stLokes. The figure of their bodies

is in other rcsccts perfectly alike. The

interior part is aho similar, excepting the

spicell, winch is oval in the wild goal, and

approaches nearer to that of the roe-buck, or

stag than that of the lie-goat, or raw. This

last difference may pocccd from the violent

exercise
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exercise of this animal. The wild goat runs

as fast as the stag, and leaps lighter than the

roe-buck ; the spleen, therefore, ought to be

made like that of the swiftest running animals.

This difference, then, is owing less to Nature

than to custom, and it is to be presunied, that

if our domestic he-goats were to become wild,

and were forced to run all(] to leap like the

wild goats, the spleen would soon assume the

form. most convenient to this exercise. With

respect to his horns, the differences, though

very apparent, (10 not prevent their more re

sembling those of the he-goat than ofany other

animal. Thus the wild and common lie-goat

approaching nearer to each other than to any
other animal, even in this part, which is the

most difl1rent of all, we must conclude, as

they are alike in every oilier particular, that,

notwiths'andiiig this slight and single

disagree-ment,they both are ani rnals ofthe same species.

I consider, therefore, the wild, the chamois,

and the domestic goat, 'IS one species, iii which

the niales have undergone greater varieties than

the females; and i find, at the same time, se

condary varieties in the domestic kind, which

are less equivocal, as hey belong equally to the

males and females. We have seen that the

goats of Angora, though very diflrent from

ours, in the hair and horns, are, nevertheless,

of
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of the same species. The same may be said

of the Juda goat, which Liunens with much

cason has considered as a variety o the do

fit cstic species. This goat, which is common

in Guinea, Angola, and other parts of Africa,

diffirs from ours only in being smaller, fatter,

and more squat; his flesh is also better, and

prcfcrrcd in that country to mutton, as we

prefer the flesh of the sheep to that of the goat.

It is the same with the Levant, or Mambrina

goat,-',' with long hanging ears; which is only

a variety of the goat of Angora, who has also

banging cars, but not so long. The ancients

were acquainted with these goats, but they

did not separate them from the. common

species. The variety of the Mambrina goat

s more diffused than that of the goat ofAn

gora; for we find these very long-eared goats

in Egypt, and the East Indies, as well as in

Syria; they give plenty of good milk, and

which the eastern nations prefer to that of the

cow, or female buffalo.

With respect to the small goat that Linmeus

saw

' The name of Mambrina goat arises from this animal
being common on the mountain of Mambre or Mamre,
situated in the southern part of Palestine, near the environs
of Herbron. It is the only sort which is diffused over
Lower Egypt. It is said that its cars are so long that they
drag them on the ground, and that the Orientalists cut one
o them that the animal may feed: but this is an exaggeration and an error; the ears do not trail upon the ground.netcr are they cut.
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saw alive, and which produced with the Anie

rican chamois, it must have, as we observed,

been originally transported from Africa; for

it so greatly resembles the African lie-goat,
that we cannot doubt of its being of the sa.ne

SpCCICS or that it, at least, owes its first origin
to it. This goat is small in Africa, and would

become still less in America; and we know,

by the testimony of travellers, that it has fhr a

long time been as customary to transport from

Africa, as from Europe into America, iieep,

hogs, and goats, whose races still subs-L' w

out any other alteration than a diminution III,

the size.

After having examined the Jiflrent vai&ies

f goats, and considered them relatively to

each other, it appears to me, that of the nc

or ten species ofwhich the nomenclators speah,

there is, in reality, but one; for instance,

1. The wild lie-goat. is the principal stock of

the species. 2. The capricoruc is the wild

goat degenerated by the influence of climate.

. The domestic he-goat derives his origili
from the wild he-goat. 4. The Cliamois is

only a variety in the species of the

with whom be. would be able to F,. .i -oduce as

well as the wild goat. 5. The small goat

with erect horns, crooked at the points, which

Lintius speaks of, is the oliamois of Europe

become
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become smaller in America. 6. The oilier

small goat wi h horns lying flat, and which

proc!ucccl with the s!nalI chamois of America,

is the sa inc as the he-goat of Africa , and (lie

pro(l netwa of these two animals prove, that

our clrn Iu1OS and & );IIet iC lie-goat vou1d also

pro11) ec to '111cr, and are, co;ieq n'';iI ly, ofthe

SiII1C Sp(CieS. 7. The dwarf goat, which is

probably the feniale of the A i'uica u buck , and,

:'.C the 111"41C),




md a variety of 1 he corimori

kind. . It is the same with the bucks and

sc-gos of ,Jt.ida tl are only varieties of

t)U1 (h)11c iC ). 'File goat of A nora

i5 a1o of, lie 'Uu1C species, since it produces

with our goats. 10. The Mojubrina goat,

with lare pend nious ears, is a variety in the

race of the goats of Angora. These ten aid

Inals, therefore, are only ten dillcreiit races of

one species, produced by the difference of cli

in ate. Caprce in in u/i os s irn it'll wi/nes, Irans

fi2'urantur, says Pliny ; and in effect, 1~.C see

b' this enumeration, that the goats, although

essentially like each other, yet vary much in

their external form; and ii we should com

prehend, with Pliny. under the generic name of

Goats, not only all those we have mentioned

hut also the roe-buck, the gazelle , lie antelope,
&c. this would be the most extended species in

Nature, and contains more kinds and varieties

than
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tiin that of the (log. But P1iiy was not

u.fficiently informed of ilic real differences of

species when he joined the roe-buck, antelope,
&c. to lhc species of the goat. These animals,

though bearing much rcs'mt)lance to the goat
in many rcspec4s, yet are difflient species; afl(l

we shall ice, from the following articles, how

much the antelopes vary, both in species and

races ; and after enumerating all the goats and

all (lie aiitelopes we shalt find many animals

still remain, which participate of both. la

the whole history ofquadrupeds I find no lung
more difficult. to explain, nor more coiiftiscd or

uncertain, than the accounts given by travellers

of goats, antelopes, and other species which

have an affinity to them. I have exerted all

my endeavours, aud employed all my atten

tion, to throw some light Upon it, and shall

iiot regret my labour, ifwhat I now write may

contribute to prevent errors, fix ideas, and

bring forth the tm lii, by extending the views

p1 those who would study Nature. But to

our subject.
All goats are liable to vertigos; this disease

is also common to the wild and chamois goals.,

as well as the inclination to climb "P rocks,

and the custom of continually licking stones,

£.specially those which are impregnated with

OL. VIJL. Y nitre
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nitre or salt. In the Alps are rocks which

have been hollowed by the tongues of th

chamois; these ar commonly composed of

soft and calcinable stones, in which there is

always a certttin quantity ofnitre. These na

tural agrccmcnts, these conformable customs,

appear to be sufficient indexes of the identity

of species. The Greeks, as we have said, did

not separate these into three different species;

and our hunters, vho, probably, never con

suited the Greeks, have always looked upon

them as the same species. Gaston Phbus,

when speaking of the wild goat, particularise

him under the name of the wild buck; and

the chamois, which lie callsysarus and sarris,

is also, according to him, but another wild

goat. I own hat all these authorities do not

make a compkc proof, but by uniting them

ith the facts and reasons we save produced,

they form uch strong presumptions upon the

unity of the spccs of these three animals,

that we can harbour no doubt on the subject

The wild and chamois goats, øne of which

I look upon as the male, and the other as the

female stock of th goat kind, are only found,

like the muflon, who is the stock ofthe sheep,

in dçserts, and in the most craggy and highest

mountains. The Alps, the ?rennecs, the

nyouiilains
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mountains of Greece, and those in the islands

of the Archipelago, are almost the only places
where the wild and the chamois goats are t

be found. But although both dislike heat

and inhabit the regions of snow and ice, yet

they have also an aversion to excessive cold.

In summer, they cliuse the north side of the

mountains; in winter they move to the

southern and even descend from the summits.

Neither can support themselves on their legs

upon the ice when it is smooth, but if there be

the least inequalities on its surface, they bound

along with security.

The chace of these animals is very laborious,

and dogs are almost useless in it. It is like

wise very dangerous, for the animal finding

himself hard pushed will turn and strike the

bunter vith his head, and sometimes throw

him over a precipice. The chamois is as

swift, though not so strong, as the wild goats;

they are more numerous, arid commonly go

in herds; they are not, however, so numerous

as they were formerly, at least in our Alpine

an(1 Pyrenean mountains.

M. Peroud, surveyor of the chrystal mines

in the Alps, brought over a living chamois,

and gave the following' excellent information

on the natural habits and mamicrs of this ani

mal.
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rnai. " The chamois is a wild animal, yet

very docile; he iflhla.l)itS only rocks and moun

tains. He is about the size of a domestic goat

and resembles him in many respects. He is.

most agreeably, lively, and active beyond ex-

His hair is short like that of the

doe; in spring it is of an ash-colour; in sum

mer rather yellow; in autumn a deep yellow

mixed with black, and in winter ofa blackish

brown. The chamois are found in great

numbers in the mountains of Daupbiny, Pied

mont, Savoy, Switzerland, and (germany:

they live sociably together, and are found ir

flocks of from eight to fifteen or twenty, and

sometimes they are., seen to the number of

from sixty to a hundred dispersed in small

flocks upon the crags of a nlo'ln(ain. The

large males keep separate from the rest, except

in their rutting-time, when they approach the

females. During this time they have a very

strong smell; they bleat often and run from

one mountain to another. The time of their

coupling is from the beginning of October o

the end of November, and they bring forth iii

March and April. The young female receives

the male at a year and ahialfold. I1h1eyoufl
follow the darn for about five months, and

sometimes longer, if the hunters, or the wolves,
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do not separate them. It is asserted that they

live between twenty and thirty years. Their

flesh is very good, and some of like fattest

afford ten or twelve pounds of suet, which is

better and harder than that. of the goat. The

blood of this animal is extrme1y hot, and is

said to approach very nearly to that of the wild

goat in its qualities and virtues, and may prove

of the same service, for the effects are the same

when taken in a double quantity: it is reck

oned very good against pleurisics, a great pu

rifier of the blood, and a restorative ofperspi

ration. The hunters very often mix th 1)100(1

of the wild and chamois goats together, and

sometimes they sell the blood of the wild

goat for that of the chamois. It is very diffi

cult to distinguish the one from the other,

which proves there can be but very little

dif-ferenceIn them. The cry of the chamois is

nQt distinct but faint, and resembling that of a

hoarse domestic goat: it is by this cry they

collect together, and by 'which the mother calls

her young. But when they are frightened, or

perceive an enemy, or any object which they

cannot distinguish, they warn the rest of the

flock by a kind of whistling noise. The

chamois has a very penetrating sight, and his

hearing and smell are not less discriminating.

When he sees a man near he stops for a

moie!it
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moment, and then flies off with the utmost

speed. When the wind is in its favour he can.

smell a human creature for more than half a

rnie distance; therefore when he hears or

cents any thing which he cannot see, lie

begins to whistle or blow with such force that,

the rocks and the forests re-echo the sound;

if others are within hearing they are all alarm..

ed; this whistling continues as long as the.

breath will permit: in the beginning it is very

shrill, and deeper towards the close. The

animal then rests a moment, after the alarm,,

to inspect farther into the danger, and having

confirmed his suspicion, he commences his

whistling, and continues it, by intervals,, till

it has spread the. alarm, to a great distance.

During this time he is most violently agitated;

he strikes the ground with his feet; he bounds

from rock to rock; he turns and looks round;

leaps from one precipice to another; and when'

he obtains a sight of his enemy he flies from

it with all speed. The whistling of the male

is more acute than that of the female: it i

performed through the nostrils, and is no

more than a very strong blowing,and resembles

the noise which a inani'would make by fixing
his tongue to the palate, keeping the teeth

nearly shut, the lips open, and a little lengthen.

d, and blowing with all his force. The

chamois
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chamois feeds on the best herbage, and chusc

the most delicate part of plants, as the flowers

and most tender buds. lie is not less fond of

6everal aromatic herbs, which grow upon the

side of the Alps. lie drinks very little while

lie feeds uon the succulent herbae. lie

ruminates like the common goat. The food

he makes use of strongly marks the warmth of

his constitution, as do his large eyes, which are

admired for their roundness and sparkling, and

the vivacity of his disposition. His head is

crowned with two small horns, of about halfa

foot long; they are of a beautiful black, and

rise from the forehead almost betwixt the eyes,

and, instead of bericiiig backwards like other

animals, they jet forward above the eyes, and

bend backward at the extremities in a small

circle, and end in a very sharp point. His

ears arc placed in a very elegant manner near

the horns, and there are stripes of black on.

each side ofthe face, the rest being ofa whitish

yellow, which never changes. The horns of

this animal re often made use of for the heads

ofcanes; those ofthefemale are less, and not so

much bent; and some farriers make use ofthem.

for bleeding cattle. The hides of these ani

mals are ver strong, nervous, and supple, and

when dressed; ezcdilcnt breeches, vests, and

gloves,
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iovcs, arc made of them ; this sort of loh.

ing is very (lUITtblC, and of very great crvice

to Ia bonn ii, flCfl. 'Pie chamois is a 1a i ye

of' Cold countries, aiid generally prefers crigy

rock-,,and h gli paces; they indeed Irequenl

woods, but it is only tlio.c in the highest rcgiui,

where the forests consist of firs, htrcli, au(1

!wccli trecs. These animals htve so much

dread of heat, that in summer they are only to be

found in ftc caverns of rocks amidst fragments

ofcongealed icc,or ii Ibrcst where the high and

spreading trees firni a shade br them, or Ufl(kf

rough and li nging precipices that, fitce the

north, where thcr:Lys ofthe sun seldom (1 isi it rbs

them. They go to pasture both morning and

evening, but seldom during the day. They

I raverse over rocks with great facility, . here

the dogs cannot follow (Item. There is nothing

more wonderful than to see them climl)ing and

descending precipices, inaccessible to all other

quadrupeds. They mount and descend always

in an oblique direction, and throw thernsclvc

down a rock oftwenty or thirty feet, and alight
with greatscCnriy. In descending thpystrike tile

rock with their feed, three or four times, to stop
the velocity of their motion; and when they
have got upon the base below, they at once

seem fixed and secure. In fact, to see them

tht
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thus leaping among the precipices, they seem

rather to have wings than legs, so great is the

strength of their nerves. Some writers have

pretended that they use their horns fir climbing
and descending the precipices. I have seen

and killed many of these animals, but I never

saw them use their horns for that purpose, nor

have I ever found any hunter who could con

firm this assertion. The chamois ascends and

descends precipices with great ease, by the agi

lity and strength of his legs, which are very

long; the hind ones being somewhat the longest
and always crooked, assist them in throwing
themselves forwards, and are of great service

by breaking the force of the fall. It is assert

ed, that when they feed, one of them is deputed
to stand sentinel fbr the security of the rest. I

have seen many flocks of these animals, but

never observed that to be the case. It. is certain

that when there are a great number of them

there will always he some looking about while

the rest are grazing; but there is nothing in

this particularly distinguishable from a flock of

sheep ; for the first who perceives any danger
warns all the rest, and in an instant the terror

with which lie is struck spreads through the

whole flocks During the rigours of winter,

and in the deep snows, the chamois retreats so

VOL. VJII. z the
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the 1owr forests, and feeds upon the pine.
leaves, buds of trees, bushes, or such: dry or

green shrubs and grassas they can discover by

scratching off the snows with their feet'. The

more craggy and uneven the forest, the more

this animal is pleased: with its abode. The

lmnting of the chamois is very difficult, and

laborious. The most usual way is by hiding'

behind, some of the clefts of the rocks, and

shooting them as they pass; for this method

the sportsman is obliged to take great precau

tion in concealing himself; observing, at the

sametime, to keep the-wind. in his. face. Others:

hunt this animal as. they do the stag, by pla.

cing some of the hunters at all the narrow

passages, while others beat round to-alarm. the

game. Men are more proper for this sort of

hunting than dogs, who when employed, often

disperse the chamois too soon when they. mi

mediately fly to a considerable distance; the

men also find it a dangerous sport, for when

the animal observes his retreat shut up, he di

rectly makes at the hunter with his head, and

frequently knocks him down."

With. regard to the specific virtues

attribut-edto the blood of the wild goat, in the cure

of certain diseases, especially in the pleurisy,
a virtue thought to belong. particularly to this

animal,
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animal, and which would indicate it to be of

a particular nature, it is now known that the

blood of the chamois, and also of the domestic

he-goat, has the same properties when fed on

the same aromatic herbs; so that even by this

property these three animals appear to be

united in the same species.

SUPPLEMENT.

BESIDES the Syrian goat, which we for

merly mentioned as having pendulous ears,

there is a species in Madagascar, which are

much larger, -and with pendulous cars so long,

that they hang entirely over their eyes, which

obliges the auiinal to be almost continually

throwing them back, and thercore whenever

pursued, be invariably makes to the rising

ground. The accounts which we received of

this animal came from M. Comerson, but

were not sufficiently particular to determine

whether it was a different species or o;iiy a

variety of the Syrian race with pendulous ears.

M. le Viconite 'deQuer1iot says, that the

goats left on Asce5i0 hlaud have increased

abundantly,
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abundantly, but they appear very thin, and so

weak, that men can often outrun them ; they

are of' a very (lark brown, much less than our

gonfs, and in the nights conceal themselves in

the holes of the mountains.

THE SAIGA.

THERE is a species of goat found in him'

gary, Poland, Tartary, and in South Siberia,

'which the Russians call Saigak, or Saiga; it

bears a resemblance to the domestic goat in

the shape of is body and its hair; but by the

form of the horns, and the want ofa beard, it

approaches nearer to the antelopes, and, in

fact, appears to be the shade between those

two animals ; for the horns of the saiga are in

every respect. like those of the antelope; they

have the same form, transverse rings, Jongi

tudinat srcaks, &c. and they (1111cr only by

the colour. The horns of the antelopes are

black arid opaque; those of the saiga, on the

contrary, are vhitishi and transparent. Gcs

ncr has mentioned thi is animal under the name

of co/us, and Gmelin under that of saiga.

'be horns which are in the royal cabinet, were

Sent
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sent under the denomination of the horns of

the Hungarian buck; tliy are so transparent

and so clear, that they are used for the same

purpose as tortoise-shell.

The saiga, by its natural habits, resembles

more the antelopes, than ihc wild or chamois

goats ; for it does not delirlit in mountainous

countries, but lives on the hills and plains.

Like them also lie moves bybounds and leaps;

lie is very swift, and his flesh much better

eating than that of either the tame or will

goat.




THE GAZELLE OR ANTELOPE.

TUERE have been thirteen species, or, at

least, thirteen d is itict varieties Ir?ade of these

animals; in this uncertainty, whether they are

varieties, or species, we tliouht it best to treat

of them all together, assigning to each a parti
cular name. The first of these animals, and the

only
Pallas thinks that the saiga which is found in Hungary,

Transylvania, Wallachia, and in Greece, is also to be found
in the island of Candia; and he thinks that the spfryishoro
of Belon ought to be considered as such. BuITon, however,
was not of that opinion, who referred the .cp1rp.coro4 Of
Belon to the class of sheep.
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only one to which we retain the generic name

of .g'azelle, is tile COlUiflOfl gazelle, (fig. 53.)

'which is found in Syrit, Meso!otamia, sand

the other provinces of the Levant, as well as

in Barbary, and in all the northern parts of

Africa. The horns of this animal are about a

foot long, entirely anunlated at the base, less

dung into half-rings towards the extremities

-which are smooth. They are not only stir

'rounded with rings, but also furrowed longi

tudinally by small streaks. These rings mark

the years of their growth, hichi is commonly

about twelve or thirteen. The gazelles in ge

neral, and this tribe in particular, greatly re

semble the roe-buck in the proportions of the

body, natural functions, swiftness, and the

brightness and beauty of the eyes. These re

semblances would tempt us to think, as the

roe-buck does not exist in the same countries

with the gazelle, that the latter was only a tie

generation of the first; or, that the roc-buck

is a gazelle, whose nature had been altered by
the influence of the climate and effects offood,

did not the gazelles differ from the roe-buck

in the nature of their horns; those of the roe

buck area kind of solid wood, which fall oft',

and are renewed every year, like those of the

stag ; the horns of the gazelle, on the con-

trary,
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trary, are hollow and permanent like those of

the goat. The roe-buck has also no gall

bladder, wlLch is to be found in the gazelle.

'1li gazelles have, in common with the roe

bucks, deep pits under the eyes, and they re

semble each other still more in the colour and

quality of the hair, in the bunches upon. their

legs, which only diflr in being upon the fore

legs of the gazllc, and upon the hinder legs

of the roe-buck. The gazelles, therefore,

seem to be intermediate animals. between the

roe-bucks and goats; but, when we consider

that the roe-buck is an animal which is to be

found in both continents, and that the goats,

on the contrary, as well as the gazelles, be

long only to the old world, we shall be induced

to conclude that the goats and gazelles are

more nearly related to each other, than they
are to the roe-buck. The only characters pe
culiar to the gazelles, are the transversed rings
and longitudinal depressions on the horns, the

bunches of hair on the fore-legs, the thick

streaks of black, brown, or red hair upon the

lower part of the sides, and three streaks of

whitish hair to the internal surütce of the
ears.

The second gazelle is an animal found in

Senegal, which M. Adauson informs

'

11S, i";

l.hrre
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there called keel. It is something less than

the lorincr, wid nearly of the size of a small

roc-)tI('i ; it differs also in its eyes, which are

11 111( 11 targer ; and its horns, instead of being
roun'!, re iiattdne(1 on the sides, and this

flattening of the hrrs is not a sexual differ

cuce ; the male and female gazelles have them

YOU ,:d, or more pro criy Speaking, corn press-
iii other respects, they entirely resemble

each other. They both have yello s-coloured

hair, thihs and belly white, the tail black, a

brown stripe under the, flank, three white

streaks in the ears, black horns surrounded

with rings, with he longitudinal depressions,

&c. but it is certain, (hat the number of these

rings is greater in the kevel than in the ga

zelle, the las-t having generally but twelve or

thirteen, and the former at least fourteen,

and often eighteen or twenty.

The third is called corine (jig. 154.) from

korin, the name it bears in Senegal. It greatly

resembles die gazelle and the kevel, but is still

less than either ; its horns are also thinner and

smoodier, the rings being scarcely discernible.

AL A(ianson, who communicated to me his

description of this animal, says, that it seeine(l

a. little tend miig to the chamois goat, but that it

is much smaller, being in length only two feet

and
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and a half, and not quite two feet in height;

that its cars are four inches and a half long,

its tail three inches, its horns six inches long,

ind not an inch thick; that they are two inches

distant from each other at the base, and about

five or six at their extremities ; that, instead of

annular prorninen ces, they have only transverse

wrinkles very close to each other in the lower

part, and more distant in the upper, and that

these wrinkles, which are in the place of rings

are about sixteen in number; that its hair is

short, fine, and glossy, yellow on the back arid

flanks, and white under the belly and the inside

ofthe thighs and a black tail; and thatthere are

some of these animals whose bodies are often

sprinkled with irregular white spots.
These differences between the gazelle, the

kevel, and the corine, although very apparent,

especially in the corine, do not appear to be

essential, nor sufficient to divide these animals

into different species; for they resemble each

other so much in every other respect, that they
cern to be all three of the same species, more
or less varied by the influence of climate arid
food. There is much less difference between
the kevel and thegazelle,tlian the corine, whose
horns in particular bear no resemblance to
those of the oilier two; but all three have the
VOL. "qii. A a n1e
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same natural habits ; they assemble and feed

together in herds ; they are of mild disposi

tions, and easily accustomed to a domestic state'

and the flesh of all three is very good to eat.

We think ourselves therefore, authorised to

conclude that the gazelle and kevcl are cer

tainly of the same species, and that it is uncer

ta in,. whether the corine be only a variety of

tike same species or whether it be a different

one.

In the royal cabinet of France,. there are

skins of these three different antelopes, besides

which, there is a. horn that bears agreat rcscm

blance to those of the gazelle and kcvel, but

much larger; this horn is engravdn in the works

of Aidrovandus, Lib. T.. de Bisulcis, c. xxi.

Its thickness and length seem to indicate a

much bigger animal than the common gazelle,

and it appears to me to belong to an antelope

which the Turks call tzeiran, and the Persians

abu. This animal, according to Olcarius, ill.

some measure resembles our fallow-deer, ex

cept being rather of a red than yellow colour;

the horns, likewise, are wiThout antlers, and

rest upon the back, &c. M. Gmelin, who de

scribes it under the name of dskeren, says,' it,

resembles the roe-buck, with this exception,

that the horns like those of the wild goat,

are hollow and never fill off. He also adds,

that
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that in proportion as the horns increase in

growth, the ear1ikge of the larynx thickens,

and forms a considerable prom inence under the

throat when the animals are advanced in years.

According to Karnpfer the ahu differs not in

the least from the stag in its form., but that his

horns appear nearer to those of hegoat, which

are single, black, and anti ulafed, as far as the

middle, &c. Some other authors have like

wise made mention of this species of antelope

tinder the name of geiram and jarain, which

it is easy to restore, as well as Oat of dslieren

to the primitive name of t:czran. This an

telope is common in South Tartary, in Persia,

in Turkey, and is also to be met vitli in the

East Indies.

To these four first species, or races of ante

lopes, may be added two other animals, which

greatly resemble them; the first is called koba

at Senegal where the French have stiled it

the great brown cow; the second is also a na

tive of Senegal, and is there called kob, but

our coufflrymen denominate it the small brown

cow. The horns of the kob greatly resemble

those ofthe gazelle and kevel, but the shape of

the head is different, the muzzle is longer, and

there are no pits under the eyes. The koba

s much larger than the kob; the latter is about

thi:
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the size of the fallow-deer, and the other is as

large as the stag. From the remarks of M.

Adanson, it appears that the koba is five feet

long, from the extremity of the muzzle to the

insertion of the tail; that its head is fifteen

inches, its ears nine, and its horns from nine

teen to twenty; that its horns are flattened on

the sides and surrounded with ten or twelve

rings, while those of the kob have only eight or

nine, and are not more than a foot in length.

The seventh animal of this species is found

in the Levant but more commonly in Egypt,

and in Arabia. We call it, from its Arabian

iiamc, aigazel; it is shaped pretty much

like the other antelopes, and is nearly the size

ofthe fallow-deer, but its horns are long, thin,

and but little bent till toward their extremities,

when they turn short with a sharp flexion ;

they are black and almost smooth, and thean

nular prominence scarcely observable, except

towards the base, where they are a little more

visible. They are about three feet hi length,
-while those of the gazelle are not more than one

foot, those of the kevel fourteen and fifteen

inches, and those ofthe corine (which, never

theless resembles this the most) only six or se

ven inches.

The eighth animal is generally called the

.13 ezoar
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Be,-war antelope, but by the castcrfl nations

pasan, which name c retain. A horn of this

animal is very well represented in the German.

Ephemerides, and the figure of the animal it

self has been given by J(uiupfer, but his

description is faulty in the horns, which are.

neither sufficiently long nor straight. His (IC

scriptiori likewise, (Toes not appear to be exact,

for he says, that this animal has a beard like

the lie-goat ; an(] yet, he has given a figure

of it without one, which seems more conform

able to truth ; for the vaiit of a beard is the

principal character by \vhi(:h antelopesare (lis

tinguished from goats. This antelope is of the

size of our domestic he-goat, and bus the

colour, shape, and agi1iy o the stag. We

have seen a skull of hits animal with the horns

on it, and two other horns separate. The

horns which are ewraved in Al(11'ovandus, de

quad. Bisulcis, p. 765.C. 24 de Orige, bear a

great resemblance to these. In most respects,

the algazel and the pasan, appear to have a

great affinity ; they arc also natives of tliesaaic

climate, and are found in the Levant, Egypt,

Arabia, and Persia ; but the algazel feeds up

Oil the Plains, and the pasan is only found on

the mountains. The flesh of both is very

good food.
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The ninth antelope is an animal which, ac

cording to NE. Adanson, is called nangueur, or

van.guer (/7g. 155) at Senegal. It is three feet

anJa halflong, andtwo feet and a halfhigh ; it

is of the colour ofthe roe-buck, yellow on the

Ui) part of the body, white under the belly

and inside ofthe thighs, with a spot ofthe same

colour under the neck. Its horns are perma

nent like those of the other antelopes, and are

about six or seven inches in length ; they are

black and round, but what is singular, they

bend forwards, at the points nearly in the same

manner as those of the chamois goats bend

backwards. These iiangucrs are very beauti.

Al animals, and very easy to tame. All these

characters, and principally that of the horns

bending forward, induces me to think, that

the nanguer may possibly be the dama, or

fallow-deer, of the ancients. CCornua rupi.

capris in dorsum adunca, damis in adversum,"

says Pliny. As these are the only animals

who have their horns bent in this manner,

'we may presume that the nanguer of Africa,

is the darna of the ancients; especially, as

Pliny says in another place, that the dama is

only to be found in Africa. In short, by the

testimonies of other ancient authors, we find,

that the (lama was a timid and peaceable ani..

al, 'who had no other resource for his safety

than
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than n the swiftness of his running. The

animal .liicti Caius ha. given the figure and

description of, under the name daina PlZi?ii

being found, according to that author's own

testimony in the north of Great Brithin and

iiiS pain, cannot possibly be the dama meni ion

ed by Pliny, because he says, it was only to be

found in Africa. Besides, this animal, which

Caius has described, is furnished with a beard

like a goat, and not one of the ancients has

spoken ofthedania as having a beard. I am in

clined therefore to believe that this darna of Cai

us is only a goat,whose hornsbeing a little bent

at their extremities, like those of the common

gazelle, made him imagine it to be the dama

of the ancients. Besides this character of

the horns being bent forwards, which is the

most certain index of the darna, is not pro

perly marked in any other animal except the

nangucrof Africa. From the remarks of M,

Adanson, it appears, there are three varieties

of these nanguers, which only difflr in the co

tour ofthe hair,. but all their horns bend for

wards in a greater or lesser degree..
The tenth gazelle is a very common animal

in Barbary and Mauritania, and which the

Enghsli call antelope, a name we shall likewise

adopt. This animal is o the size of a mc-

buC
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buck, and greatly resembles the gazelle and

the kevel, yet. it differs from them in so many

particulars, that it may be looked upon -is

different species. The antelope has deeper

eye-pits than the gazelle ; its horns are near

lbur;ccn inches long almost touching each

oilier at the bottom, yet their points are fifteen

or sixteen inches asu rider. They are surrou rid

C(i with rings and semi-riigs like the gazelle
and kevel, but not so distinguishable ; but

what articulaTlv discriminates the antelope,
is its horns having a double flexion, which

gives them the, appearance of an antique lyre.
The antelope, like other gazelles, is yellow on

Ilie back, and white under the belly; but

(liesetwocoloiirs are not separated by the black

streak which is to be found in all the rest of

the gazelle kind.

There seems to be different races of the an

as there are in the other gazelles. 1. En

the royal cabinet is a horn, which must be

aft ribuled to a much larger antelope than that

we have been speaking of; i is called lidinee,

a iiarnew h ich UCCOr(ling to Dr. Shiaw, the Afri

cans 'i ye to I he antelopes. 2. in the cabinet of
he Marquis (IC Mar!gflyls a kind of an ofThnsjyc

weapon corn P cti of two Sharp-pointed horns
aboti I he length of it foot and a half which, by

their
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their dOtll)le flxioii, seem to belong to a much

smaller antelope han any of the rest. It must

be very common it the Indies, as their Fa

quirs, and other priests, carry Ibis sort of svea

poll as a mark of dignity. We shall call it

the Indian antelope, from its having the ap

pearance of being only a simple variety of-the

Afi*an species.

By this enumeration of the gazelles, or an

telopes, we find there are twelve species, or

distinct varieties: viz. 1. The common ga
zelle ; . The kevel; 3. The corine; 4. The

Izerain; 5. The koba, or great brown cow;

6. The kob, or small brown cow; 7. The

algazel, or antelope of Egypt; S. The

pa-sail,or pretended bezoar; 9. The nan

guer, or dama of the ancients; 10. The ante

lope; 11. The lidméc; and, l. The Indian

antelope. After having carefully compared

them, we are induced to co;tcltide that the

common gazelle, kevel, and corine, are only

three varieties of one species: 2. That the

tzeiran, koba, and kob, are varieties of ano

ther : 3. That the algazel and the pasan are

probably only two varieties of the same spe

cies ; and that the name bear-gazdlle, which

has been given to the pasan, is no distinctive

character; for we think ourselves able to

VOL. VIII. Bb prove,
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prove, that the Oriental bezoar does not come

from the pasan alone, but from all the gazelles

and goats which live in the mountains of

Asia : 4. That the nangucrs, whose horns are

bent forwards, and of which there are two or

three varieties, have been indicated by the an

cients under the name of the dama: 5. That

the antelopes, which are three or four in num

ber, and difThr from all others by the double

flexion of their horns, were also known to the

ancients by the names of strepsiceros, and ad

(lax. All these animals are to be found in

Asia and Africa that is in he old continent,

and to these five principal species, which

contain twelve very distinct varieties, we shall

not acid two or three other kinds, of America,

to which the indefinite name of 'cra-clle has

also been given, although they are different

from all thoe we have already noticed; as it

would only increase the confusion, which is

already too great. We shall give the history

of these American animals, under their real

names of Mezame, Temamaçame, &c. and

shall here speak only of those animals of this

species which arc found in Africa and Asia:

we shall also refer to the following articles,

several other animals of Africa and Asia,

hiiçh have been considered as antelopes or

goats,.
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oats, though they appear to be an interme

tliate species; such as the bubalus, or Barbary

cow, the condoma, the guib, the grimm, &c.

without iHCIU(iillg thechcvr& ails, wh ichi great

ly resemble the sniall goats or antelopes, but

of which we shall speak in a separate article.

It is now easy to perceive how difficult it

was to arrange all these animals, which amount

o thirty, ten goats, twelve or thirteen ante

lopes, three or four of the bubalus, and as

many chevrotaiiis, all (iLIierCiit from eafli other;

many of them were unknown, the others con

fusedly mentioned by naturalists, and con

founded one for another by travellers. This

is the third time that I have written their his

tory, and I must say, that the trouble much

exceeded the produce, though I have done as

much as possible with the materials and know

ledge I was able to acquire.

By comparing the remarks which have been

made by aucient aiid modern authors, with the

knowledge we have acquired by cxperience,we

find, 1. That the dorcas of Aristotle is not the

gazelle but the roebuck; notwithstanding that

this name has been used by Elian, not only to

denote wild goats in general but particularly

the Lybian or common gazelle. 2. That the

strepsiceros of Pliny, or the addax of the Afri-

.cans.
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cans, is ftc antelope. 3. That the daina of

Pliny is the nwigucr of Africa, and nDt our

fallow-deer, or any other European animal.

4. That the prox of Aristotle agrees with the

:or/ces of F1ian, and is the same with the

plaf/jcci'os of the more modern Greeks, which

name the Latins have adopted to denote the

fallow (leer, " Anunalwin qzlOrz(nzdam COriU(a

ill pa/i1?asfinxit nti1uit; digilosqi'e cinis'is ex us

unde platijcerotas toeant," says Pliny. 5.

That the pygargos of the Greeks is probably

the gazelle of Egypt, or that of Persia ; that is,

the &-4'a.,-.c1 or pasan. The word pjgaros is

on!y used by Aristotle to denote a. bird, the

w/l/hiai/ed ea1e ; but. Pliny employc(l it to

dcnoe a quadruped. The etymology of py

gargus indicates, 1. An animal with white

hatiiches, such as the. roe-bticks or gazelles. '2.

A timid nimat ; the ancients imagining that

white thighs were an index of timidity, at.

tributc the intrepidity of hercules to his hav

ug black ones. But as abiost every author,

who speaks of the pygargus as a quadruped,
rne!tious 1) the roe-bck; it is clear ihat the

nanie can only be applied to some Species of

gazelle, wiucli is (lifiCreilt from the dorcas Ly
biea, or COfflOfl gazelle, anl from the strep-
iceros, or antelope, which the same authors

speak
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speak of. We therefore think, that the p"IJgar

gus denotes flue algazel or gazelle of Egypf,

which must have been known to the Greeks as

well as to the Hebrews ; for we find the name

of pygargus in the Sepluairint version:"

among the number of animals whose flesh is

deemed clean ; the Jews, therefore, cat the

pygargus, or that species of gazelle which is

common in Egypt and the adjacent countries,

Mr. Rtisel, in his history of Aleppo, says,

that near that city there are two sorts of ga

zelles ; the one called the mountain gazelle,

v1uicli is the most beautiful, and whose hair oit

the neck and back is of a deep brown; the

Other, called the gazelle ofthe valley, which is

neither so swift nor so well made as the first,

and whose hair is also much paler. He adds,

tha these animals run SO quick and so long that

the swiftest dogs ciniiot catch them, without

the assistance of a falcon ; that in winter the

gazelles are lean, but yet their flesh is ofa good

flavour ; that in summer it abounds with fat,

like our venison; and that those which are fed

at home do not eat so well as the wild once.

From this testimony of Mr. Russel, and from

that of Mi. Iia.sselquist, we may perceive that.

the gazelles of Aleppo are not the common ga-

eiies, but those of Egypt, whose horns are

straight,

Dutcronomy, chap. xiv.
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straight, long, and black, and whose fksli k

xce1lent cairtg. We find also from these

testimonies, that they are half domestic ani

mals ; that they have been early tamed, and

that consequently many different varieties or

kinds have bccn formed among them, as well

as in other domestic animals. These Aleppo

gazelles are the same therefore as those we have

called algazells, and are still more abundantui

the Thebaid and Upper Egypt than the envi

rons of Aleppo. They feed on aromatic herbs

and the tender bark of young trees: they are

commonly found in herds, or rather in

lies, consisting of five or six. Their cry re

embles that of the goat. They are hunted

not only with (logs, assisted by the falcon,

but also with the ounce*.

In sonic places they take t13e wild gazelles by

means of a tame one, to the horns of which

they fasten a snare made of ropes. When a

herd of wild gazelles is found, the tame one is

sent among them, but be no sooner approaches
than one of the males ofthe wild herd advances

to oppose him, and in butting with his horns

is soon entangled in the noose. In this strug

gle they both commonly fall to the ground,
when the hunter coming up kills the one and

disengages the other.




Thç
See history of this animal, page 68, vol. VII.
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The antelopes, especially the largest sort, are

much more common in Africa than in India,

they are stronger and fiercer than the oilier ga

zelles, from which they are easily distinguished

by the double flexion of their horns; and not

having either the black or brown streak on

their sides. The middling antelopes are about

the size of the fallow-deer; their horns are

very black, their belly very white, and their

fore-legs shorter than the hind ones. They

are well made, and extremely clean animals,

never lying down but in dry places; they are

likewise very swift, watchful, and apprehen

siveofdaiiger; in open places they look round,

and when they see a man, a dog, or any other

enemy, they fly with all speed. But, not

withstanding this natural timidity, they have

a kind of courage, for if surprised, they turn

suddenly round, and face those 'who attack

them with great firmness.

The antelopes, in general, have large black

eyes, very brilliant, and so beautiful that the

Orientals employ them proverbially, in prais

ing the eyes oftheir mistresses. A gazelle-eyed

beauty is the highest compliment a lover can

pay. Their limbs are liner and more delicate

than those of the roe-buck; their hair is as

short, and more soft and glossy; their hind

legs are longer than those before; like the hare,

thcrfore.
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I hercfoc', they havegreater security in ascend

iug than in descending steep -Aace,,. Their,

swiftness is equal to that of' the roe-buck ; but

the latter hastens on by bounds, while the

former runs in an uninterrupted course.

Most of them are yellow upon the back, white

under the belly, with a black stripe which se

parates Ihese two colours below the flanks.

Their tails are of various length, 1-jut always

covered with a pretty long blackish hair; their

ears are long, erect, open, and terminating in a

point: they all have cloven hoofs nearly like

the sheep; boli males and females have pcr

rnaneiit horns, but the la! 1cr have thcni thinner

and shorter Than the former.

Such is the whole information which we

have been able to acquire concerning the

different species of gazelles, and their natural

disposition sand habits. Let us now see how

far naturalists have been right in attribut

ing the production of the oriental be.---oar

to one kind of those animals only; and

whether this animal be really the pasan or

paz.an, 'which. they have described by the

name of the be:oar ga:ei. In examining
the description and the figures of Kcempfcr,
'who has written a great deal on this subject,
it is d'ubtful whether lie means that the pazan
or the algazel is the only animal hjch pro
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duces the oriental bezoar. If we consult other

naturalists and travellers, we shall be tempted

to believe that this stone is the production not

only of gazelles but of wild and domestic

goats, and even sheep, the formation of which

probably depends more on the temperature of

the climate, and the quality of the food, than

on the nature or the species of the animal..

If we believe Rumphius, Seba, and some other

authors, the true oriental bezoar is the pro

duction of apes and not of gazelles, goats, or

sheep. But this opinion of Rumphius and

Scba is riot founded, for we have seen many

of these concretions, to which the name of ape

bezoar has been giver), but they are quite

different from the oriental bezoar, which is

certainly produced by a ruminating animal,

and is easily distinguished from all other

bezoars by its shape, substance, and colour,

which is generally that of an olive, and brown

within, while the occidental bezoar is of a pale

yellow. The substance of the first is soft and

porous ; that of the last hard, dry, and as it

were petrified. Besides, as prodigious quan

tities of the oriental bezoar was consumed in

the last century; and as it was used in Eu

rope and Asia for all cases in which oir present

physicians give cordial medicines, and anti-

VOL. VIII. C c dotes
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dotes against poison, may we not presume,
from the great quantities which were formerly,
and are still, in some degree, consumed, that

this stone is produced, not from a single

species of animal but from many, and that it

is equally the production of gazelles, goats,
and sheep, who cannot produce it but in cer

tain clirnaes of the Levant and Indies.

In all that has been written on this subject

we have not met. with one distinct observation,

nor a single decisive argument. It only ap

pears, by what Monard, Garcias, Clusius,

Aldroviudus, and others, have said, that the

oriental bezoar animal is not the common and

domestic gont, but a species of wild goat

which they have not characterised. Thus,

likewise, all that can be gathered from

Kocmpfer is, that the bezoar animal is a kind

of ild goat, or rather gazelle; but by the

testimonies of Tlievenot, Chardin, and Taver,

nier, it seems that this stone is obtained more

from sheep and \ild or domestic goats, than

from gaz:lles. What gives great weight to

the assertions of these travellers is, that they

speak from ocular iispeclion, and because,

although they do uot mention the gazelles on

this occasio", there is no appearance of their

being deceived, as they knew them perfectly

well,
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c11, and mention them in oilier parts of their

works. We must not, therefore, conclude,

with our ancient naturalists, that the oriental

hezoir is exclusively the production of a par

ticular species of gazette, for I must own, that

after having examined not only the testimo

nies of authors, but such facts as might de

cide the question, I am inclined to believe,

that this stone proceeds equally from the

greatest number of ruminating animals, but

more commonly from goats and gazelles.

This stone is formed of concentric layers,

and often contains foreign matter in its centre.

I have endeavoured to find out the nature of

this matter, 'which serves as a nucleus to the

bezoar, supposing from that a judgment mightI-1-

be formed of the animal that possesses them.

This nucleus is of various kinds; sometimes

I found them to consist ofpieces of flint, stones

of plumbs, tamarinds, seeds ofcassia, and par

ticularly pieces of straw and buds of trees,

therefore I could not hesitate to attribute this

production to those animals which brouze

upon shrubs and leaves.

The oriental l)CzOar then is clearly not the

production of one particular animal but of

many different ones; and it is not difficult to

reconcile the testimonies of most travellers

with
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with this opinion. The ancients, both Greeks

and Latins, have no knowledge of the bezoar.

Galen is the first who speaks of its virtues as

an antidote against. poison. The Arabs, like

wise, praise the bezoar as possessing those

qualities; but neither the Greeks, Latiiis, nor

Arabians, particularly describe the animals

which produce it. Rabi Moses, an Egyptian,

only says, that some pretend this stone is form

ed in the angles of the eyes, and others in the

gall-bladder ofthe eastern sheep. Indeed there

con-are bezoars, or, more properly speaking, con

cretions, formed in the eyes of stags, and some

other animals; but these concretions are very
different from the oriental bezoar, and all the

concretions in the gall-bladder are of a light,

oily, and inflammable matter, which bears no

resemblance to the substance of the bezoar.

Andreas Lacuna, a Spanish physician, says, in

his Commentaries on Dioscorides, that the

oriental bezoar is extracted from a certain

kind ofwild goat which feeds in the mountains

of Persia. Amatus Lusitanus confirms

La-cuna'sremarks, and adds, that this mountain

goat greatly resembles our stag. Monard,

who quotes all three, still more positively
affirms, that this stone is produced from the

internal parts of a
mountain-goat in Iudia, to

which.
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whicli, he says, I hive affixed die name of

cervi-Capra, because it inclines both to the

goat and the stag; Ibr it is nearly of the size

and shape of the stag, but its horns, like (hose

of the goat, are very sinl1?k, and very much

bent backwards. Garc.ias ab Ilorto says, that

ill Corasson, and in Persia, there is a kind of

he-goats, culled pasans, and that it is in their

stomachs the oriental bezoar is formed; that

as well as in Persia it is found in Malacca, and.

near Cape Cornorin, and that i1 great nuin

hers of the goats killed for the subsistence of

the troops these stones are regularly sought for

and found in their stomachs. Christopher

Acosta confirms what Garcias and Monard

have said, without adding any thing new; iij

short, not to omit any thing which has a re

lation to the historical detail of this stone,

Koempier, a man of more learning than ex

actness, being in the province of Laar, in

Persia, says, that he went with the natives of

that country to hunt the pasan, which pro
duces the bezoar, and that he saw (hem ex

tract that stone; besides which, he affirms,

that the true oriental bezoar proceeds from

this animal; that the buck ahit, of which be

has also given a figure, produces the bezoar,

but that they are of a very inferior quality,

By
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By his figures of the pasan ahd ahu we might

be induced to believe, that the first represents

the ccnumofl gazelle rather than the true pasan;

and from his description we might imagine his

pasan to be a he-goat and not a gazelle, as he

gives it a beard resembling that of the goat;

and from the name a/lu, which he gives to

his other buck, as well as by his second figure,

we might rather suppose it to be the wild goat

than the true aim, which is our Izeiran, or

large gazelle. What is yet more singular,

Koempler, who seems willing to decide the

species of animal that produces the oriental

bezoar, and affirms, that it is the wild buck

called the pasan, quotes, at the same time,

a man, whose word, lie says, may be relied

on, who felt the bezoar stones in the belly of

the gazelles ofGolconda. Thus all the positive

conclusions that can be drawn from Krnpfer

is, that there are two kinds of wild goats, the

pasan and ahu, which produce the bezoar in

Persia, and that in the Indies this stone is

likewise ftund in the gazelles.

Chardin positively says, that oriental bezoar

is found in the wild and domestic goats on the

shore of the Persian guiph, and in many pro

vinces ofIndia ; and that in Persia it is also to

be met with in sheep. Dutch travellers say the

Same;
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same; Tavernier still more positively affirms,

that they are found in the somachs of do

mestic goats, whose hair is as line as silk,

and that having bought. six of these goats

live, he extracted from them seventeen bezoar

stones, and a portion of anodier, about the

size of half a nut, and then adds, that there

are other bezoars supposed to proceed from

apes, the virtues cf which are still greater

than those of the goats ; that there is also cow

bezoar, but the virtues are inferior to the

others, &c. What cm we infer from such a

variety of opinions and testimonies? What

can we conclude from them ? unless it be ad

mitted that the oriental bezoar proceeds not

from one single species but from many diuir

cut animals, particularly gazelles and goats.

With respect to the occidental bezoar we

can affirm they proceed neither from goats

nor gazelles, for we shall PY0VC there is neither

of them, nor even any animal of that genus,

in all the extent of the new world. Instead

of gazelles we only meet with roe-bucks in

the woods of America ; instead of wild goats

and sheep, lamas and pacos animals of a quite

different nature, and ofwhich we have already

treated. The ancient Peruvians had no oilier

cattle, and, at the same time, that. these two

SPccics
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spCCieS are almost reduced to adomcsflc state,

they subsisted in much greater numbers in their

natural condition upon the mountains. The

wild lamas were called kuanacus, and the

COS V1CW/1li1s; from whence the French have

derived the name of iognc, which denotes

the same animal as ti ; both the pacos

and the lainas produce bezoras, but the tame

ones more se1dmi than. the wild.

M. Dtubeiiton, who has more minutely in

spected the nature of bezoar stones than any

other person, thinks they are composed of

something similar to that which fastens itself

to the teeth of ruminatimr animals in the forni4-3

of a shining tartareotis matter; and it is evi

dent, from the collection of bezoars, of which

there are a great number in the royal cabinet,

that there are essential differences between the

oriental and occidental bezoars. Thus the

East Indian goats, or the gazelles of Persia,

are not the only animals which produce the

concretions, called bezoars for the chamois,

and, perhaps, the wild goat of the Alps,

the he-goats of Guinea, and many ani

mals of America, afford this substance; and,

if we comprehend under this name all con

cretions of this nature, which ae met with in

different animals, we may be assured, that

most
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most quadrupeds, excepting carnivorous ones,

aiid even crocodiles and alligators, produce

bezoars.

To form, therefore, a cl'ar ilea oft'! ec con

cretions it will b necessary to divide them into

several c1ases, and refer theni to the a;imals

which produce them, and the climates and

f¬ocl hich mostly assist in h&ir

production-First,then, the stones formed in (Le hiadder

a-nd kidneys of men, and oIlier animals, must

be distinguished from the class ot bc1oar, and.

t1eCribC(1 by the name of calcu/, llieir sub-

stance being quite different from that of the

bezoars ; they are easily known by their

weight, their urinous smell, and their struc

ture, which is not regular, nor frrn'd with

concentric layers, like that of the bezoar.

2. The concretions that are often found iii

the gall-bladders and liver, of the human spe

cies, and other animals, rnut nit be regarded

as bezoars ; they may easily be (list ingui,hed

by their lightness, éolour, and inflammability ;

besides they are not formed by layers euIcIrclc(l

round a nucleus, as in tile bezoar.

o. flue balls frequcuuily Ibund in the stomacis

of animals, and ('J)CCially in those that r;ni-

nate, are ot I rue bezoars. TH bal!s which

are called wgagropth, are composed internally

VOL. Viii. 1) d of
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of the hair the animal has licked off his hide

and swallowed, or from hard roots, which lie

could not digest, their external part is en

crusted with a viscous substance, something
like that of the bezoar. The cèoaoTopili,
therefore, have nothing in them, except this

external layer, in common with the bezoar,

and simple inspection is sufficient to distin

guish one from the other.

4. .dgagropili are often found ti the ani

mals oftemperate climates, but never any be

wars. Our oxen and cows, the Alpine cha

mois, and the porcupine ofItaly, produce only

agagroplli. Animals of hotter countries, on

the contrary, only produce bezoars. The ele

phant, the rhinoceros, the goats, the gazelles

of Asia and Africa, the lama of Peru, and

others, produce, instead of cegagropili, solid

bezoars, whose substance and size vary accord

ing to the difference of the animals and the

climates in which they live.

5. The bezoars, to which such virtues and

properties have been attributed, are the orien

tal kind, which, as we have said, proceed from

goats, gazelles, and sheep, which feed on the

mountains ofAsia. The bezoa.r of an inferior

quality, which is called occidental, proceeds
from the lamas and pacos, which are found in

the
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the mountains of South America. In a word,

the goats and gazelles of Africa also produce

bezoars, but not of so good a quality as those

of Asia.

From all these facts we may conclude, that,

in general, the bezoar is only a residue'of ve

getable nutriment which is not to be found in

carnivorous animals, and is peculiar to those

who feed on plants; that in the southern moun

tains of Asia, the herbs being stronger than in

any other part of the world, the bezoar, which

is the residue of that food, has also more vir

tues than any other; that in America, where

the heat is less, and the mountain herbs being

weaker, the bezoars produced there are also

inferior; and that in Europe, where the herbs

are still weaker, and in all the valleys of both

continents, where they are coarse, no bezoars

are produced, but only gagropiii, which

contain nothing but hair, roots, or filaments,

which the animal was unable to digest.
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TITE BUBAT1rS, ANT) OTHER ANIMALS WHICH
RAVE AN AFFINITY TO THE

GAZELLES-ANDGOATS.

WE have already taken notice in our dc

scription of the butiblo, of' the name bubalus

being improperly applied to that animal. This

name belon?:ed formerly to the animal. which

wc are now about to describe, and which is of

a very distant nature from the buffalo. It re

sembles the stag,. the gaz11e, and the ox, in

many respects ; to the stag, by t1i size and

shape of its body, part icuhtrly in its legs,, but

its horns are permanent, and nearly like those

of the largest gazelles, to which it has an affini

ty both in this character iid in its natural

habits; its head, however, is much longer than

that of the gazelles, or even that of the stags.
He resembles the ox by the length of the inuz

zie and the disposiioi of the bones of the

head, the crailum not advaiicin beyond the

os fronialis: these (hR Tent marks of con for

mation, joined to its ancient name, being for

goten, is the reason why it has obtained the

several names of busephatus, the bull-stag, fu

cu1a
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cula-cervifla, the cow-hind, the Barbary cow,

&c. Even the name of buhalus conies froni

hubulus, and has been applied to this animal

from its similitude to the ox.

The head of the hubalus is narrow and very

long, the eyes are placed very high, the fore

head very short and narov, the horns per

nlanc4At black, thick, and very closely aiiu

lated: they are close to each other at the root,

but spread very distant at their extremities ;

they are crooked backwards, and twisted like

a corkscrew ; his shoulders are so elevated

that they form a sort of bunch upon the wi

thers ; the tail is nearly a thot long, and fur-

ished with a bunch of hair at its extremity;

and the ears resemble those of the antelope.
Kolbe calls this animal by the mane of elk., al

though it only resembles the elk by its hair

being finer at the root, than in the middle or

at the points; this character is peculiar to these

two animals, for the hair ofalmost every other

quadruped is thicker at the root than at the

middle and point. The hair is nearly of the

same colour as the elk, though much shorter,

thinner, and softer. These alone are the rc

Meniblances between the bubalus and the ell-k- ;
in every other respect these two animals are

entirely (htlereut. The horus of elk Care

l.trger
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larger and heavier than those of the stag, and

are reneWed every year ; the bubalus, on the

contrary, (toes not shed its horns, but they

con-tinuetheir growth during life, and in form

and texture are like those of the gazelles. He

resembles the gazelles also by the shape of his

body, the smallness of his head, the length of

his neck, the position of his eyes, ear and

horns, and in the shape and length of the tail.

The gentlemen of the Academy of Sciences,

to whom one of these animals was presented by

the name ofthe Barbary and who adopted

that denomination, did not hesitate to acknow

ledge it to be the bubalus of the ancients.

Though we have rejected this denomination of

Barbary cow, as equivocal and confused, yet

as for the rest, we could not do better than copy

flue exact description those gentlemen have

given of this animal, and by which we per

ceive it is neither gazelle, goat, cow, elk, nor

stag, but a particular and distinct species.

This animal is also the same that Cams has de

scribed under the name of b2tseiap iius, and I

was surprised that the gentlemen of the Aca*

demy did not make this remark) -since all the

characters which Caius gives to his buselaphus

agree with their Barbary cow.

In the royal cabinet is, first, the skeleton of

a bubahtis
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a bubalus the gentlemen of the Academy had

described and dissected, by the name of the

Barbary cow. Secondly, ahead much larger

than that of this skeleton, the horns of which

are also much longer and thicker. Thirdly, a

part of another head, with horns as large as

the foregoing, but their form and direction are

different. There are, therefore, in the bubalus,

as well as in the gazelles, antelopes, and others,

varieties in the size of the body, and in the

shape of the horns ; but these differences (10

not appear to be considerable enough to make

distinct and separate species.

The bubalus is common in Barbary, and in

all the northern parts of Africa ; he is nearly

of the same nature as the amelopes, rind has,

like them, short hair, black hide, and his flesh

is good to cat.




THE CONDOM 4.

THE Marquis de Marigny, who embraces

every opportunity ofencouraging the arts and

sciences, shewed me in his cabinet the head of

an animal, which, at first sight, I imagined to

belong
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be1on to a large bubalus. It resembled Ilioso

of our largest stags ; but instead of solid horns,

like those 0! the stag, it had two large and

hollow ones with a. ri(!gP, like those of the

he-goal,and with double flexions, like those of

the antelope. In examining the royal c:tbi

net for what might be relative to this animal,

we found two horns ; the first. without any

mark or liame, came from his Majesty's ward

robe; the second was given to me in 1760 by

M. Baurhis, commissary of the Marines, with

the name of condoma of the Cape of Good

hope affixed to it. This ;ame we have

adopted, as the animal which it, denotes has

never before been described nor denominated.

BY the length, thickness, and, above all,

the double flexion of the horns, the condoma

approaches very near the slrepsweros of

Cams; the shape and contours of the horns

arc exactly the same, and from which it seems

reasonable to presume that they are the same

animal, especially if we attend to the

follow-inreflections : first, Caius was evidently de

ceived in considering this animal as the strep

siceros of the ancients ; for the strepsiceros of

the ancients is certainly the antelope, whose

head is very different from that of the stag ;

ihiiIc Cams affirms, that the head of his strep
eccros is like that of the stags, therefore

Ii is
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his strepsiceros is not the same as that of the

ancients. Secondly, the horns of the animal

Caius describes, are thick, more than three

feet in length, covered with rugosities, and not

with rings or tubercles; while those of the

strepsiceros of the ancients, or antelope, are

much thinner and shorter, and are furnished

with rings and tubercles. Thirdly, although

the horns of the condoma, which is in the

Marquis de Marigny's cabinet, as well as those

which came from the wardrobe of the king,

have been polished and used, it is, neverthe

less, plainly perceivable, that they never had

rings; this is farther demonstrated by the

horns M. Baurliis gave to me, which had

never been polished, and yet it was rough, like

the horns ofthe lie-goat, and not annulated like

those of the antelope ; besides, Caius himself

says, that the horns of his strepsiceros had only

rugositics, therefore his strepsiceros is not the

same as that of the ancients, but the animal

here spoken of, and which, in fact, is furnished

with every character Caius has given to that

which he describes.

In looking over the works of travellers for

those marks which might have an affinity with

the remarkable size of the born of this ani

mal, we can find none that have a nearer re-

VOL. viii. E e latioi
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lation to it than those of the animal rnentioied

by Koibe, under the name of ilie wild goat of

the Ca1'e ofGodd Hope.
" This goat, says

he, to which the Ifottentots have not as yet

given a name, and which 1 call the wild goat,
is remarkable in many respects; it is about the

size of a large stag; its head is very handsome,

ornamented with two smooth crooked and

pointed horts, about three feet long, and at

their extremities about two feet asunder."

These elaraeters appear perfecilyto agree with

the anima1 in question ; bui having seen no

more than the head, we cannot affirm that the

rest of Kolbe's descrirtions equally agrees

witlj it; we, therefore, can only presume it as

a probability, ',%hich requires confirmation by

ftine obscrva ions. Kolbe remarks, that

"AU along the back there runs a white stripe,.

-which ends at the insertion, ofthe tail ; another

of the same colour crosses this at the bottom of

the neck, which it entirely surrounds; there

are two more which surround the body, the

one behind the fore legs aid the other before

the hind oucs. The colour of the rest ofthe

body is grey, with some reddish spots, except
the belly, which is while; it has also a long

.grey heird, and its legs, though long, are
-
well proportioned."




TILE
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THE GUIB.

THE Guib (fig. 156) is an animal, which,

though not noticed by any naturalist or tra

vcller, is very common in Senegal, from

whence M. Adanson brought over some of

their skins, it resembles the gazelles, espe

cially the nanguer, in the size and shape of its

body, in the Iiricness of its legs, in the form of

its head and muzzle, in the eyes and ears, in

the lcgth of its tail, and by the want of a

beard; but every gazelle, especially the tia-

glier, has the colour of the belly white, while

the breast and belly of the guib are of a deep

brown. It also differs from the gazelles in.

the horns, 'which are smooth, without annular

prominenCes,afl(l have two longitudinal ridges,
the one above and the other underneath, form

ing a spiral twist from the base to the point;

they are also a little compressed. Iii these

particulars the guib is more like I he goat than

the gazelle, nevertheless it is neither the one

nor the other, but rather an interfnediat spe

ces, It is also remarkable for white stripes

on
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on a brown ground, that are disposed along

and across the animal's body, as if it were co

vered with a harness. It is a gregarious ani

mal, and they are found in numerous herds in

the plains of Podor.

THE GRIM.

THIS animal is only known to naturalists by

the name of Griinnz, or the Wild Goal ofGrim

mizis; and which, as we were not acquainted

'with the name it bears in its own country, we

shall adopt. We find a figure of this animal

in the German Ephemerides, which has been

copied in the Academical Collection. Dr.

Herman Grimmiuswas the first who mentioned

this animal, and what he said of it has been

copied by Ray, and afterwards by all the no

menclators. Although his description* is in-

complete,

" Ths animal, on the back and neck, is of a dark ash
colour, with a white belly, and is about a foot and a half in

height; on the top of its head between the horns is a tuft of
black hair, and between each eye and the nostrils, there is a

cavity hued with a yellow humour, oily, and viscid, which
has some resemblance to castor, and musk, and fills agaili
upon the cavities being emptied. Grimmius.
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complete, he denotes two characters so

re-markable,that we can have no doubt that the

Lead of an animal of Senegal, given us by M.

Adauson, belongs to the goat of Grimmius.

The first is a very deep cavity under each eve,

so deep, indeed, as to leave but a thin pa rti ion

of boric between the cavities and the partition of

their nose; the second is a tuft of hair standing

upright on the top of the head. These are

sufficient to distinguish the grimm from every
other goat or gazelle. It resembles both, how

ever, not only in the shape of its body, but

even in its horns, which are a.nnulated towards

the base, and have longitudinal streaks like

those of the gazelles ; at the same time, they
are very short, and bend backwards in a ho.

rizontal direction, like the small African goat
before mentioned. Besides, from being' much

smaller, and from having short horns, We are

almost led to conclude that this animal forms

the shade between the goat and small antelopes.

There is some reason to think, that. the male

grimm is alone furnished with horns ; for the

individual of which Dr. Grimmius has givcu
the description and figure, had no horns: and

the head which M. Adanson has given us was,

on the contrary, ornamented with two, very

short, and almost concealed by thebair, but yet

sufficiently visible not to escape the nolice of

the
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the observer; besides,' we, shall find, in the

history of the chcvrotains or small antelopes,

that in the clievrotain of Guinea, the male

only has horns) whence it is presumable, that

it is the same with the grimm spccics, which

in v4ry respect it pprocTies zicarer the chevro

tam t.h:n any other animal.

SUPPLEMENT.

IN the year 1777, M. Yosmair published a

descnptri of this animal, hich he calls the

Small Beautiful Buck of Guinea, and from

whom we have extracted the following account.

" This was one of the most beautiful animals

I ever saw; it was sent from Guinea with (hr.

teen others of bo1i sexes, but twelve of them

died in their voyage to Holland, and those two

which survived were males; these were put

into the menagerie of the Prince of Orange,

and one of them died the following winter,

1764. They are remarkable timid animals,

and are much frightened at any uoiseespccially

t thunder. When they are suddenly sur

prised, they express their fear by whistling

strongly with (heir nose. The one now living,(iri

11%7~6) though very wild at first, is now so

miliar, that upon holding a piece of bread to

liiin,
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him, and ('all 'ig hini by the na inc lucy have

given him of teJe, he will not only approach

but allow himself to be sroalel. lie is a

particularly ck'an aiiiiitl, and will not suffer

the smallest piece of dirt to renai: on any part

of his body, but is constantly scratching him

self with his hind fict. lie is very active,

and when standing still, keeps one of his fore

legs rather in a bent position, which gives him.

a graceful appearance. lie cats bread, rye,

carrots, is fond of potatoes, and is a rurninat

irig animal. 'I-us horns are rather large in pro

portion to his size, and he has a small quantity

of hair between them which he rises to a point.

He is about the size of a young kid of two

months old, and his limbs are extremely well

proportio ii ed. His head somewhat resembles

that of a roe-buck; his nose is black and

naked, but always moist; his upper up ap

pears as if diickd ; he has no beard but a

kind of small whiskers on the sides, and a wart

covered with hair under his chin; his horns

are black, about three inches long, qnite

straight, and end with a sharp paint ; they

are furnished with three rmg, which rise a

little backward; from the black tuft between

the horns., there is a stripe of lit colaur down

to the iosc ; his ears are large,. with some short

hairs
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hairs on the insides, and on the tops, but all

the oUier parts of them are black and naked;

the eyes are large, and of a deep brown, be.

iwccn the eyes and nose there are black cavities

from the middle of which a viscid gummy
liuniour exudes, that soon becomes hard and

bkc, but. I could never perceive that it con

talne(1 that odour which Dr. Grimmins and

those who have followed him, describe it to

possess; the upper part of the neck and the

head are of a yellowish grey, the back black,

the sides a bright brown, the belly grey, and

the limbs white as far as his knees; his legs

have a black band, and the hair becomes

blackish towards the hoofs; he had no heels,

his feet were cloven, he had beautiful black

pointed hoofs, and his tail was very short and

white, with a black band on the upper part."

THE CJIEVJtOTAINS.

WE have given the name of Clievrotain

(Iraguizis) to the small animals of the warm

regions of Africa and Asia, which almost.

every traveller has mentioned by the dcnomi
nation of the. Wile stag, or little hind. In fact,

the
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the chevrotain is a miniature resemblance of the

stag, from the shape of its muzzle, light ness of

its body, shortness of tail and form of its legs;

but diilèrs greatly in size, the lar;est never

exceeding that ofthe hare. Someofthem are

entirely without horns, and those which have

any, are hollow, annulateci, and nearly re

semble those of the gazelles. Their small

cloven, foot, is also more like that of the ga

zelle than of the stag; and they .differ both

from the gazelle and the stag, by not. having

any depressions or bollows under their eyes: in

that particular they approach the goat,' but in

reality they are neither stags, gazelles, nor

goats, but constitute one or more distinct spe

cies Seba gives the figures and descriptions

of five chevrotains. The first lie calls the

little red Guinea hind without horns ; the se

cond, the fazi>n, or the jowig delicate stag' of

Africa; the third, the little ijoung stag ofGui

nea ; the rfourth, the little red and white hind of

Surinani; and the fifth, the red-haired African

51(1g. Of these five chevrotain, 111C -first,

second, and third, are evidently the same

animal; the fifth) which is larger than the

three &st, and whose hair is much stronger,

and of a deep yellow, seems to be only

a variety of the first; the fourth, which the

VOL. VIII. F f author
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author mentions as an animal of Surinam, ap

pears to be only a second variety of this spe

cies, which is found only in Africa and the

southern pat of Asia ; and I am greal ly

in-clinedto think that Seba was misinformed,

ivhn he says this ani,Llal canie from Surinam.

Every traveller, who peaks of these Ii tie stags,

mentions them as befug found in Senegal,

Guinea, and the Eist Inijes ; but not one

affirms that he has seen them in America ; and

if the spotted chevrotain 'which Seba s1,eaks

of, did really come from Surinam, we must

presume that it had been transported from

Guinea, or from some other southern province

of the 01(1 continent. But here appears to

be a second specie ofchcvrotain, different from

all those we have mentioned, which seem to be

only simple varieties of the first. This second

species has small horns, not more than an inch

in length, and the same in circumference : these

horns are hollow, black, somewhat crooked,

very sharp at the points, and surrounded at the

bottom with two or three transverse rings.

We have seen the feet and one of the horns of

this animal in the royal cabinet, which suffi

ciently demonstrate it is either a chevrotain or

a very small gazelle. Kolbe, speaking of this

animal, says, it has horns like those ofthe stag,

and
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nd that the branches were in proportion to

their ;,(re ; this is an evi1ent error, which a

single inspection of the horns will clearly

These animals are of an elegant make, and

their limbs finely proportioned for their size.

But though they lea!) and hound with

pro-digiousswiftness, yet, apparenily, they cannot

continue it long, for the Indians often hunt

and frequently knock them down with their

sticks: they are greatly sought after on ac

count ofthe superior excellence of their flesh.

By comparing the different testimonies of

travellers it appears, first, that the die, rotairi

without horns is peculiar to the East Indies ;

secondly, that the one with horns is the chev

rotain of Senegal,and which is called gueei by

the natives ; thirdly, that only he male guevei

is furnished with horns; fourt lily, that the

chcvrotain marked with white spots, and which

Seba says comes from Surinam, is, on the con

trary, a native of the East Indies, especially of

Ceylon, where it is called memina, (fig. 158)

and we must, therefore, conclude, that there

are but Iwo kinds of chevrotains, namely, the

mernina, (fig. 157) or the Indian chevrotain

without horns; and the gue-cei, or Guinea

cheyrotain with horns; that the five species

spoken
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spoken of by Seba are only varieties of the me"

mina ; and that the smallest kind, \vIuicli j

Senegal is called guevci-kaior, is only a variety
of the guevel.

These little animals can only live in ex

ssjve hot climates; they are so exceedingly

dclicate that it is with the greatest difficulty

they arc transported into Europe alive, where

they perish, in a short time. They are gentle,

familiar, and very beautiful. They are, un

questionably, the smallest of all cloven-footed

animals. According to this character ofbeing

cloven footed, they should not bring forth

many young; but if we reason from their small

size they should produce several at a litter.

As to the fact on this point we must wait until

opportunity is procured to make the observa

tion ; we are inclined to think they bring forth

but one or two at a time, like the gazelles, roe.

bucks, &c. but possibly they produce more

frequently, for they are exceedingly numerous

in India, Java, Ceylon, Senegal, Congo,, and

in every other country that is excessively hot,

but are not to be found in America, nor in any

of the temperate climates ofthe old continent.

THE
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THE MAZAMES.

MAZAM.E, in the Mexican language, was

the name ofthe stag, or rather a generic name,

including the whole race of stags, fallow

(Jeer, and roe-bucks. 1-lernandes, Rccchi, and

Fernandes, who have transmitted this name to

us, distinguish two species of mazarnes both

common in Mexico and New Spain. The

first and largest, to which they give the simple

name of inctzame, has horns like those of the

roe-buck ofEurope, that is, about six or seven

inches in length, with the extremities divided

into two poinis, and a single antler. The

second, called tcmanzaçame, is much less, and

has but a single horn, and without any antlers.

These two animals seem to be roe-bucks, the

first being the same species as the European
roe-buck, and the second only a variety of it.

I also appears, that these mazames and tema

macames ofMexico arc the sameas the cuguacu

apara, and the cuguadu_t. of Brasil, and that

in Cayenne the first is called cariacou, (fig. 157)

or
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or the forest hind ; the second, the small caria

cou, or the hind of the marshes. Though we

are the first who have pointed out these rcla

tions, yet we should not have presumed that

there were either difficulties or doubts on this

subject, if Seba had not mentioned the lnam

za:nc and the tcrnarnaçame as two different

animals: they are not roe-bucks with solid

and branched horns, but gazelles with hollow

and wrinkled ones: they are not animals of

New Spain, as this author describes them, but

natives of Africa. These errors of Seba have

been adopted by most authors who have written

since. They have not suspected that the ani

mals mentioned by Seba, under the names of

mazarne and temamaçarne, were the same as

those mentioned by Hernandes, Rccclii, and

Fernandes. The confusion of the names has

been followed by a confusion of the animals,

and, in consequence, some naturalists have in

dicated these animals by the name of clicvro

taiis, and others by that of gazelles, or goats.

It appears that Linnmus supcctcd this error,

for he has not adopted it. He has placed

the mazame in the list of stags, and has

thought, as we do, that the Mexican ma

zarne is the same animal as the duguacu of

Brasil.




To
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To demonstrate what we have advanced, we

will suppose that there were neither gazelles,

nor chevrotaius, in w Spain, or in any o1icr

part of A merica, and that all those, as eli as

goats, which are at present there, have been

carried from. the old continent ; that the true

mazame of Mexico is the same animal as the

cuguacu-apara of Brasil; that the name cuu

acu is pro'ou ticed couguacou ; and hat, by

corrupi ion, this animal is called Ct1IUICOU at

Cayenne, from whence we had a tivng one

sent us by this name, of cariacou. We shall

now endeavour to find out what species ofani

mals these may be to -vi hlich Seba has applied

the names mazamc and ternama~ame, for to

destroy an error it is not sufficient to reject it,

but we should also explain the cause and de

monstrate the efFects.

The gazelles and chevrotarns inhabit only

the hottest count o the Old \%Oul(1 ; they

cannot exist in temperate climates, and still

less in those that are cold. They could not,

therefore, have ever frequented the northern

countries,and. have jasscd, by that means, from

One continent to the other; nor have any tra

vellers or historians of the New World, ever

pretellde(l to have seen them in that part of the

globe. On the contrary, stags and roe-bucks,

'wli icl
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winch inhabit cold and temperate climates,

n)1.'h have passed over the northern lands, and

thcrctbre are met with in both continents.

%Vc have observed, iii our history of the

stag, that the Cardiui stag is the same as that

of Europe ; that lie is only smaller, and

has some slight variations in the shape of

his horns and the colour of his hair. We

may add, to vliat has been already said, that

in America there are as many varieties among

stags as in Europe, notwithstanding whicli they

are of time same species. One of these varie

ties is the Corsican stag, which is smaller and

browner than the common kind. We have/'

also mentioned white stags, and hinds, and

have said, that this colour proceeds from their

domestic state; this kind is also found in Ame

rica, as well as our common and small brown

stags. The Mexicans, who keep these white

stags in their parks, have denominated theta

Royal Stags. It is a native of Germany, and

commonly called the Slag ofAi'denncs; and

Brandhirts, by the Germans: it is at least

as big as the large French stags, but differs

from them by several particular characters.

Its coat is thicker, and of a lighter colour un

der its belly: is throat and neck is furnished

with long hairs, like the he-goat, which has

caused
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caused both ancients and moderns to give it the

name of tragclap1us, or stag-like goat. There

arc also a great number of roe-bucks in Ame

rica: we are only acquainted with two varie

ties in Europe, the red and the brown; the at

ter are smaller than the former, but they per

fectly resemble each other. The mazame of

Mexico, the cuguacu-apara of Brasil, and the

cariacou, or forest hind of Cayenne, entirely

resemble our red roe-bucks. Comparing the

descriptions given ofthem is a sufficient proof,

that all these names denote the same animal.

But the temarnaçame, which we suppose to be

the cuguacu-été of l3rasil, the small cariacou

of Cayenne may be a variety different from

those of Europe. The temamaçamc is less,

and whiter on the belly than the mazame, in

the same manner as our brown roe-buck has a.

whiter belly, and is smaller than our red one;

it seems also to diWr by the horns, which i

single and without antlers in the figure given

by Itccchi; but if we consider that our roe

bucks, and stags, have no antlers in the first,

and sometimes even in the second year of their

age, we shall be inclined to 1hnk, that Recdi,s

1emainaamc was too young 19 have azilcrs;

these two animals, therefore, apprar t.1ic

-,.,;!v-,simplevarieties in 1e roe-buck

VOL.. Viii.
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It now reuiains'to enquire what these twep

animals, mentioned by Seba, by the false names

of ma--'awe and temamaçarne really are. 1h

bare inspection of the figures, independently
of his description, demonstrates, that these

animals belong to the goats or gazelles, and

not to the stags or roebucks. The want of

a beard, and the shape of the horns, prove,

they are not goats, but gazelles ; and, by com

paring Seba's figures with the gazelles which

we have described, I found that his pretended

temamaçaine o/ New Spain, is the icob, or

little brown (OW of Senegal. The figure, co

lour, and size of the horns are the same; the

colour of the hair is also the same, and differs

from that ofother gazelles, by not being white,

but yellow under the belly and upon th

flanks. With respect to the pretended ma

"zainc, although it resembles the gazelles in

general, yet it diflbrs in particular from all

those we have before enumerated; but we saw
"
in M. Adanson's cabinet, where lie has collect

ed the most rare productions ofSenegal, a stu-

pid animal which. we call iuigor, by reason of

the resemblance of its horns with those of the

nangucr. This animal is found in the

neigh-bouringisland of Goree, from whence he was

scnt to M. Adnon by M. Audriot, and pos

sc,es
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esses all the characters which Scba gives to

his pretended mazame ; its body is of a pale

red, and its belly is not white, like the other

gazelles ; it is of the size of the roe-buck; its

horns are not six inches long, almost smooth,

and slightly bent forwards, but not so much as

those of the iianguer. Therefore this animal,

mentioned by Seba, by the name of ma:amc',

or American stag, is only an African goat, or

gazelle, which we have added here by the

name of the nagor to the twelve other gaz1les,

whose history we have already given

TILE COUDOUS.

THE class of ruminating animaL is, of all

others, the most numerous and the most varied.

It contains, as we have seen, a great number

of species, and, perhaps, a still greater number

of distinct races, or constant varieties. Not

withstanding all our enquiries, and the con

siderable details into which we have been obli

ged to enter, we freely confess, that we have

LIOt
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not exhausted the subject, and that there still

remain even very remarkable animals which

we are only acquainted with by imperfect frag
ments, and are unable to ascertain with pre
cision to what class they belong. For exam

ple, in the very great collection of horns in the

royal cabinet, as well as those dispersed in

private museums, each of which, after much

labour, and a multiplicity of comparisons, we

have referred to the animal it belonged; there

still remained one without label, or any mark

aflxcd to it, absolutely unknown. This horn

is large, almost straight, and composed of a

very thick black substance; it is not solid, like

that of the stag, but resembles that of the ox.

From the base to beyond the middle of the

horn is a thick ridge, raised about an inch ;

and although the horn is straight, this promi

nent ridge makes a spiral turn and a half in

the interior part, anc is wholly effaced in the

supeFior part of the horn, which terminates in

a point. This horn, h ich differs from every
other, seerns to have 'the nearest affinity to that

of the bufhtlo ; but we were ignorant of the

name of the animal to vli icli it belonged and

it was not till hunting through the different

cabints that we found in that of M. Du.pleix

pitrt of-ahead adorned with two smular horns,

an !
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and to which was affixed a label with these

words.: " the horns ofan animal neari/ like a

horse, of a greJish colour; will,, a mane on the

fore part of its head like a horse; it is called at

Pondicherry coësdos, which should be pro

iounced coudous." This little discovery gave

me great pleasure; but I have not been able

to meet with this name ofcocsdos, or coudous,

in the writings of any traveller; the label only

has informed us that it is of a large size, and

to be met with in the hottest countries of Asia.

The buffalo is of the same climate, and has

likewise a mane ; it is true his horns are

crooked and hat, while those of the coudous

are round arid straight, which, together with

the coloir, are sufficient indications of the

difference of these two animals; for the buffalo

has a black skin arid hair,and, according to the

label, the hair of the oilier is grcy. These re-

lations suggest others: ;t-he travellers in Asia

speak of the large buffaloes of Bengal, of red

bufl'alocs, and of the grey buffaloes of the

Mogul empire, which are called nil-gaucs;
the coudons may. possibly be one or tJier of

these animals,, and the -travellers mb Africa,

where the buffalo is as common as in Asia,

more precisely mention a species of buffalo,

called pacassc at Congo, which from their india

cations
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cations seems to be the coudous. "In the route

Iron1 Lonanda to the kingdom of Congo*, we

çerccivcd two pacasses, which are animals rc-

senibling buffaloes, and which roar like lions.

The male and female go always together; they

are white, spotted with red and black ; their

ears are about. halfan ell long, and their horns

are perfectly straight: they neither fly at the

eight of the human species nor do any injury,

but only stare at them as they 'ass along."

\%r( have before mentioned, that the animal,

called at Congo, empacassa, or paCassa, ap

peared to be the buffalo. It is, in fact, a

kind of buIThlo, but differs from it by the shape

f the l)ons and the colour of the hair ; in

one word, the pacassa is the coudous, 'which

1erhaps forms a separate species from that 01

the buflilo, and perhaps, also, may only be a

variety of it't.

Relation de Congo, par les PP. Michael-Ange de Gal-

line et Denys de Charly de Paisance, Capuchins.
The coudous is from five to eight feet in height. The

body is of a bluish as colour, with a black mane. The

head is reddish; the tail is black at its extremity, and termi

nated by a little tuft. Both sexes have horns. They are

f a deep black colour, and two feet in length. The Ilot

cnwts make tobacco pipes of them. Their flesh is excellent.

3' 11 r"
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THE MUS14

TO finish the history of goats, gazelh

cbcvrotains, and other animals of this genus,

which are all fitind in the old continent, it only

remains to give that of' the Musk, an animal

as famous as it is unknown. This is the ani

mal which produces the real musk; all modern

aRiralists, and the greatest part of travellers

through Asia, have mentioned it, some by 1hi

name of a stag, a roe-buck, or a musk-goat,

and others have considered it as a large cievro

thin. It seems indeed to be of an ambiguous

nature, participating of all the above animals,

yet at the same time we can assert, that is spe

cies is'different from all other quadrupeds. It

is about the size of a small roe-buck, but its

head is without horns, and by this ciaratcr it

resembles the meuiLina or clieviotain of India.

It has two great canine teeth or tusks in the

upper jaw, and by this it approaches t1iec/ie

rotain of India; 'but what distinguishes the

uiusk from all other animals is a kind of bag

a.uogt
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about two or three inches in diameter, which

grows near the navel, and in which the liquor,
or rather the greasy humour called musk is sc

creied, and which differs from that of the civet

both in smell and consistence. Neither the

(reeks nor Ronans mention the musk animal.

The first that noticed it were the Arabs. Ges

ncr, Aidrovandits, Kircher, and Boym have

given more extended accounts of this animal;

but Grew is the only person who has made an

exact description of it, from a skin which was

preserved in the cabinet of the Royal Society of

London. His description is as follows :
" The musk stag is about three feet six inches

in length, from the head to the tail ; the head

is about half a foot long; the neck seven or

eight inches; the fore part of the head three

inches broad, and the nose sharp like that ofa

greyhound; the ears are erect, like those of a

rabbit, and about three inches long; the tail

is not above two inches; the fore-legs,

includ-ingfeet and thighs, are thirteen or fourteen

inches long; he is cloven-fcotcd, armed on his

fore-feet behind and before with two horny

substances: the hind feet were wanting. The

hair of the head and legs about half an inch

long, and very fine; thicker under the belly,

nd an inch and a half in length; on the

back
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back and crupper they are three inches, and

three or four times thicker than the bristles of

a hog, of course more so than that of any other

animal. It is brown and white altcrnately

from the root to the point; on the head and

thighs it is brown; under the belly and tail,

white; a little curled, especially on the. back

and belly ; it is very soft, and has the appear

ance of being something between a common

hair and a quill; on each side of the lower jaw,
under the corners ofthe mouth, there is a small

tuft ofthick hair, which is short and hard, about

three-fourths of an inch lon, and somewhat-13

resembling the bristles ofa hog. The bladder,

or bag, which contains the musk is about three

inches long, two broad, swells out from the

belly about an inch and a half, and stands near

as much before the groin. The animal has

twenty-six teeth, sixteen in the lower jaw, of

which the eight in front are incisive, the

four grinders behind, are rugged and conti-..

nuous, and- a many similar grinders in the

upper jaw. There is also a tusk about two

inches and a half long on each side in the up

per jaw, wIich terminate in the form ofa hook,

not round but flat, and have a sharp edge be!

hind. They have no horns,

* Grew's Museum, -

VOL, VIII. if I,



In J4i, a year aft*r Grew's publication,
Luc. Sobrockius printed a kistoy of this ani

a.i at Vienna, in. which we do not find, any.

hig very exact, nor absolutely new. We

shall, however, sçleot such. facts as may be

collected from it, and which agree with those.

i. other authors, arid especially in the works'

ofthmore modern travellers. We have been

iindetb.e necessity. ofcontenting ourselves with

çoUcting what has been said of this animal,

which we have never seem, and which we have

not been able to procure. By Grew's decri:p.-.

ou, wbiDb is. the oii1y authentic work we can

çelyon, itappears, that the. hair ofthis animal;

hong and rough, the muzzle pointed, and the.,

tusks.. somewhat, like those of the hog: in these

oharacters.it approaches the. boar kind, or per

haps still more the babiroussa, which the na.

1jir1ists have denominated the. Indian. boar;

and which, though. resembling the hog in

.any characters,, like the. musk animal, he is

mucksmaller, and has longer and slender legs,

like, those. of the stag or. roe-buck. Qn. the

other hand, the American hog, which wehave.

GalledI pecan, has a. bag, or cavity, on its

back, containing an odoriferous humour. The

musk a:mal has a similar bag, not on his

back, but under the belly.. In general, Ihose

animals
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iimals which proc1uce 'Odoriferous liquors,

the badger, the boar, the ecttri, the rnuk

rat, the civet, the bet, are not of the stag *

'gOat genus: thLIS we might be tethpte t

think, that the uusk anim1 is nearer th ho

kind, of which he has the tusks, ifhe had, atth

,same tirne, inciSive leeth in his upper jaw; but

his deficiency in that respect, makes hihi con1

nearer the ruminating animals, ahd especially

the che vrotain, which rum-mates, though it ha

no horns; bt all these exterhal indexe cUt

oIily furnish us with ohjectIrXre. It is the iii

spection of the internal parts alone that c

decide the nature of this ariimal, which is not

even as y't petfectly known; nor have I

placed him aftc the goats and álTtd'opes from

any cOnviction o even reason to conclude h

belongs to those species.

Marco No, Barbosa, Thevenot, and M

1ini, are all more or less 'deceived in the cha

racters they have given ofthis animal*. The

only true point in which they agree is, that

'the musk is formed in bag, or tumoür, near

the navel, arid it appars by 66i#'tstimonie,

as well as thos of other tiávellers, that tli

male Only produces the must; that the femaI

hag

* There exists in fact, says Sonnini a variety f the
musk animal which is entirely white. I is hiwr 'cery,
rare. PaHas saw a female of this variety which came from
the country of the Abakanks. & ?al/as, we/. iv-,p . 14.
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Jias a similar bag near the navel, but that the

humour which gathers there, has not the same

6mell ; that this tumour of the imile is only
filled with musk at the rutting. lime, and that

at other times the quantity of this humour is

less, and the odoriferous scent much weaker.

In respect to the musk itself, its essence, or

pure substance, is, perhaps, as little known as

the nature of the animal which produces it.

All travellers agree, that the musk is always
mixed and adulterated with blood, or some

other drugs, by those who sell it. The Chinese

not only increase the quantity by this mixture,

but they endeavour likewise to increase the

W, ~ by incorporating with it lead veryciaht

finely ground. The purest musk, and that

which is the most sought after, even by the

Chinese themselves, is that which the animal

deposits upon-trees or. stones, against which

he rubs himselfwhen the quantity becomes too

great, or renders the pouch uneasy. That

which is founcl,in the bag is seldom so good,

because it is not fully ripe, ox because perhaps

it is only in. their rutting season that it acquires

all its strength and smell; and that it is at this

time the animal endeavours to disburtlicu

himself of a matter which then causes violent

itchings, and possibly sonic degree of pain.

Chardin and Tavernier have both. described

the
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the means, which the eastern nations make use

of to ad ul(erae the in usk : the merchants must

necessarily 1i1CiCtC the quaiility of it beyond

conception, since in ouc year Tavernier pur-

chased 1fi73 bags, which supposes an cjunl

number of animas to have been taken. But

as this animal is no where domestic, anti as the

SPCC?S Is COiiiIii Cd to some few pro viiices of the

East, it is impossible to be sufiicienfly nume

rous to produce so great a quantity of this

matter. We cannot, therefore, doubt the

greatest part of I hese pretended hags, or blad

ders, are only artificial ones made of I'lle skin

of t lie Other parts of the animal, and fillcd with

its blood, mixed \Vii li a very small quanity of

true musk. Its scent. is, in fact, the strongest

of any yet known ; a single grain is sufficient

to pennmc a great quantity of other matter ;

the Odour Oft 1Ie siuidlcst particle w11 per-

lunie

-* it is said that when the animal is taken, and the m
bag first olCned, that the odour is so strong the houter is
obliged to have several folds of mien over his nose and ni oi
and that even then i sometimes prov fatal. I am i:cl c.l
to believe this is true, because the musk decreases in strcni
with time, and when I dealt in that article, I always fund
it requisite to stand in the open iir, and at a distance from
those who moved the bladders. This drug is, however, very
frequently adulterated by the hunters with the blood of rL.:
:uninal, and by the merchants with the blood of oxca I c:,i.
&c. But the natives of India have various methods ( .c
tectiiig this adulteration, they discover it by the taste, and
W'cgl1t, but mostly with a thread steeped in the juice of
garlic which they draw thro4I:rh he bat, with a nceWc, ant
if it retains that smell they are certain of it beiiig adul
CcratcL Voyage h Cbari,i.
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fume a conskkrablc space; and the perfume
itself is so permanent, that at the end of seve

ral years it does not seem to have lost much of

its power.




THE BABIItOUSSA.

ALTHOUGH we have only the head of

this animal in the royal cabinet, it is too re

markable to be passed over in silence. All na

turalists have looked upon it as a kind of bog,

though either its head, size, bristles, nor tail,

resemble that animal its legs are longer, and

its muzzle shorter; it is covered with short

hair, as soft as wool, and its tail is terminated

by a tuft ofthis wool; its body is likewise not

so thick and clumsy, as that of the hog; its

hair is grey., mixed with red and a little black;

its ears are short and pointed ; but the most

remarkable character, and which distinguishes

it from all other animals, are four enormous

tusks,

* The musk is a solitaky animal, which prefers high
Mountains and rugged rocks; sometimes he descends into
the profound and dark-chasms which separate the highest
chains of mountains, and sometimes he climbs to their tops
covered with snow. He is very agile, and swims very well;
extremely ferocious, it is difficult to approach him, and
equally so to tame him, though mildness forms the basis of
his character. He is in rut in the months of November and
December; this season of love is also the season of furious
combaLs between the males. They eat the flesh of this ani
mal but that of the yO%U)g ones alone is good and tender.
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tusks, or catine teeth, the two shortest of

which shoot out of the lower jaw, like those of

the will boar, and the to others, which come

from te tipper jaw, pierce the cheeks, or ra

ther the upper part of the lips, and rise in a.

curve almost to he eyes. The tusks' are a

very beautiful ivory, much smoother aud liner,

but not so hard as that of the elephant".

The position and the directin of these twQ.

upper tusks,which. rise upright, and then, bend

in the form of a circle, have made some skilful'

naturalists, such as Grew, imagine that these

husks ought not to be looked upon as teeth, but.

as horns. They founded their opinion upoa

the circumstance that in all animals the sockets

of the teeth in the upper jaw open downwards;.

that in the babiroussa, as in the other ani

mals, the sockets are turned downwar(ls, ex

cept those of these two great' tusks, which, on

the contrary, are turned upwards ; and they

concIudeclfrint ilwnc, that from this essen

tial characfrr of the upper teeth, these tusks,

whose sockets are directed uwards, ought to

l looked' uvon as horsis. and not as teeth.

But these philosophers, were deceived ; the

position or direction is only a circumstance,

and not essential to tlieexistence of an object.
Thesetusks, though situate in anopposite man

ner t%-that of the other teeth, is only a singu..

larity
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Iarify in the direction, which cannot change
the nature ofthe thìing, nor make an ivory horn

ofa true Canine tk,)oth.

These enormous tusks give this animal a very
formidable appearance; they are, however, less

danerous than our wild boars. They go in

herds, and have a very strong smell, by which

they are easily discovered, and arc hunted by

dogs with good success. They growl terribly,

defend themselves, and wound their enemies

ivith their under tusks ; for time upper are ra

ther ofdisservice than ofue to them. Although

savage and ferocious, they are tamed with

great case; and their flesh, which is very good,

putrifics in a short time. As their hair is fine,

and their skin delicate, it is soon penetrated by

the teeth ofdogs, who hunt- them in prefercncc

to wild boars, and sooner accomplish their,

purpose They fasten their upper tusksin the

branches of ttees, to rest their heads, or to sleep

standing. This habit theyhave iii conimon

with the elephant, who, in order to sleep in a-

-standing posture, supports his hcadby fixing

the end of his tusks in the holes which. he

wakes in the walls of his lodging.

The babiroussa differs still more from the

wild boar, by his natural appetites ; he feeds

upon grass and leaves of trees, and does not

endeavour
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endeavour to enter gardens to feed on beans,

pease, and other vegetables ; while the wild

boar, who lives in the same country,feeds upon

wild fruit, roots, and often destroys the gar

dens. Besides, these animals who go together

in herds, never intermix ; the wild boars keep

on one side, and the babiroussas on the other.

The latter walk quicker and have a very flue

smell, and often stand erect against the trees

to scent the approach of (logs or hunters.

When they are pursued to any great distance

they make towards the sea, and, swimming

with great dexterity, very often escape their

pursuers, for they swim for a tong time, and

often to very great distances, and from one

island to another.

Thebabiroussa is found not only in the island

of Bouro, or Bocro, near Amboyna, but also

in many parts ofthe South ofAsia, and Africa;

as at Celebes ,Estrila ,Senegal, and Madagascar,
f9r it appears that the wild boars of this island,

which Flaccourt speaks of, and says, that the

males chic.'!,, hare two horns on thesitle oftheir

nose, are babiroussas. We have not, had it in

our power to determine whether the female has

the two tusks which are so remarkable in the

male, but most authors seem to agree that they

have.

VOL. -':iii. - Ti :p.
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SUPPLEMENT.

RIVING been favoured with two

draw-ingsof this animal, we are now enabled to pre
sent a figure ofthe Babiroussa, (fig. 160) and

which we believe will give a tolerable idea of

him, since it was taken with much care, and is

a combination of both; the one of them we

received from M. Sonncrat, which represented
him in a standing posture, and the other lying
on its belly, was sent us from England by Mr.

Pennant, with the following label; " a Babi

roussa from the island of .Banda, drawn from

nature;" it is of a blackish colour, grows to

the size of a large hog, and its flesh. is very

good to eat.




THE CABIA!.

THIS American animal had never bce

seen in Europe until the Duke of Bouillon

procured
one to be sent to him from America.

As this prince is curious iii foreign animals,

Ii
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he has often done me the honour of inviting

III(- to see them ; and lie has even given me

several species for the advantage of this work.

This animal (fig. 161) was sent very young

to hirn, and had not arrived at its full growth

when the cold killed it. It is not a hog, as

naturalists and travellers have pretended; it

only resembles that animal by trifling marks,

and differs from itby striking characters. The

largest cahiai is scarcely as big as a hog of

eighteen months growth. The head is shorter,

and its mouth less ; the eyes are larger, the

number and form of the teeth are different, it

wants a tail, and is wcb-footcd ; the hoofs be

fore are divided into four parts, and those be

hind into three ; between the ci ivisions there is

a prolongation of the skin, so that the feet,

when opened in swimming, can beat a greater
surface of water in which it frequently lives ;

it swims like an otter, seeks the same prey,
and seizes the fish with its feet and teeth, and.

carriesthem to the banks to cat. It also cats

fruits, corn, and sugar-canes. As its feet are

broad and flat it often sits upon its hind ones.

Its cry more resembles the braying of an ass

than the grunting of a hog. It seldom stirs

out but at night, and almost always in com

pany without going far from the sides of the

water
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-mater. It can find no safety by flight, from the

length of its feet and the shortness of its legs.
Toescape its enemies i. plunges into the water,

and remains at the bottom so long that the

hunters lose all hopes of seeing it again. It is

fat, and the flesh is fender, but, like that ofthe

badger, it tastes more like bad fish than good

flesh ; the head, however, is not bad, and this

agrees with what is said of the badger, his fire

parts are pretty good, while his hind ones taste

like fish.

The cabiai is quiet and gentle; it is neither

quarrelsomc nor savage with other animals.

It is easily tamed, comes at call, and willingly

follows those who feed and treat it with kind

ness. It was fed at Paris with barley, sallad,

and frait, and was healthy while the weather

kept warm. By its number of paps we should

suppose that the females produce several young

at a litter. We do 'not know how long they

go with young, the time oftheir growth, nor,

consequently, their lengtii of life. The na

tives, or colonists, of Cayenne might inform

us of these particulars, for it is very common

in Guiana, as well as in BrasH, in Amazonia,

and iuatl. the lower countries of South Ame

rica.
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As one of these animals lived some time in

Paris I am ofopinion they would I)t0P!1e ill

our cUtnatc ; and the more especially as I find

the one I lorinerly alluded to was not killed by
the cold, but that. the winter had no ptrticultr
effect upon it. I have since been informed

that this animal, was confined in an upper

room, from the Wifl(IOW of which it jumped,

and falling into avessel of water was drowned

THE PORCUPINE.

TUE name given this animal leads to a

uppositiori that it is ahog covered with thorny

quills, when, in fact, it only resembles that

animal by its grunting ; in every other respect

it difFers ftom the hog as much as any other

animal, bodi in its outward appearance and in

terior conformation. Instead of a long head

and ears, armed with tusks, and terminated

with a snout ; instead of cloven feet, furnished

with hoofs like the hog ; the porcupine has it

short head like the beaver, two large incisive

teeth in each jaw, no tusks or canine teeth,

the

This may be said of it in reference to its French, Italian,

and Spanish ppClIatiOfl,l)Ut not in regard to its English one.

InGerman toC,its name conveys this idea: stacic1-sc!wein liter

ally .swJ;: .rth thorns.
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the upper lip &hiVid(d Lkc that ofthe hare, the

ears round and flat., and the feet armed with

claws. Instead of a large soniach, with an

ap




pendix in ibrm of a cowl, the porcupine has

only a single stomach, with a large ccum

gut. The parts of generation are not

ap-parent,as in the hoar, and its teticics are con

cealed in the groin. By all these marks, to

gether with its short tail, long whiskers, arid

divided lip it approaches more to the hare or

beaver than to the hog. The hedec-hog, in

deed, who, like the porcupine, is covered with

prickles, somewhat resembles the hog, for it

has a long muzzle, terminated by a kind of

snout ; but all these resemblances beingso very

slight it is clear that the porcupine 162)

is a particular and different species from the

hedge-hog, the beaver, the hare, or any other

animal whatcver.*

Travellers and naturalists have almost uiani

mously declared this animal has the faculty of

discharging its quills, and with such force as to

wound its foes at a great distance; and (hat

these pricklyquills have the extraordinary pro

perty of penetrating farther into the flesh of

their

It is probable that the resemblance of the flesh of this

animal with that of the hog has contributed more to his

having the name which lie bears, than any supposed exte

ior or interior affinities between them.
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their own accord and power, as soon as the

point has ma an entrance. This lasc cirwnm

stance is pnrdv imagi arv, . itliout any fttn

datlo'!, and the firs is as false as tile S,~Colld.

T,10. error sCenS to have at isen fim this ani

mal raising his prckks u rjoi t hen he is

irrita'ed ; and as some o them are only in

serted into the skin by a small pellicic they

easily tall off. We have had nialiy living por

CU 'ines, but never saw them dart any of the-jr

quills, even though violently agitated. It is

a matter of aston isli meat, therefore, that the

gravest author, both ancient and modern, as

swell as the most sensible travellers, should joirl

in opinion res1ectinga circuinstance so entirely

false. Some affirm that they have been

wounded by this sort of darting; others, as

sert that the quills are darted with such ven

geance, as to l)ierc a plank at a great distance.

The marvellous commonly is pleasingly be

lieved, anti increases in proportion to the num

ber of hands it passes through. Truth, on the

contrary, diniinihcs in the same degree; and

in Spite O 1110 positive ncga ye which 1 have

placed on these two fictions, I UlD persuaded,

that many future wrilers iviii (hi-it the

porcupine
darts his quills t




C) a aitu

that when those quills arc ted from the

body
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body- of the animal, they will of themselves,

and with 4 heir own exertions, penctratc

deep-erInto those bodies in which the point has

entered.

However, in justice to Dr. Shaw, we must

except him from the number of these

credit-bustravellers; " Of all the number of por-

cu pines (says lie) which I have seen in Africa,

I have never yet met with one, who could

dart their quills, however stron1y lie was

irritated ; their corn mon method of defence is

to lie on one side, and when the enemy ap

proaches very near, to ri e suddenly and

wound him with the points of the oilier.''

The porcupine, alth otigh origi ii 'l ly a native

of the hottest climates of Africa nd India,

lives and multiplies in colder countries, such

as Persia, Spain, and Iaby. Agricola says, that

the porcupine had not been transported into

Europe, much before his time. They are

found in Spain, but niore commonly in Italy,

especially on the Appeninc mountains, iii the

environs of Rome.

Pliny, and other naturalists, have said, after

Aristotle, that the porcupine, like the bear,

conceals himself during winter, and that they

bring forth in thirty (lays. We have not had

it in our power to verify these facts ; and it is

VOL. viii. K k sillgnlar,
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singular, that in Italy where this animal i

common, and where there has ever been skil-

ful Philosophersand excellent observers of

na-ture,that its history has never been writ ten

by any of them. Aldrovandns in speaking
Oil this subject, has, like the rest, only copied
Goner; and the gentlemen of the academy,

who have dissected eight of these animals, say

very little that has any relation to thiir natural

hiabis. W,re only learn from the testimonies of

travellers, and iois who have kept them in

menageries, that the porcupine in its domestic

statc, is neither savage nor furious , but only

anxious for liberty ; that, with (he assistance of

its fore teeth, which are sharp and strong like

those of the beaver, he easily cuts through his:

Wooden prison. It is also known (hat he feeds

willingy on fruits,chccsc, and crumbs ot bread;

that in his wild stale, he lives upon roots and

wild grain ; that when he can enter a garden

lie makes great havock, eating the herbs,

roots, fruit, &c. that he l)eCOIIICS fat, like

most other animals, toward the end of sum

mer;

* The porcupine is a perfect scourge to the 9'rdcfls of
the Cap of (wd Hope ; he commits gre:t raves in the
plantations of cabbage, and other kitchen herbs. The wild
herb of which this animal is most fond, is the CI1a E!/,ioica,
which however, is so acrid, according to Sparrnan, that the
root or the Jcave applied to y part f the body vi1I raise
bltçr.
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rnêr ; and tint the flesh of this animal al

though a little insipid, is tolerable eating.

WIien the form, substance, and oigaruzation

ofthe pricklesf he porcupine are considered,

they are found to be tubes to which only

vanes are wanting to make them real feathers.

They strike together and make a noise as the

animal walks ; lie can easily erect them in the

same manner as the peacock spreads the fc

thers of his tail, and as ca'-ily smooths them.

again by tile contraction of the ctrticular mus

cle. This muscle, therelore, has the same

power, and is nearly of I lie same formation in

the porcupine as in some birds.

THE COENDOTJ.

IN every article we have to treat of we

always meet with more errors to confute than

facts to relate. This arises from the history

of a'nirnats having bren only written of late

l)y prejudiced persons, who akc the list of their

little systems for the genuine register of Na',

ture. There are not an animals ofthe warm

climates of the old continent existing in Arne

rica, and reciprocally there ac irot any of the

South American animals to be met with- under

the torrid zone of Africa and, Asia. The pora

upiI'c,
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cupinc, as already observed, is a native of t1

hot countries of the old world, and having
never been found in the new, they have not

hesitated to give his name to animals which

seemed to rc.embk him, and particularly to

that which we have now under consideration.

On the other hand, the Cocndou (Ji.1G3.)

ofAnierica has l)CCIi transported to the East

Indies ; and Piso, who probably was not ac

quainted with the porcupine, has made Bon

tius, who only speaks of animals in the south

ern parts of Asia, engrave the coendou ofAme

rica under the name and description ofthe true

porcupine; so that, at the first view we should

firmly believe, that this animal existed equally

in America and in Asia. It is easy, however,

to discover, with a little attention, that Piso,

who is in this, as well as in most parts of his

work, only a plagiarist of Marcgravc, has

not only copied his figure of the cocndou,

into his history of Brasil, but has copied it

again for the work of Bontius, of which he

was the editor. Therefore, though we find

the figure ofthe cocndou in Boutius, we must

not conclude, that it exists in Java, or in

any other part of the Fast Indies, nor take

this figure for that of the porcupine, which,

in fact, the coendou only resembles by its

quills or prickles.




It
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It is to Ximenes, and afcrwaids to I kr

1an(lCS, illilt ''VO ()NC the Ii FI k!lovicd;e of

this anix1al, which. they have iidicated under

the Mexican name of /lml:tIaeual:i;?. '1110

1acuaI_in is the Opossum IId the 1iotila

quat.in should be translated the bi'it/ij or

SJflUOUS opossum. This name has been misap

plied, for these animals rcscmel each other

very Ic. Marcgrave has not adopted this

Mexican denomination, but calls this animal

cuanclu. The only thing we can reproach

Marcgravc with, is his not having known,

that the cuandu of Brasil was the same animal

as the hoi ztlacuaiziu of Mexico, especially

as lis description and figure agree with those

of Heriiandes ; and as Ltct, f lie editor and

coin nientator of iIiscgrave expressly says,

that the spiny tIacuazin of Ximenes, and the

cuandu, are probably the same animal. By

collecting the scattered accounts of travellers

there appears to be two variciies of these

ani-mals,which the naturalists, after Pso, have

inserted in their lists as two different si)ccies,

namely, tiie great and the little coendou : but

What immediately proves the error, or hog1 i-

geice of Piso, is, that although lie describes

tncsc coendous in two separate and (list met

articles, and seems to look on them as diIfirent

species, li represents both by he same figure:

-syhi Cl)
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vhic1i, we thin!c, sufficient t undt iOn to Pro-
noun. ;e them he same animal. There are

likewise other nalur;Jisfs who have not only
1naUt two Species of the great and liltic coen-

don but have also separated the hoitztlacnaziri,

and given all three as (lrflcrent anirnuls. I

own, indeed, that alt houh it is probable, the

coeridou and the hoitztlacuatzu are the sa.m

animal, yet this Identity is not so certaia as

that of the great and iitle coendou.

However that may be, the coendon is not

the porcupine, lie is much smaller ; his head

and muzzle shorler ; he has no tuft on its head

nor is his upper lip divided ; his quills are

proportionally shorter ad much finer; his

tail is long', and that of the porcupine very

short: he i carnivorous ra;her than frurivo

rous, and endeavours to SUrpriZe birds, small

animals, and poultry, while the porcupine only

feeds upon herbs, roots, and fruits. He sleeps

all the (,.y like the hedge-hog, and only stirs

out in the night : he climbs up trees, and

haws on bratches by his tail. All travellers13

agree, that his flesh is very good eating. H

is easily tamed, and cofflmouly ives in high.

places These animals are fotind over all

America, from Brisil aid Guiana,. to

Loui-sianaand the southern f C.iida-; while

the
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the porcupine is only to be found in the hottest

IMLrIS of the Old Coll., i;iunt.

By cnnfcrring the name of porcupine on the

cocndou, he same fllcultics bi ye been attri

bued to him, especially that of shooting his

quills. It is astonishing that fiat uralists and.

travellers should agree on this circumstance,

and that Pio, WhO ought to have been less

superst:iic)us, as lie was t physician, should.

gravely assert, that the quills of the coendou.

çierce in!() the Geli by their own power, and

pearatc into the body even t:' the most in

tcrrial vicera. Ray i the oniy person who

has denied these circinnsth nccs, -.1tholl-All they

evlikutly a ppr to be a burd . I few many

a1)iI rd it es Ii a ye been eX )0d by THilI 01 SCHSC

which, nevertheless, are affirmed by other men

who hunk they are uhIu!o\vcd with a greater

degree of iin(lersfawdi.,),~r

StJP1'LE \T.

To Our (rmer accn' iu oF is a imal we

niav now a.(1(l t1t there e ) Sk'CCS of it

in Guiana, III(, one ! 'er t h in h o 'r; the fbi

iner w,,-iii from twelve (0 tittccii pounds, and

the
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the latter about six : their IriIiei al food is thc

leaves of trees, iii the holes of which the le-

males bring forth their young ; they com-

monly bring forth t w'o at a I inie, arid yet they

are not very nuincrow. The iieeroes are very

fond of their flesh and (!('SCrI1)c it as extremely

good. From the ace::nt of M. de In Bordc

they are so1jary an tXCt'1)t i.ti the season

of love, 'when they go in ptirS ; they seldom

venture to appear (luring the (laY, arid they

find a most inveterate enemy in the tiger who

destroys ti1tITl at every opportunity.

TIlE tIISOX.

TillS anima' has never yet received a dis-

titict nIIC P' by Iure in the desert

part O LJrL ."t iie'rica, it CXISIS in nide pen-

(lenCe fir d[:flt fl-01.11 lilt and has not even

received fro hi ni a. name, which is the first;

mark of an am maT's suhjectioa. Ii udson

having discovered the country where he inha

we shdi give him a name which has an

affinity v ith his fi st master, and which




, at

the Same 'time , irid ICi1tCS his sharp bristly na

lure. li wis hkcwisc necessary to give hurt

a nat-no,
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a name, that he might not he confounded with

the porcupine or Coen(lou, which he resembles

in sonic few characters, but so materially differs

from them in other respects that he ough1 10 be

looked upon as a different species. He is also

a native of the northern climates, while the

others particularly belong to that ofthe south.

Edward, Ellis, and Catesby, have all spoken

of this animal: the figures given by the two

first agree with ours, and we have no doubt

of their being the same animal. We are like

wise strongly inclined to believe, that The figure

and (lescriplion Seba has given, under the

name of the remarkable porcupine ofthe East

Indies, and which afterwards Klein, Brisson,

and Linnus, indicated in their methodical lists

by characters extracied from Seba, may be

the same animal as we are now treating of.

This would not, as we have already observed,

be the only time that Seba has spoken ofAme.

rican animals as belonging to the East Indies.

However we cannot be so positive with respect

to this as we have been with many other aui

mats; all that we can say is, that the rest'm

blances appear to be very great, and the dif

ferences very slight, and that these differences

may possibly be only varieties between in-

VOL. viii. L I dividuals,
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dividudis, or suchas distinguish the males fron

the females.

rillic UrSwz might be called the brisil,j bcaer,

he being of the same country, time same size,

and the same form of body. lie has, like the

beaver, two long, strong, and sharp incisive

teeth at the end o each jaw. Besides hi

prickles, which are short, and almost covered

with hair, like the beaver, he has a double

coat, the first consists oflong and soft hairs,and

the second of a clown, which is still more soft

and smooth. In the young ursons the prickles

are proportionably larger, more apparent, and

the hair shorter and scarcer than in the adults.

This animal avoids moist places, and is even

fearful of wetting himself. They make their

habitations under the roots ofgreat hollow trees,

sleep very much, and chiefly feed upon time

bark ofjuniper-bushes. In winter the snow

serves them for drink; and in summer they lap

water like a dog. The savages eat their flesh,

and strip the bristles off the hide, which they

make use of instead of pins and iiccdlcs, an

clothe themselves with the fur.




Ti! k
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TIt E 'FANIUC AND THE T1NDRAC.

TIlE Tanrec.c, or Tenth'aes, are small animals

)L which resemble a little ourI the East Indies,

hedge-hogs, but differ from them sufFicieutly to

constitute a distinct species. This is strongly

proved by its not rolling itselfup in the shape

of a ball, like the hedge-hog ; and besides the

tanrecs are found at Madagascar, where there

are also hedge-hogs ofthe same species as ours,

which are not called there tanrecs but soras.

There appears to be two species of tanrecs,

or, perhaps, two different races ; the first,

which. is nearly as large as our hedge-hog, has

its muzzle proportionably longer than the

second; its ears are also more apparent, and is

more furnished with prickles than the second,

to which we have given the name of tendrac

to distinguish it from the first. The tendrac

(fig. 1164) is not bigger than a large rat; its

muzzle and ears are shorter than those of the

tanrec, winch is also covered with shorter

prickles, but they re as numerous as those of

tile
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the hedge-hog; the tendrac, on the conhary,
has them only on (lie head, neck, and withers,

the rest ofthe body being covered with a coarse

hair resembling the bristles of a hog.

These small animals, whose legs are short,

move but slowly; they grunt, and wallow in the

mire like hogs ; they are chiefly in creeks and

harbours of salt water; they multiply-in great

numbers, and dig themselves holes in the

ground, whither they retire and sleep for several

months. During this torpid state their hair

falls off, which grows again upon their revival.

They are usually very fat, and although their

flesh is insipid, soft, and spongy, yet the In.

dians consider it as a very great delicacy.

THE GIRAFFE OR CAMELOPARD.

THE Giraffe (fig. 165) is one ofthe tallest,

most useful, most beautiful, and harmless ani

inals in nature., The enormous disproportion

of his legs, the fore ones being as long again

as those behind, is a great obstacle to the ex

ercise of his powers. His motion is waddling,

slow, and stiff; he can neither fly from his

cncmic
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enemies in a free state, nor serve his master in

a domestic one. The species is not very nu

merous, and has always been confined to the

desarts of Ehi''pia, and to omc other pro

vinces of Southern Africa and India. As i hese

countries were unknown to the Greeks, Aris

totle makes to mention of th is animal. Pliny

speaks of it, and Oppian describes it in a

manner that is far from equivocal.
" The

camelopardalis (says this author) has some re

semblance to the camel ; it has a spotted skin

like the panther, and a neck as long as the

camel ; its head and cars are small, its feet

broad, and its legs long, but the last are very

unequal, the fore ones being much longer than

those btthind, which are so short, that when the

animal is standing it has somewhat the ap.

pearince of a dog sifting upon his posteriors.

There are two prominences upon the bead

just between the cars, which resemble two

small and straight horns. Its mouth is like the

ta's ; its teeth small and white; its eyes full

of fire; its tail short, and furnished with. black

hairs t the end." By adding to this descrip
tion of Oppian those of lieliodorus arid Strabo,

we shall have a sufficient idea of the camelo

pard.
" The ambassadors of L!hiopia (says

Heliodorus) brought an animal about the size
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of It camel, whose skin was speckled with bean.

tilul and glossy spois, the hinder parts were

much lower than the anterior; the neck was

slender, although rising from a tolerably thick

body; the head resembled that of the camel,

and in size was scarce double that ofthe ostrich;

the eyes appeared tinctured with different

colours. The motion of this animal was dif

ferent from that of all other quadrupeds, who

in walking lift their legs diagonally, that is,

the right leg before with the left leg behind;

but the camelopard goes naturally in an amble,

with its two right or its two left legs pacing

together. It is a gentle animal, and may be

conducted any where with a small cord. tied

round its head." CC There is (says Strabo) a

large anirn al in Ethiopia called camelopardalis,

although it bears no resemblance tothe panther,

for its skin is not spotted in the same manner;

the spots of the panther are circular, and -those

of this animal are long, and nearly resembling

those of the fawn, or young stag. The poste

rior parts of its body are much lower than the

anterior ; so that towards the rump it is not

higher than the ox, while its shoulders are

higher than those of time camel. From this

disproportion it cannot run very swift. This

animal is gentle, does no injury, and feeds upon

grass,
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grass, leaves, and vegetables." Among the

moderns, the first gool description we meet

with is that of Belon. ".1 saw (says he) an

animal at the castle of Cairo, which is com

monly called zurnapa; the Latins anciently

stilcd it cwnelopardaüs, a name compounded of

leopard and camel, for it is sprinkled with spoth

like the first, and has a long neck like the

later. It is a very beautiful animal, as

gentle as a lamb, and more sociable than any

other wild beast. Its head is almost like that

of the stag, excepting its size; on it are two

small horns, about half a foot long, covered

with hair; those of the male are longer than

those of the female. They both have cars as

large as those of a cow, and the onguc black,

like that of the ox; it has no incisive teeth in

the upper jaw; its neck is long, straight, and

slender; its horns round; its legs thin and long,

but so low behind that the animal appears to

be sitting; its feet are like those of the ox;

its tail, which hangs down almost to its hoof,

is round, and the hair on it is three times as

thick as that of a horse ; the colour of the

hair on the body is white and red; its manner

of running is like the camel's ; when it runs

its two fore feet go together ; it lies oil. its

belly, and has a callous substance on the breast

and
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and joints like tliaf animal. WTlien it grazes
it is obliged to spread is li)rc kgs very

and even. then kds with great (1:1111ct"ItY7
therefore it rather chooses t ff fl the kaves

of trees than to graze in tile fields, CS)CCIally
as its neck is exceedingly long, and can reach

to a great height."

Gdlius's (lc'scription seems still better than

that of 13ehn. " I have seen (says Gillius,

Chap. ix.) three camelopards at Cairo; on their

heads are two horns six niches inng, and in the

middle of their forehead a tubercle rises

about the height of two inches, which appears

like a third horn. This animal is sixteen feet

high when lie holds up his head. Its neck

alone is seven feet, and it is twenty-two feet

long from the tip of the nose to the end ofthe

tail; its fore and hind legs are nearly of an

equal height; but the thighs before are so

long in comparison to those behind, that its

back inclines like the roof of an house. Its

vhole body is sprinkled with large yellow spots

Avhich are nearly of a square form. Its feet

are cloven like the ox; its upper lip hangs

over the under; its tail is slender, with hair on

it to the very point; it ruminates like the ox,

and, like that animal, feeds upon herbage; its

mane exteiids from the top of the head to th

back
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back. When it walks it seems as if its legs
and flanks on both sides were alternately lame;

and when it grazes, or drinks, it is obliged to

spread its fore legs prodigiously wide."

Gesner affirms, upon the authority of Belon,

that t1 is an itnal sheds its horns like the deer ;

but I must confess that I never could find such

a fact asserted in that author. He merely says,
as above, that the horns of the camelopard are

covered with hair and lie only speaks in one

other place ofthat animal, namely, when treat

ing of the axis, whrc he says, "The camelo.

'parc! has a white skin, with broad spots sprin
kied over it, which, though red, are not so deep
as those of the axis." This fact, which how

ever I have not been able to meet with in any

part, of Belon's work, would be of great im

portance to decide the nature of the giiaffe, for

if it sheds its horns' every year it belongs to

the stag kind; and, onthe contrary, if its horns

tire permanent, it miit be considered as be

longing to the ox or goat species; but, with

out this precise knowledge, we cannot assert,

as our noinenclators have (lone, that the giraffe
is of the stag genus; and we are not a little

surprised that Hasseiquist, who lia given a

very long and dry descfiptiori of this animal,

has been silent as to its nature. After having
VOL. VII!. M in methodically,
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methodically, that is to say, scholastically,

heaped t9gcther a hundred useless and trifling

cracters, lie does not say a single word on

the substance of the horns, and leaves us.ignom
rant whether they are solid Or hollow, or whe

ther they fall odor not. i refer to the dc

s.cription of ilasseiquist, not for its utility, but

for its suigularitv. and to excite travellers to

make use of their own knowledge, and not to

view objects through the spectacles of other

men.

In the year 1764 a drawing and an accouat

of the girafl wa; sent to the Academy of Sci

ences. by which we are informed, that this

awnal is iot particular to.&hiopii, but is also

found in the neighbouthood of the' Cape of

Good. iiope.* The. drawing was so, badly ex..

euted: that no use can be madeot' i,+ but as

the açcowt contains a sort of description we

ha,e given it a place. "" In 'an excursion from

tl.e Cape, made in 172, we travelled' about

two hundred leagues. up the-country, and, met

with the "cain.elopardali, a drawing of which

wc havesubjoined. Its body resembles: that

of

Vaillant also, in his travels into the interior parts 0

Africa, asserts, that he me wih giraffes in very great
numbers.

j This we have also obviated, our figure being from a

drawing taken by M. Vaillant. from life.
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of an ox, and its head and neck those Of the

horse. All we met with were ofa white colour,

sprinkled with brown spots. They have two

horns on the head, about a foot long, and their

feet are hoofed. Wc killed two of these ani

mals and sent their skins to Euro'e, the se

veral measurements of which were as follows :

the length of the head one foot eight inches;

the height, from the bottom of the fore foot to

the withers, ten feet; and from the withers to

the top of the head seven feet; in all seventeen

feet in height. The length from the withers

to the reins is five feet si ihchcs, and from

thence to the tail one foot six; the length,

therefore, of the whole body is seven feet, and

the height, from the hind feet to the reins,

eight feet five inches. The great disproportion

in the height and length f this animal seem

to prevent its being of any service. It feeds

on the leaves of trees, and when it wants to

drink, or take any thing off the ground, it. is

Obliged to kneel with its fore legs."

In inspecting the accounts travellers have

given of the giraffe, I find they all agree that

it can reach with its head to the height of six.;

teen or seventeen feet when standing erect, and

that the fore legs are as high again as the hind

ones, so that it seems as if it was seated upon

its cropper. They likewise agree that it cart-

not
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not run very swift, by reason of this dspro

portion ; that it is very gentle, and that by this

quality, other habits, and even by flie shape of

the body, it partakes more of the nature ofthe

camel than of any other animal ; that it is

among the number of ruminating animals.

and, like them, is deficient ofthe incisive teeth

in its upperjaw. By the testimonies of some

travellers we also find that the giraffe is to be

met with in the southern parts of Africa, as

well as in those of Asia.

It is very evident, from what we have

mentioned, that the giraffe is a peculiar spe

cies, and totally diiThrent from every other

animal. If we would refer it to any it should

rather be to the camel than the stag, or the

ox. It is true the giraflb has two small

horns, and the camel none; but they resem

ble each other so much. in other respects that

I am not surprised at some travellers having

given it the name of the Indian caniel. Be

sides, we are ignorant of the substance of

the horns of the giraull, and, consequently,

we know not if in that part he approaches

nearer to the stag than to the ox ; and, pos

sibly, they may be of a substance different

from either; they may be Composed of Uni-

ted hairs like those of the rhinoceros, or of a

substance arid texture peculiar to themselves.

'rhc
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The reasons which have induced nomenc1aors

to rank the giraffe with the stag kind, seem to

have arise ii from the pretended passageofBelon,

quoted by Gesner, which indeed would be de

cisive if it were true. They seem also to have

misunderstood what authors have said of the

hair of those horns; they have imagined that

the writers have said the horns of the giraffe

were covered with hair, like the fresh-sprung
horns of the stag, and from thence concluded

they were of the same nature ; but, in fact,

Ilie giraffe's horns are only surrounded with.

coarse hair, and not covered with a down, or

velvet, like those of the stag. This circum

stance tends to support the probability that the

horns of the. giraffe are composed of united

hair, like those of the rhinoceros, and their

bluntness at the extremities rea1lv favours

this idea. if, again, we consider that the

elk, rejn-deer, stag, roe-buck, &c. have their

horns always divided into branches or antlers,

and that, on the contrary, (he horns of the

giraffe are only simple, and consist of one

stem, we must be convinced that they are

not of the same nature, unless analogy be en

lirely violated. The tubercle is in the middle

of the head, which, according to travellers,

seem to form a third horn, is another strong

circuintance
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circumstance in fTivour of this OI)[fljofl. Th

two horns which are not pointed, but blunt at

the ends, are perhaps, only tubercles some

what longer than the former. All travellers

also uniirinly inform us that the female giraffes
have horns like the males, but that they are

smaller. If this animal were really of the stag

aIog cre: also - be violated,W,t I %.1ind, ~ y wotild h

for of all animals of that genus there is only

the female rein-deer that has horns, the reason

of which we have before mentioned. On the

other hand, as the giraIli cannot graze but

with great difficulty on account of the exces

sive height of its fore legs; as it chiefly and

almost solely feeds on the leaves and buds of

trecs, it may be presumed, that the horns,

which are the most apparent superfluity of Old

organic paticlcs derived from the food, would

be analogous to the nature of the food, as well

as the horns of the stag'. Time will confirm

the proriety of one or oilier of 1lice con

jCCUres. One word more in Ilasseiquist's

description would have fixed 1hec doubts,

and clearly clcteruuiiied the genus of this anid

Dial. But scholars, vlio have only the gamut
oft heir iiaster in their heads, or rather in their

pockcs, cannot avoid making blunders and

essential oI1I1sSIOflS bCCtUSC they entirely re-y




iice
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Pounce investgalion,which Should guideevery

observer of Nature, and view her productions
thro gh the false medium of arbitrary method,

which only serves to hinder them from rcfléct

ing on the, objects they meet with, and to calm

culate the description of them on a bad and

erroneous model. As, in reaflt.y,' all objects

differ materially from each other, so they

ought all to be treated differ:ntly ; one single

striking character happily discovered, is

sometimes decisive, and often conveys

more knowledge of a subject than a thoua

sand trifling, indexes. Whenever they are

numerous they conseq uently become equivoeal

and common, and then they are at least super

fi.uous, if not prejudicial, to the. real knowledge

ofNature, who sports with the forms we pre

scribe, soars above all method, and can wily be

perceived by the penetrating eye. of Genius.

V. V.V -V

SUPPLEM ENT.

IA'ROAK M. Alletnand we received a letter,

dated. October, 176, containing a number of

excellent obervations respecting this animal,

and. from which the following is an extract :

11 1 am
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I am in possession of stuflicl giraffi, and

since you expressed a desire to know the na

ture of its horns, I cut one of them oft; arid

send it to you; it is, however, necessary to

observe, that it belonged to a very young one.

I received it froai the governor of the Cape,

who informed me that it was killed as it was

lying' by the side of its mother; it was about

six feet in height, and its horns did not ex

ceed two inches and a liilf. These horns

were covered all over with skin and hairs; the

base was more than an inch broad, forming an

obtuse cone; and to be certain whether. it was

solid or hollow I sawed it through longitudi

nally with that part of the skull to which it

adhered, and I found its texture to resemble

that of the horns of the stag more than any

other animal. If indeed I were positive that a

horn which was sent me as belonging to a gi

raffe did really belong to that animal, I should

not hesitate to say there was no difference

between them, except in the flgure, this being

straight, and Mithrut branches. With re-,

spect 10 the legs it conceive their disproportion

in length has been greatly magnified, for the

difference between the fore and hind ones of

this young animal is very sTig!i ."




The
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The horns of the giraffe bei;g solid, and

their substance similar to those of th stag,tlicre

could be 110 doubt of his ranking in he same

genus, especially if he sheds his horns an ually

of vhich, however, we are si1l uncertain; but

we may salely assert he ought to be separatcd.

from that of the ox, and all those aiiinials

whose horns are hollow ; and, indeed, uitil 111C

contrary be proved to be the fact, we cannot

do otherwise than consider the giraffe as a pe

culiar species, in the same manner as the cic

pllatlt, rhinoceros, the hi ppopotainus, forming

a species which has no collaterals, and which

seems to be a privilege conferred by Nature

simply on those which are of the largest mag

nitude.

In the description of M. Allcmand we freely

acknowledge that lie has displayed much a

curacy, and a perfect intimacy with the sub

ject. ; but yet I apprehend that the longest of

the horns he did me the favour to transmit does

notbelong to a giraffe, for the short one is very

thick, and that quite thin, comparatively with

their differcut lengths. In an anonymous do

scri)tionwhich1 I received from Holland of this

animal it is stated, that the horns of a full

grown giraffe are a foot long, and as thick as ,-t

man's arm ; according to which the horn we

re now considering being six inches long, it

voi. viii. N ii ought
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ought to be full twice as thick, as it is, in re

ality; and, indeed, it so perfectly resembles

the first horns ofa young stag, that we can

have little doubt of its belonging to that

animal.

As to the nature of the giraffe's horns I feel

no hesitation in coinciding with the opiinono
M. Allema Lid, The protuberance on the front

is osseous, and may be considered as a third

horn; and as (lie horns adhere to the cranium,

they should be considered as osseous prolon:ga

tjons of the head. In short the horn of the

giraffe appears to be a bone, differing from that

of the ox by its covering, the latter being en

tirely surrounded with a horny substance, and

the former with hair and skin.

THE LAMA AND THE PACOS

THERE are examples in every language,
of two different names being applied to the

same animal, one ofwhich has a relation to its

wilcistate, and the other to its domestic. The

wild boar and the hog are the same animal,

under two names, no ways relative to any dif

ference in their iiaturcs,but 10 the condition of

the species; one part of which is under the

power
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power of man arid the other independant. It

is the same with respect to the lamas and the

pacos, which were the only domestic animals

of the ancient Americans : these names bc

longed to the in in. their domestic state. The

wild lama was called huanacus, or guanaco ;

and the wild pacos, vicuna, or vigogne. I

conceived this remark necessary to avoid the

confusion of names. These animals are to be

found only in lie New World: they seem evcu

to belong to sonic particular parts, beyond the

limits of which they are never to be seen.

They appear confined to that chain of moun

tains which stretches from New Spain to Terra

Magelianica: they inhabit the highest rgion

ofthe globe, and seem to require a purer and

more refined air than that of our highest moun.

lain s.

" It is singular, that although thelama and the

pacos are domestic in Peru,Mexico, and Chili,

like the horses in Europe, or the camels in

Arabia, we scarcely know any thing of them ;

and notwithstanding the Spaniards have had

possession of those vast countries for above

centuries, not one of their authors have given

us

The Peruvians yet call the larna by the name of nina,
which signifies sheep. Lama is a generic word signifying
ani;nal, brute', and at this day they understand by the word
runa Ilasna, an Indian sheep. A modern traveller observes,
that the guauaco, and the chillchzieqitc are animals 9 UitC
(ha-tin--tfrom the lama. It is therefore improperly that these
names are found among those cited by Bufl'bn as ajpiicd to
t he lams.
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(IS complete histories, nor an exact description
of these animals, which they are using every

day! It is pretended indeed, that they cannot

be transported into Europe, nor even he

brought from their heights, without, at least,

risking their lives in a short time ; but at

Quito, Lima, and many other towns, wliere

çersns of literature reside, they might. have

designed, described, and dissected these

ani-mals.Herrera says but very little about them,

and Garcilassa only speaks from other authors.

Acosta and Cregoire (le Bolivar have made the

greatest collcclions of facts relative to the na

tural dispositions of lamas, and the advantages

to be derived from them; but they have left us

in the dark as to their interior conformation,

and of the length of time they go with young;

whether the lama and the pacos are two spe

cies absolutely separate from each other; wIle

tlicr they mix together, or whether there are

any intermediate breed, and a number of other

facts necessary to render their It istory complete.

Although it is pretended these animals die if

they are removed from their native country.

yet it is certain that after the conquest of

Peru, and for a long time after, some of

them were transported into Europe. 'Ihe

animal spoken of by Gcsner, by the name

allocameius,aad of which be has given a flgure,

is
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s a lama, '1uc1i was l)rOuht alive from Peru

to Holland in 1555. It is (tie same with that

Matthiolus mentions, by the name of elapiw

caniciiis, the (lescnp(ion of which lie has (riven

i'itli great care and accuracy. The pacos,

aml, perhaps, also the lamas, have been often

transported into Spain, to endeavour to nat

ralize them. We ought, thcrcfbre, to be bet-

ter informed of the nature of these animals,

which might prove very itsef.iI to us; fur,

probably, they would thrive as well upon the

Pyrenean and Alpine mount:dns as on the

Cordeliers.

Peru, according to Gregore (le Bolivar, i

the native country of the lanias: they have

indeed been conducted into other pviiices,

as New Spain, &c. but this is rather frai

curiosily tlrin utility. But iR P-I-ni, from

Potosi to Caracas, these anii1s ac in great

numbers; they Cons itute the chief riches of

the Indians, and add not a little to the weilt1i

of the Spaniards, who rcir them. 'i'Iir flcli

is excellent food ; their wool may be spun iiio

l)CaUtiIUl cloathing ; and they are ca p:b1c of

ca.rryi ug heavy loads in the most ruggd and

dangerous ways. 11j0 strongest of them will

travel with from one hundred and Ii y, to

two tiuiidred and fify pounds weight on their

backs ; their pace is but. slow, and their jour-

ney
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nev i seldom above fifteen miles a clay; but,

then, they are sure-footed, descend precipices,

and travel safely among the most craggy rocks,

where even men can scarce accompany them.

They commonly travel for five days together,

and then they are obliged to rest, which they

do of their own aCcor(1 for two or three days

before they resume their journey. They are

much employed in carrying the riches dug

out of the mines of Potosi. J3oIivar affirms,

thai in his time about three hundred thousand

oftillescanimalswerethuskept inactual employ.

The growth of the lama is very quick, and

i(s life is but of short duration. This animal

couples at three years of age, and remains

strong and vigorous till twelve, after which it

begins to decline, and becomes entirely useless

at fifteen.* Their nature appears to 1)e mo

delled on that of the Americans; they are

gentle and phlegmatic, and do every thingwith

the greatest leisure and caution. When they

stop on their journeys to rest, they bend their

knees very cautiously, in order to lower their

bodies without disordering their load ; and as

soon as they hear their driver whistle, they rise

up again with the same precaution, and pro.

ceed

At Chili, according to Molina, they consider thirty

years as the ordinary term of the life of a lama; and it i

certain that these animals begin to propagate at the age of

three years.
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ceed on their jOUflWy. They feed as they go

along, whenever they can find grtss ; but they

never cat in the night, even though they have

fasted all day; they employ that time to ru

minate. When they sleep or ruminate, hcy

rest with their feet folded under their bellies.

When overloaded, or fatigued, they sink

down, and will not rise again though the driver

strikes him with his utmost ftrce. his last

resource to urge them forward by means of

anguish, is to compress their testicles ; this

often is of no effect, and if the driver continues

his torments the animal grows desperate, and

kills himself by violently beating his head

against the earth: they do not make any de

fence ei her with their feet or teeth, and it may

be said, they have no other arms than those of

indignation. When persecuted they spit in

the face of those who oppress them; and the

Indians say, that this saliva is of such an

acrimonious nature, as to cause very danger

ous eruptions on the skin.

The lama is about four feet high; its body,

comprehending the neck and head, is five or

six feet long. The head is small and well pro

portioned; the eyes large, the nose somewhat

long,

Their necks are as long as those of the camel, to which
animal they hive a great reenib1ance, exceptio- the bunch
"n the back.
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1onr, the lips hick, the upper one being (livid..

C(I, a h Under t little CflU ulous. lIe has

ici( hcr IiICIS1 Ve nor CaUI;IC tcel Ii in the upper

jaw. His ears are four inches long, which Ile

moves with great agility. His tail is seldom

above cit inches long ; small, straigli
'
, and

a t !e turned lq.) at the end. lie is cloven

iou ed, like the OX, hit, he has a kind 01 spur

bthd, \vhich assists the animal to sul)port

ii in'sel t '.' V(I' pied p1CCS Itild nig'ged ways. F is

baci, CrU tIi(l tail,are cloat lied wifl a short

wool, tuI it, is very long on the belly and sides.

'Ih'aninais (1:Lf in colour; some are white,

ol !cr; black, but !1ost. of them a mixed brown.

rjit dung' Ot the lamas is like that of the

go ttk . The genital members in the male are

sldn(ler and turned Inck, so that it passes its

\vater backwards ; th'y are much inclined to

Yenery, althougn they copulate with difficulty.

The female has a very small aperture; she

Fostrates herself to receive the male, whom she

invites with Iicr sighs; l)Ut a whole day is Some

times pa;scd before they can accomplish their

purpose; aud all this tin" is spent in growling,.

quarrelling, and spit tin' at each other; and as

these long preludes fatigue them, the Indians

assst ihem ta commence the operation. They

seldom produce more than one at a time. The

mother has but two teats, and the young one

follows
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fb'llois her as soon as it is brought forth. Ti'e

flesh of the young lamas is excellent fuod, but

that of The old ones is dry and tough. In ge

neral, both the flesh and wool ofthe domestic

lamas is preferable to that of the wild : their

skin is firm : the Indians make their shoes

of it, and the Spaniards use it for harness.

These useful, and even necessary, animals in

he countries they inhabit, are attended with

o experice to their masters as they

are-cloven--footedthey do not require to be shod, and

Their woo' renders saddles iitmecessary. Satis

fied with a small portion of vegetables and

grass they want -neither corn nor hay; and

they are still more moderate in what they

'drink, as their mouths ae continually moist

ened with -saliva, which they have in g-reater

quantity than any other animal.

The huanact-is, o wild lamas, are stronger,

brisker, and swifter, than the domestic ones;

they run 'li1e a ;stag, and climb over the most

craggy prcoi.pices like the goat: their wool

is shorter, and their colour tawny. These

i.n-ima1s, even when in a state of freedom, as

wnb1c in herds, sometimes to 'the number o.

two or three hundred. When they se any

of the human species, they "regard him a

lirst with asto'nihrnent, -without ma-rkin any

IV 011. viii. 0 o fear
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fear or surprise; but shortly, as if by cOnr

flOt1 consent , they blow thiroitgl 111(111 iiostriis,

neigh somewhat like horses, and then by a

general flight, take refLue on the tops of the

mountains. They are fonder of the north

than the south side ofthe hills. They climb,

and often remain above the snowy tracts of

the mountains ; and when travelling or the

ice covered with hoar-frost, they seem in

the best condition, and appear vigorous in

proportion to the coldness of their situation.

The natives hunt the wild lama, for the sake

of its fleece: the dogs have much trouble to

follow them; and if they once gain the rocks,

both hunters and dogs are obliged to desist

from the pursuit. mLey are very numerous

all along the chain of the Cordeliers which.

are full 3000 fathoms above the level of

the sea at Peru, and preserve that elevation

from Chili, to the straits of Magellan; but on

the coast of New Spain, where the mountains

kink in height, none of these animals are to be

found.

The pacos are a subordinate kind to the

lawns, much in the same proportion as the as

is to the horse : they are smaller, and not so

serviceable, but their fleeces are more useful.

Their wool is fine and long, and it constitutes

a sort
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a sort of merchandise, as dear and valuable as

silk. \'Vhen in a domestic state they are called

tipaques; they are then sometimes black, or

brown mi'cd with yellow, but the natural

colour of the pacos is that of a dried rose-leaf,

Which is so fixed, that it undergoes no alteration

under the hands of the man UfIC[Ltrcr. They

not only niake good gloves and stockings of

this wool, but also form it into quilts and car

pets, which sell at a very high price, and form

a valuable part of the Spanish commerce.

The pacos possesses many things in common

with the lamas; they belong to the same con ii-

lry, are of the same dispositions, manners, and

nearly the same ternpcramcnt; they also re-

semble thelamas in their figure ; being however

smaller, their legs shorter, and their muzzle3

thicker and closer : they have no horns ; they

ithabit and pasture on the highest parts of the

mountains. Snow and ice seem rather to

refresh than to disagree with them : they keep

together in flocks, and run. very swift; they
are very timid, and as soon as they perceive

any person they take flight, driving their

young before them. The ancieli t monarchs

of Peru rigorously prohibited the hunting of

them, beCauSe they multiply so slowly; and

jiicc the arrival ofihe Spaniards in those parts

t h'ir
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their iuirnbcr is greatly decreased. The flesh

of these animals is not so good as that of the

1'iuancns, and they are only songbt after for

their fleece, and the bezoars they produces

The method of taking them, proves their exm

trenie timidity, or rather their weakness. The

bunters drive a flock of them into a narrow

passage, a.cos which they have stretched cards

about four feet from the ground, with a num

ber of pieces of liner or woollen cloth hanging

to them. The animals are so intimidated at.

these rags, agiiatec1 by the wind, that they stop,

and crowding together in a heap, great iium

bers of them are killed with the greatest case.

But if there happen to be any hunacus among

the flock, as they are less timid than the picos,

they leap over the cords ; the example is im

niediatcly followed by the whole group, and

then they escape from their pursuers.

In respect to the domestic pacos, they are

employed to carry burdens, like the lamas; but

they carry a much less weight even in propor

tion to their size. They are likewise ota more.

stubborn .ature, and when once they lie (low it

with their Ioal, they will suffr theinselvcs to

be cut to pieces sooner than rise. The Indians

never make use of the milk of these animals,

because they have scarcely enough to supply

their
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their own young. The great profit tierived

from their woi, induced the Spaniards to ell.

dcavour to naturalize them in Europe: they

transported numbers of them into Spain, ImL

the climate was so itii1ucaI to their nature that

they every one perished: nevertheless, I am,

persuaded, as I have already observed, that

these animals, more valuable than the larnas,

might live and procreate upon our mountains,

especially upon the Pyrennees. Those who

brought theni into Spain, did not consider

that they cannot. exist even in Peru, but in the

cold regions, that is on. the tops of the highest

mountains; that they are never to be found in

the valleys, and die if brought into warm

countries. That on the contrary, they are still.

very numerous in the neighbourhood of the

Straits of Magellan, 'where the cold is much

greater than in the south of Enrope ; and that,

consequently, in order to preserve them, they

should be landed, riot in. Spain, but in Scotland,

or even in Norway; or probably with greater

certainty at the foot of the Pyrenean, Alpine,

or other mountains, where they might climb

to the region that most agrees-with their na

ture. I have dwelt the more on this subject,

because I imagine these animals would prove

al e.c&1cnt acquisition to Europe, and would

prod ace wore ical advantage than all the metals

of
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of the I\e'v W'ould, which only load us with a

ttsch;s we ht ; for before the discovery of

thoSe "inmcs, a pennyweight ofgold or silver

was of as much value as an ounce is at this

present time.

Animals which fe'd upon vegetables, and

live on the high mountains ofAsia and A ui-ica,

produce the oriental bezoar, Ilic virtues 01'

which are so high!v extolled. The animals of

the mountains of Lurope, where the qUaItiCS

of the plants are more temperate, only pl'o(Itcc

the wça2'ro])ii; and in South America those

animals whwh dwell upon the mountains of

the torrid zone, ailbrd another kind of bezoar,

called ocei'c;;1aI, more solid, and perhaps

U0SSCSS1U' greater virtues than the oriental.

vie wild jacos produces it in great quantities,

as do the liuanacus ; and it is also extracted

from the stags or roe-bucks of New Spain.

'l'hc lamas and the pacos afford the best bezoar

-when in their natural or wild state : those pro

duced in their state of slavery are small, black,

-fld...of but little or no virtue, The best be

zoars are those of a dark green colour, which

commonly proceed from the wild pacos, espe

cially those which feed in the SUOW On the tops

of the mountains. O.fthese, both the male and

female produce bczoars; and these Peruvian

Iezoars are th next in rank to the oriental,

anti
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ud are much more esteemed than those of

New Spain, which are produced by stags, and

are the least efficacious of any.

THE UNATJ, OR FOU It-TOED AND THE Al, OR

.TIIREE-TO.ED, SiOTU5.

THESE two animals have had the name of

SlotIzs given to them on accOunt of their slow

ness, and the difficulty with which they walk.

though they resemble each other in many re

spects, nevertheless they differ externally and

internally by such strong' characters that it is

impossible to mistake the one for the oilier, or

doubt of their being very distinct species. The

uflau (fig. 166) has no tail, and only two claws

on the fore feet. The ai has a short. tail, and

three claws on each foat. The no of the

unau is likewise longer, the foreJed ho-her,

and the ears larger than the aI. They difkr

also in the hair. Some parts of t heir viscera

are formed and Sit Uatc(l di fHrent ; but the mo,t

dLstjnçt arid singular character is, the una

has
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has forty-six rib, and the aI 1*utttwenty_eigli

this alone proves (hem to be two species quite

distinct from each other. Th'ee forty-six ribs

in an animal whose body is so short is a kind

of excess, or error, in nature; for even in the

largest animals, and those whose bodies are re

latively longer than they are thick, not one of

them is found to have so many ; the elephant

iia"s.only forty, the horse thirty-x, the.badgor

thirty, the do twenty-six, the hiuman species

twenty-four, &c. This difference in the con

tructionof the sloThs supposes a greater dissi'

uilitude between these two species than there

is between the eat and dog, both of which have

t1w nurthor of ribs. External differences

are nothing in comparãson with internal ones.

The internal frame of living aninnais is the

groundwork of Nature's deiig, it is 'the con

stituent form, and the cause of ail figure;

and the external parts are ontiy -the surface or

drapery. In our comparative examination

of animals, how many have we seen who

often differed 'very ninth in their outward'

ap4pearatice and yet were perfectly alike inter

"iially; and, on -the contrary, -the least internal

distinction has produced great external differ

ences, and even changed the naturalhabit,

-fa-culties,and att'ibutes of Ow arirnal? How

many
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many also are there ar.ned, cloathed, and even

ornamented with superfluous parts, which, nc

vertlicless, in their internal organization cntire'

ly resemble others who are deficient in these

excrescences? but we shall not h(--e dwell on

this subject, which supposes, not only a reflect

ed comparison, but also an exposition of all

the parts of organization; we shall only ob

serve, that in proportion as Nature is lively,

active, and exalted in the ace SpcciS, she is

slow, constrained, and cramped in thc sloths.5

These animals have neither incisive nor canine

teeth; their eyes are dull, arid almost conceal

ed with hair; their mouths are wide, and their

lips thick and heavy; their fur is coarse, and

looks like dried grass; their thighs seem almost

disjointed from the haunches; their legs very

short and badly shaped; they have no soles to

their feet, nor toes separately moveable, but

only two r three claws excessively tong and.

crooked downwards, ivhich move together
and are only useful to the animal in climbing.

Slowness, stupidity, and even habitual pain,
result from its uncouth conformation. They
have no arms either to attack or defend them

selves; nor are they furnished with any means

of security, as they can neither scratch up the

earth nor seek for safety by flight, but coii

fined to a small spot of ground, or to the tree

VOL. YJII- P P
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under which they are brought forth, they re-

main prisoners in the midst of an extended

unable to move more luau three feet iii

an hour; they climb with difficulty and pain;
and their plaintive and interrupted cry they

dare only utter by night. All these circum

stances announce their wretchedness, and call

to our mind those imperfect sketches of Nav

lure, which, having scarcely the power to ex

ist, only remained a short time in the world,

and then were effaced from the list of being.

In fact, if it were not a desart country wlucr

the sloths exist, but had been long inhabited

by man and powerful animals, they would not

have descended to our time; the whole specie

would have been destroyed, as at some future

period will certainly be the case. We have

already observed, that it seems as if all that

could be, does exist ; and of this the sloths ap

pear to be a striking proof. They constitute

the last term of existence in the order of ani

nals endowed with flesh and blood. One more

defect and they could not have existed. To

look on these unfinished creatures as equally

perfect beings with others; to admit final

causes for such. disparities, and from thence to

-determine Nature to be s brilliant in these as

in her most beautiful animals, is only looking

CIt
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t her through a straight tube, and making

its confines the final limit ofourjudgmcnt

Why should not some animals be created

for wretchedness, since in the human species

the greatest number are devoted to pain and

misery from their birth ? Certainly, evil is

more our own production than that ofNature.

For one man who is unhappy from being born

weak and deformed, thousands are rendered so

by the oppression and cruelty of their fellow

creatures. Animals are, in general, more hap

py , because each species has nothing to dread

from their individuals ; to them there is but

one source of evil, but to the human species

there arewo. Moral evil, which he has

pro-ducedhimself, is a torrent which is increased

into a sea, whose inundation covers and afflicts

the whole face of thc.earth. Physical evil, on

the contrary, is confined to very narrow limits;

it seldom appears alone or Unaccomimnicd

with an equal if not a superior good. Can

animals be denied happiness when they enjoy
freedom, and have the faculty of easily procu

ring subsistence, when they are less subject to

ill health, and possess the necessary or relative

organs of pleasure in a more eminent degree

than the human species? In these respects ani

nlals in general are very richly endowed ; and

The degraded species ofthe sloth s are, perhaps,,

the
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the only creatures to whom Nature has beer

unkind, and the only ones which present us

the image of innate misery and wretchedness.

Let its now inspect their condition more

closely ; being unfurnished N%ith teeth they

cannot, eze upon prey, nor feed upon flesh or

veetd)Ie: reduced to live on leaves anti wild

fruits, they consume much lime in crawling to

a trc, and still more in climbing up to the

branches; and during this slow and painful ia

boll r, which sometimes lasts many days, they

arc obliged to support the most pressing hun

ger. When they have accornphi1ied their end

they cling to the tree, crawl from branch to

branch, and, by degrees, strip every twig of its

leaves. In this situation they remain several

weeks without any liquid ; and when they have

consumed the store, and the tree is entirely

naked, they still continue, unable todescend un

til the pressure of hunger becomesmore power

ful than the fearoldanger or death, and they suf

fer ihemselves to fall to the ground like an inani

mate mass, without being capable of exerting

any effort to break the violence of the fall.

When on the ground they are exposed to all

their enemies, and as their flesh is not abso'

lutely bad they are sought after both by men

and beasts of prey. They seem to multiply

but little, or if they produce often it is only a

small
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,;mall number at a time, as they are furnished.

with but two teats: every thing, therefore, con

curs to their destruction, and the species sup

ports itself with great difficulty. Although

they are slow, heavy, and almost incapable of

motion, yet they are hardy, strong, and tena

cious oflife; they can exist a long time depriv

ed of all food; they are covered with a thick,

coarse fur, and being unable to take much

exercise they waste little by perspiration, and

therefore they fatten by rest, however poor

their fool. Though they have neither horns

nor hoofs, nor incisive teeth in the lower jaw,

they belong, notwithstanding, to the number of

ruminating animals, and have four stomachs,

so that they may compensate for the quality of

their food by the quantity they take at a time;

and what is still more singular, instead of hay

iiig, like othr ruminating animals, very long

iutestines, they are very short, like those ofthe

carnivorous kind. The ambiguity of Nature

seems somewhat discovered by this contrast.

The sloths are certainly ruminating animals,

as they have fbur stomachs; but they are de

ficient in. all the other external and internal

characters which belong to all animals in that

class. There is also another singularity in

these animals, instead of distinct apertures for

'the discharge of the urine, excrements, and

the
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the piiiposes of generation, these animals have

but one, which terminates in a coinmon canal.

as in birds.

Finally, if the misery 'liicli results from a

defect of sensation be not the greatest of all,

the miserable state of these animals, although

very apparent, seems not. to be real, for they

appear to have little or no sensation, and their

(lull and heavy look, theirindiflerence to blows

'which they receive without being in the least

affected, prove their inscnibi1itv. But what

still further demonstrates this fact is, their not

instanihy (lying upon their hearts and bowels

being tacu out. Piso, who made this cruel

expert, mcnt, Says, that the heart., after being se

parated from the hotly, beat forcibly for more

Ihan half an hour, and that the animal conti.

iiucd to contract its limbs in the same manner

as when asleep. From these circumstances

this quadruped approaches notonly the tortoise

but also other reptiles who have no (iiiflCt

centre of sensation; thus all these animals are

ru iserable

Sonnini says, that wishing to kill a sloth forthe purpoc
f preparing the skin, he exhausted every possible means to

deprive it of life ; but such was its principle of vitality that

he could not remain any longer a witness of his own

barba-rousendeavours; and he quitted the room seized with hor.

ror at the idea of the evils which this miserable anini;il

must endure, and with astonishment at that impenetrability

which pro1ogcd its exitcr4cc.
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niserable without being unhappy; and Na

ture, even in her most unfinished prodactions,

appears always to act more as a real parent,

than a step-mother.

Both these animals belong to the southern

parts of the New Continent, and are never to

be met with in the Old. We have already

observed, that the editor of Seba's cabinet was

deceived in calling the unau by the name of

the Ceylon sloth. This error, which has been

adopted by Klein, Linnaus, and Brisson, i

now more evident than formerly. The Mar

quis (IC Montinirail has a living uriau, which

was brought him from Surinam : those in, the

royal cabinet came from the same place, and

from Guiana ; and I am persuaded, that h

species exist in the desaits of America, front

Brasil to Mexico; but as it never inhabited the.

northern countries, it could nut have -Pass...
from one continent to the other; and if thes.

animals have been seen either in the East In

dies, or on the coast ofAfi-ica,it is certain, that

lucy must have been transported !iither. They
can endure neither cold nor rain ; the change
from wet to dry spoils their fur, which. then re

serubles bad dressed hemp, rather thau wool or

hair.

I cannot conclude this arlicle better than

by
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by inserting the observations which the Mar..

quis de Montmirail communicated to m

concerning the unan, which had been above

three years in his menagerie.
11 The fur

of the unau is much softer than that of the

zi. t is probable that what travellers have

said of the excessive slowness of the sloths,

only belongs t the ai The urian, aftho'trgh

very heavy, and of an excessively aukwar

motion, ascends and descends the highest

tree many times in a day: he is most active

in the evening and during the night, which

makes it probable that he sees but badly

in the day, and that his eyes are of no use

10 him but in the dark. When I bought

this animal at Amsterdam, it was fed with

sea-biscuit, and I was told, that when the

winter was over, and the verdure began to ap

pear, it would require nothing but leaves.

We supplied him with leaves which he eat

freely while they were green and tender;

but the moment they began to be dry, shri

veiled, or worm-eaten, lie refused them. Du.

ring the three years that I preserved him in

my menagerie, his common food was breaJ,

apples, and roots; and his drink always

milk. He always foDk his food in one of his

freclaws, but with diffieuly, and which was

increased
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increased in proportion t the size. His cry,

ihough plaintive and melancholy, does not re

semble that of the al ; it is short, and seldom

uttered. The most natural situation of the

unau, and which he prefers to all others, is

suspending himself on a branch of a tree, with

his body downwards. He sometimes even

sleeps in this position, his four claws fastened

on the same point, and his body describing

the figure of a bow. The strength ofhis iniis

des is incredible; but it becomes useless to him

when he walks, for huis motion then is not the

less constrained or tottering. This formation

alone seems to be the cause of the slowness of

this animal, who besides has no violent sensa

tion, and does not recognize the hand that

feeds him..
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WE have been informed by M de la, J3orJe,

that in Cayenne there are tvo species of sloths,

ivliose principal differences consist in the length

of their bodies, the one, which is called the

sheep slot/i, being nearly twice as long as the

other, known by the name of the bashful sloth.

The first. has bushy hair of a dirty white; he

VOL. V11. Qq weghs
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weighs about twenty-five pounds ; lie climbs t

the tops of trees, from whence lie throws him

self down in a very aukward manner: The

latter (hoes not weigh more han twelve pounds

he has some black spots on different. parts ofhis

body, and his hair is not so rough as the other

Both species produce but one young at a time,

and which theycarry with them on their backs;

and there is some reason lo believe the female

brings forth on the trees; the leaves of which

form time general food ofboth species, and which

are equally common. They frequently suspOnd

themselves by flicir claws from the branches

of the trees, arid when so situated they may be

taken at pleasure, as they will suffer the branch

to be cut asunder without 1eting go their hold.

They ascend the rces by sticking in their fore

claws alternately, and so drag up their bodies,

but the slowness of their motion, is almost in

credible. When kept in the house, they climb

up the sides of a door or post, and never rusL

upon the ground; and if a stick is put to theni,

they will climb to the top and cling to it with

their whole body.

It is plain from the above description, that

the sheep sloth is the same as that we have-

pokcii of under the name of the unau, and

that this Liasliful slofil of our a!'.




M. Yosmar
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M. V t"r has (iciIiCd the asserIoII in ins'

history of these animals, that they aic unable

to descend from a tree, but allow themselves to

drQp down lke iu:iiiimatc blocks ; I had the

fact from eye-witiessCs, and it. is now sup

ported D the tesiiiuony of M. de La Borde.

W iih respect to m oilier ascrtion, that the

slons have no teeth, I readily admit my mis-

take and feel myself indebted to Mi. Vosmar

for correcting the error.

THE SURTKAT.

THIS animal was purchased in Holland by

the name of the Siirikat. I. is a native of

Surinam, and other Provinces of South inc

rica. Wc kept one for some time ; and after

wards delivered it to M. de Scv, who has so

carefully drawn the aiiiaials in this Work ;

during the time (bat gentleman kept him alive,

he made some remarks of his natural habits,

wbiCl1 lie cornmunica ted to me. This animal is

very handsome, lively, and subtle; he some

times walks on his hind legs, and often sits up

right
* tuba also in his voyage to Peru, says, that the unau

,cbirnus up the tree which s the most laden with fruit ; and
that when he has done, he rolls himselt up into a round ball,
and lets himself fall plump down, to avoid the trouble of
(1escending.
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right on them, with his fore paws hanging
down, his head erect, and moving on the neck

as on a pivot. He always assumed that pOS
ture when he came near the fire for warmth.

He is not so big as a rabbit, and nearly re

sembles the chiueumori in size and hair; his

tail is somewhat shorter. His snout is pro

minent and raised ; and by which character

lie is more like the coati than any other animal.

lie has also a character peculiar to him and

the hyana; as these two are the only animals

who have four toes to every foot.

At first we fed this animal with milk, as he

was very young ; but his inclination for flesh

soon shewed itself. Tie ate raw meat with

eagerness, and was particularly fond of poul

try. lie also endeavoured to cize young ani

mals. A small rabbit would have fallen a

prey to him if lie had not escaped. lie was

very fond of fish, and still more of eggs. He

would take out. eggs that were put in water

to be boiled, and carry them off with his paws.

lie would eat neither fruit nor bread. lie

used his fore-feet, like a squirrel, to carry food

to his mouth. lIe lapped his drink like a

dog, but would not louch water unless it was

luke-warm. His common drink wits his own

urine, although of a very strong smell. [-je

played
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played with ca's with the greatest fauiiliarity.

:llcdi(I no injury to children, and never bit any

person in the house but its master, against

whom he had taken an aversion. He never

gnawed with his teeth, but often scratched

)laister and furniture with his nails, lie was

so well tamed, that he answered to his name,

'when called, and went loose about the house.

He had. two kind of voices, one like the bark

jug of a youn' dog, wien it was left long alone,I Z_71

or heard au uiusuai noise ; and when caressed,

OI-deSIFOUS o expressing pleasure, he made a

noi seas strong as that.ofa rattle briskly turned.

This w:sa firnale animal, and only lived or;e

winter, notwithstanding all the care that was

taken to teed and icep her warm.

SU(P E4E\TENT.

BESIDES the master of the house, which

we formerly observed, we have since been in

termed that the Surikat bit a number of other

personsand to which it seemed induced by some

particular smell; for when laid hold of, it al

curled up its nose to smell the person,
and
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i au observai ion was made tha it. never failed

t) bite those whom it had bit bforc, however

often they came near it and this expert nielit

was made by several pcojle ; to some pcrsos
it seeneJ to have such an aversion hat it

1%oukl us various stratagems to get at them,

arni if it couid not bite their legs, it wouLl lay
ho!d of their hoes or pet tieoats.

1ri. Vosmar says, in his work, '' it is pro
bable M. do BuGii was dca'ivcd bc>th in

respect o the name and native country of the

urikat, vhic1i was last summer sent y M.

Tulbagli to the Prince of Orange ; 1r it be

1on's to At",- ica and not to America. r1'11

snaU anin;aI s not mcn iOnc(l by Kolbe, and

Possibly was not known to him, for 'ifli a wale

and female transmitted to me I rCC&iVC(1 the

IO1iO\ ing note from the governor : I send by

i/ic Captain two small 1flWUIlS,a male (tncifeli?ale

of witu Ii 1 nejl/ter Ji'ìow their names nor i/iC

species to wit ic/i Iluyj belong ; the were

.brmght from the remote dcsarls and stony

mountains ofthis (o!1ifr/,', and were I/ic /iist

we had seen. They are erij gentle and feed

UPOTh fresh meat tiller dressed or raw, eggs

ttnd an/s.

I certainly (10 not mean to contend against

the evidence of M. Tulbagh, or deny thejust

.ness of M. de Yosmar's remark, for I had no

0111%,2,i
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oflIQr authority for the name and country of

this animal, although I kept lilni a consiierable

time alive, than that of the man from whom I

bought if vho said lie purchasl it in Holland

by the name of Surikat, and that it came from

Sunnam. But. we are now certain it does not

belong to South America, but to the

moun-tainsofAfrica above the Cape of Good i.op ;

as to its name we arc s-11il uninformed, but

which can easily be changed whenever that in

its native country can be procured.

THE TARSIER.

WE saw this animal 167) by chance

and in the possession of a person who could

neither inform us whence it came, nor

how it was called. It is remarkable for the

excessive length of its bind legs. The

bones of the feet, and especially those which

compose the upper part of the tarsus are

an extraordinary length, and it is from

this distinctive character we have taken

is name. The tarsier, however, is 110t the

only
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only animal whose hind feet are thus formec!;.

the tarsus of the jerboa is still longer, there

tore the name of tars/a, which we have given
to it must only be considered as a preca
rious appellation, which ought to be laid

aside when the name it bears in its native

country is known. The jerboa is found in

Egypt, Barbary and the East Indies. At first

I imagined the tarsier might belong to the same

countries from its resemblance to that animal:

they are both of the same size, which is not

bigger than that of a middling rat ; both have

Proditriotis long tails furnished at their cads

with long hairs ; both have their hind legs

excessively long, and those before extremely

short; both have large eyes, and large erect

ears; both have the lower part of their hind

legs without any hair, while all thcrcstof their

body is covered with it. These animals having

thus in common such singular characters, 11ier

seemed to be a probability of their being

similar species, or at least two species prod uced

inthe same climate: neverlhelcss,in comparing

them together, in other respects, it becomes not

only doubtful, but almost certain that it is

no such thing. The tarsier has five toes to

every foot; and may be said to have four

hazds,forthe tocsarc verylonganLi sufficiently

divided;.
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v ided ; the largest cf those beb or he

ii mb, is teniina1ec l)y a flat nail nn,"), al

though the nails ofthe O1IICI toes

tIi'y are so sIior, and so smaU, I fiat !ICy do

not prevent the animal from using its four fi'et

like hands. The jcrboa, on 1h centrar1', has

on] y four toes and four long a114 cm ;cd

claws on its fore fcet an,! itead of a thu i1iJ

it has only a tub rrcie without a nail. But what

rcrñoves it further from our tarsier, it has only

three toes or three great claws on the hind feet.

This difference is too great for animals whse

species approach each other; and it is not im

possible but they belong to distant climates ;

for the tarsier, by its sinai! size, four hands,

long toe's, little claws, arid its long tail and

feet, seems to have a much greater affinity with

the Meicaü and other Opossums. But we

mean only to mention our doubts, a; d should

be greatly obliged to those who can indicate to'

us the real climate and name of this little ani

mal,* rare and singular.

VOL. VIII. R r THE
- Sonnini observes, that this rare and singular animal i

found in the most distant islands of the hiclian Ocean, and
more particularly at Amboyna, where it is called the padie
in the language ofMadagascar. This is the only additional
fact that has been acquired respecting the tarser, since the
time of Buffon.
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THE PHAFJANGLR.

T\V() animals, a male and I male, which

vere sent to, us by the iiame of Surinaia rats,

but iv hic"h have much less af}inity to rats, Ihait

with those animals with which we have givefl

the-history under the names oftime zai'nwse and

Ui!JOpOiLfl. We have, It'll] erciore, rejected the

dcnornmna ion of'Surinam rats, as complex and

misapplied. As it has never been mentione(t

by any naturalist or traveller, we have called

it phalanger, (fr. 168.) from its phalanges

being singularly formed, and because the two

first toes on the fore-feet are joined to each

other to the ciLd of the last phalanx, arid are

separated only near the claws; the thumb is

cparatcd from the other toes and has no

claws; this last character, although remark

able, is not peculiar, for the Virginia and mu

yir opossurns have the same, but none of theta

have the p/i a1anges fastened too-ether.
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These animah vaiy iii the colollr* of tile

hair, they are about the size of a. small rabbit,

or a very large rat, and are remarkable for the

excessive 1enth of' their tail, snout, arid the

form of their teelh, which alone is suulicientto

distinguish them from the opossu;ns, the rats,

and every other s1jecis of animals with which

it may be supposed to relate.

THE COQIJALL1N.

I DISCOVERED this animal, which was

sent me from America, under the name of the

Oraflgc-COIOUIC(I S(]UhI14, to be the same as that

wliich Fernandes calls quauhicolloIq uapachlt

cOZtzCOlequafu/11 : but as these Mexiran words

are very difficult to pronounce, I have abridg

ed the last to coquallin fig. 169.). It is not

a squirrel, although it greatly resembles that

animal both in the figure and bushiness of the

tail,
* The hair on the upper part of the body is reddish

mix-edwith light ash colour and yellow. The hind part of the

head and middle of the back, are marked with a black line.

The throat, belly, legs, and part of the tail. tre of a dirty

yellowish white. Fcnna,jt "c Synop:is.
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tail, for it not only differs by many external
characters, but also by its disposition and
inanuers.

The coquallin is much larger than the squir
rel; in duplam fei'e crescit niagnitudinem, says
icrnandes. It is a. pretty animal, and very re-

marka1e for is colour;; its belly is of a fine

yI1o' , and its hl-id as well as body vane

g:ited wift wh e, l)iC, brown and orange.
it cors is back cs ith its tail like the squirrel;

but h 1iO, like that animal, small brushes of

hair a the tips of the cars : he never climbs

trs, bul dwells in holes under the roots of

tiecs, like the round squirrel, where it brings

forth its young; it 1iicwisc stores up corn and

fruit to feed ou during winter; it i a jealous

nd cinning aril:Rl, and so wild at it is ini

possiUc to be tamed.

The coquallin is only found iij the southern

pans of America. The white and orange-cow

1ouid squirrels of the East Indies are much

smaller, and their coloiis are uniform. Those

re true squircls wlichi dwell "a.d pioducc
their young on trees; but the coqualbu, and

the American ground squirrel, burrow LlfldCr

ground hiticyabbits, and haveno other affinity

10 squirrels than their resemblance in form.

TKJ
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THE HAMSTER.

THE Hamster (fig. 170.) is the mast fit

ruous and the most (lestrllctivc rat that exists

The reason why we did not give its hisLory

among the olhc"r rats was because, at. that time

we had not been a lc .to procure one of them;

and we are 110W indebted ibr the knowledge we

have acquired of it to the Marquis de Mont

mirail ad M. (IC M'aitz, who has sent its two

Jiving 1aLnsiers with an instructive memoir on

their manners and natural habits. We led one

,of these animals for many months, for the

purpose of exaini uing it vi lb attention, and

afterwards dissected it, in order to compare is

interiitiJ siricturc yitli iha of oilier rats, and

observed, that in is iiterio;' parts it resembled

more the water rat than any ott&cr animal ; it

recmblcd him also by the rnaiJticss of its eyes

and the fineness of its hair ; but ifs tail, insiead

of being long, is much shorcr, than t1ia 0 the

short-tailed fic 1floLsc, whicft, as we haye

jilrea dy ubevcd, ready rcsck)Ies the water-

rat
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Tat in its internal conformation. All I

animals 11 ye uudcr the earth, a iid seem to be

aa-ith the saine instinct. They hav(..-nirn-ited i

~nearlytheSinehabits,andparticularlythatof

collcctiiìg corn, &c. and making great maga

zines in their holes : we shall, therefore, dwelt

uurii less on the resemblances of shape and

d!sposEtions, than upon dJiernces which dis

1inguiheJ the hamster from all the other rats

and mice and field-mice, we have already

spoken of.

Agrkola is the first author who has given.

precise and particular indications of this ani

mal. Fabricius added several facts, but

SchwenckUeld has done more than all the rest;

he dissected the hamster, and gave a (1 escnip

tion of it, which agreesmlmost entirely with

ours ; notwithstandig \\liichI he has not been

quokd by naturTists of a more modern date,

who have been contented with copying Gcs-

cr ; arid yet it is but justice to that author to

remark, his observations are so full and cor-

rect, hunt by Sid)joining those of NJ dc

we have whatever can be w'is!lc(i for on the

subject of this animal.

" The habitations of the hamsters are ofdif

ferent constructions, according to the sex and

age, and also according to the quality of the

land. That of the male has an 01)1 ique pasagc,

at
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at the entrance of which is a quantity ofearth

thrown lip. At a distance from the entrance

there is a hole which descends perpendicularly
intothe chambers, or cavities ofthe habitation.

There is no hillock of earth near this hole,

which makes it probable that the oblique en

trance is made hollow from the outside, and

that the perpendicular hole is worked within

side from the bottom to the top.
" The habitation of the female has also an

oblique passarc, with two, three, and even

t perpendicular holes, by which theyoung
ones Way come in arid go out. The male and

inac have each a separate abode, and the fe

;nale's is deeper than that of the male.
" Both male and female burrow in the earth,

at one or two feet distance from the perpen

dicular holes ; and accord iug to thcir age, and

in proportion as they inuluply, they form one,

we, or three particular cavities, in form of

vaults, as well above as below, and which are

nwrc or less spacious, according to the quan

1:11Y Of their provisions.

Ihe perpendicular hole is the common

pissagc by which they go in and out, and by
the oblique one they throw out the earth which

they scratch tip. This passage also has a

gentle declivity into some of the cavities, and

a more steep one in others, which serves for

a free
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i. free circulation of air in their subtcrrancou

Imbitat ions. The cavity where the female

brings forth her young contains no provision,
but is only a nest formed of straw and herbs.

The depth of the cavities i veiy different.

The young hamster in hi first year makes

Vg burrow only a foot deep, i'hi!e the old

animals often dig to the dpt1i of jour or live

feet : all the cavities communicate together in

one habitation, and which is sometimes from

ig'ht to ten feet diaffietcy.

C These animals store their magazines with

dry clover, corn in the car; and beans and peak

ii their pods; having sparatcd they carry out

the husks and pods by the oblique passage

T'hey ccmrnonly begin to get in their whtcr

ôre about the 'end of August, and which they

onvey to their habitations in a ouch they

have in their checks.

' When the htmtet has MIA his niaga-

zrne he covers them over, and carefully shlEs

all the avenues to them with earth this pre

caution renders the discovery of these animals

fiy diflicult, and the heaps of cart which

téy throw' up before the oblique passage are

& ànly marks to trace their habitations. Tue

st ustial method of taking them is by

tlicfn mt of their holes, which is

at-tended
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attended with much trouble, on account ofthe

depth and extent oftheir burrows. However,

a man versed in this business commonly effects

his purpose with good success and profit, for

in autumn lie seldom fails of finding two

bushels of good corn in each habitation, and

the fur of these animals is valuable. The

hamsters bring forth two or three times in a

year, and seldom less than five or six. Some

years there are great numbers of them to be

seen, and in others scarcely any to be met with.

TI'h1ey multiply considerably when the seasons

are wet, which causes a great scarcity ofgrain

by the immense devastations they make.

" The hamster begins to burrow at the age

of six weeks or two months; but they never

copulate in, the first year.

".The pole-cat is a great enemy to theham

sters, which he destroys in great numbers) and

even takes possession of their holes.

" The back of the hamster is commonly

brown, and the belly white; there are some,

however, of a grey colour, and this difference

may proceed from their age; besides these,

others are met with entirely black."

The hamsters destroy each other like field

mice; two of them being. put into the same

cage, the female killed the male in the night,

VOL. viii. S s and
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and having divided the muscles that lieu the

jaws together, she devoured great P' of his

viscera. There are great numbers produced in

one year, and are so destructive that in some

parts of Germany a reward is fixed on their

heads. They are indeed so numerous there that

their fur is an important article of commerce.

All these circumstances, which we have ex

tracted from the Memoir of .111. de Waitz, and

the observations of M. de Montmirail, appear

to be true, and agree with what we have learnt

from other quarters on this subject ; but it is

not so certain, as mentioned in the same Mc

inoir, that these animals are dormant the whole

winter, and recover in spring. The hamster,

which we kept during the winter of 1762-3,

in a chamber without any fire, and where the

cold was intense enough to freeze water, did

not become torpid, hut moved about, and ate

as usual; while the dormice which we had alive

were ben iimbed witha muchi less degree ofcold.

Therefore the hamster has not any affinity

with the marmot or dormice in this respect;

and it is very improperly denominated the

Strasburglz marmot by some of our naturalists,

sine it does not sleep like the marmot, and is

not to be found in the vicinity of Strasburgl

SUP-
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SUPPLEMENT.

IN an extract from a German publication
of M. Suizer, which appeared in the Gazette

de Litlérature of the 1Ith of September, 1774,

we find many additionalobsvations respecting
flue ha ws(er. As a proof of its multiplicity in

Gerniany an instance is given, that in one

year was tatea () the town-house at Gotha,

11 ,574 sLins, in another 54,49, an! in a third

80, LJ9. It is also there stated., that the male

is a courageous animal, and vil1 defend him

self against the aUacks of cii her dogs, cats, or

men ; that lie is naturally of a morose disposi

tion, agrees not wi;li his own species, and

will even at times destroy his own family; he

devours mice, birds, or any animal that he can

overcome, and he drinks very little. In the

yinter they retire into their holes, where the

1male remains much longer than the males;

she goes four weeks with young, and gene-

ally has six at a litter. When in a torpid

state they do not appear to respire, or to have

he sma1.1ct degree of feeling.
- 011 opening the

chest.
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chest, however, the heart is perceived to beat
at the rate of fifteen times in a minute, where.
as, when in full spirits, and somewhat irritated,

it has been known to beat 180 times in the

same space; when in this state, which he is

never reduced to in the open air, an electric

shock will not rouse him,

From the fact which we formerly stated,

namely, that the hamster which we kept con

fined in a cage, andin a room where water was

frozen, was not reduced to a torpid state, we

cannot but regret that M. Suizer has not stated

the degree of cold, or want of air, which ren

dered them so. M. Allemand lids confirmed

this fact in the observations lie has added to

the hamster in the Dutch edition ofmy 'Work.

Among other remarks, he says, this animal is

of the mouse kind, and sleeps during winter,

like the marmot; he is of a forbidding exter

nal appearance, and his manners are not less

disgusting; for be has not a single social qua

lity; he destroys and devours every animal he

can conquer, not excepting his own species;

and even the females, to whom he is led by

instinct, would suffer no better fate, after the

gratification ofhis pas-'-ions, which are of short

duration, if lie did not contrive her escape, o

secure her own life by the killing of him first.

T.jbese
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These animals pass the winterin a torpid state,

and are the only ones of Europe which have

pouches in their cheeks. They avoid
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tremes, and are not to be found either in very

warm or very cold countries. As he feeds

upon grain, and dwclls under the earth, it is

necessary for the construction of Iiis habitation

that the soil should neither be hard, sandy,

nor marshy, but one that is easily penetrated,

and yet so firm as not to crumble down ; and

it is for this reason that the hamsters are more

numerous in Thuringia than in any oilier

place, where also they have the equally great

advantage of procuring all kinds of grain with

case, it being an abundant article in that coun-

try.

The hamsters come in season about the end

ofApril, when the males seek out the femks,

'who always have separate habitations, but do

not remain with them above a few (lays. If

two males meet in the same hole they instantly

attack each) other, and never give over until

oie has laid thc other dead at his feet. The

victor of course takes possession of the female,

and dnring their amours they lay aside that

ferocity vith which at other times they

constantly persecute each oilier; nay, they

iilL at this time act for their mutual.acfencc,

and
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.in,,] il their hole happens () be opencd, and

The female perceives the male in danger, she

-will fly at their disturber, and inflict, dec and

painful wonrids. The females bring Ibrib two

&r tirrec times every year, they seldom have

less than six young, and more frequently froni

sixteen to eighteen; they grow very fast, fi;r

they begin O dig the eaith when they are hf

icen days old, and are cniicy thrown off by

their rnotr whea they are three weeks old.

They have little attachment to their offspriii',

for it their habitations are attacked the mo hers

(mlV sohcudc is to take Care Of herself; fOr

ivliich she peictratcs deeper into the earth, and

is so regardless of the cries of her young that

CVCfl blocks U the hole after her to prevezi

their foil t3 ing.

They feed on all kinds ofherbs, roots, grain,

and the flesh of those animals which they cait

subdue. As they are not calculated for going

a great distance, they lay in their first Store of

bitch rrovisions as the fields in their inuncdiae

vicinity present, and tliis is the reason why one

f their chambers isotten found fufl (;f a. single

tort of grain; but as the harvest. i got in they

go to greater distances, carrying back with

them every thing they can meet. with, xitli-

ut (list iction; and for IU purpose Na1irc

lia
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has bestowed on them a pouch in each check,

the outsides of which are smooth and inem-

ranous, and the insides furnished with

number of glands, which supply a fluid, and

keep them so flexible that they receive no in

jury froni any kinds of grain lhey may wish

to convey, however rough or sharp. In each

of these pouches he can carry an ounce and a

halt'of grain, and which he empties by pressinç

his, ire-feetagainsI.his cheeks. When a ham-

ter is met thus loaded he may be taken with.

the hand, because at that time he cannot bite;

hut if' he is not laid hold of instantly he sooa

empties his pouches, and wilt defend himself.

n old male will collect a great quhi ity of

grain in this manner, and there have beei

mstanees (i fuiuing 100 po:thds weht in a

iug1c hole: but the females an1 the VOUft

ones do not store so nIUCTI.

.lttheu ioles are opened ii 'iur, 'h.,! ani

mal is found lying' upon a bd of suit straw,

w ithi his head bent bctwccii his tivo fore-ler

under his belly, and his hind fiet turned up

arnl resting on his nose; his eyes are quite

shut, and if forced open they close again ini

mediately; in a word, he has every appear

ance of a dead animal, and his whole. body

feels as cold as ice. This torpid. stake of the

ho. ;ns 11ci
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hamster has been attributed to a certain de4

gree of cold; but although that may be the

case with bats and dormice, yet it is necessary

with this aiiinial that be should also be deprived
of' the impression of the air; for if he be shut

up in a cage, and put in a room where water

will freeze, he will not become torpid; but if

that cage is buried some feet under the, earth,

and so covered that the air cannot penetrate to

him, he will in the course ofa few days become

equally so as if he were in an habitation ofhis

own framing. The cage being brought up

the animal soon recovers in the air, and if put

under the earth he sinks again into his torpid

state; and this he will continue to do as long

as there is any frost. The same circumstance

takes place if they are dug out of their holes

during their torpor, after being a few hours ex

posedtothe airy they invariably awake, whether

it is night or day, 'which proves that light is

not part of the cause. Iii recovering from his

torpid state the limbs of the hamster first begin

to lose their stiffness, he then breathes, but at

long intervals; by degrees opens his mouth and

eyes; at length he endeavours to get upon his

legs, and continues his efforts until he has ac

coxnplished that point; when afterstanding.pcr

fectiy
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f,e ( iy stilt fur a fiW moments, he begins 10

\vaJ and go about as usual.

'This animal seems to lie influenced by no

of her paSsions 1)11 rage, for he iiivaritbiy makes

r a&i inst at! h a I coi uc in h is way, rega r I less

o!thc.r [I i)erioiI' in size o si reW ii. Ilk has

no idea. of L iglit, and will suIIr imrl t to be

° nieces rather than yield. Whell lie

'(S a do CO!U jug towards him , lie Crfll)tiCS Ills

cheeks, if he 1iapens to be loaded, then swells

theni up h) an eiwruous size, waits the ap

Ifl'01Ci o his .eneny, who being su fiioicntly

nar, he ris upon his hind lr'', and d:tr Vu

iiy upon 111tH ; and f he oiice makes .rnoI

Ii 1: hold IW Jicv&'r (10 it V i hoid the h;ss f1 ife

but the dogs, who ae load of ii tatiitg Itwn,

generally avoid the first attach, and lb en seize

flie;H 1) the back. ii is !eFOCiOtls disposition is

not only excrcjsecl iaist other an als, hut

even 'his own Species, for tvo iiainstcr ys

rne(t but they attacl: each other, and ugh I. till

onc s slain, whom the conqueror yours

in Ills rewct (here is no flereilCe even i Ithe

reucouiitcr is between a male nid ft!e.'

' 1LS aflLtl 1 very Common in all the southern parts of
Russia, principally in tJi most fertile CoaUtiCs and the l)Ct
cultivated. i t even rare ; Tartary and the most
southern p:irts of Siberia. In the de;rs they live awauder

ai.d they choose from prcfercnce t :iccs where
tLere j; a great t1u:tiitity of lijuurc', t!., of wlucI

e 1. hju i or prue.-n.

VOL. '111 . T t 'T I I P,,
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THE BOBA!, AND 0TIiEI MARMOTS.

T11 C name of the Strasburg marmOt has

beck affixed to the hamster, and that of the

Poland ma inot o the bobak (/7g. 171). But

it is as certain, that the hamster is not a mar

mot, as it is probable the bobak is one; for he

only differs from the marmot of the Alps by

the colour of his hair, which instead of being

brown is rather a pale yellow: he has also a

thumb, or claw, to the fore-feet, while the mar

mot has only four toes and no thumb ; but in

every oilier respect they perfectly resemble,

which makes us presume they do not form two

distinct species. It is the same with respect to

the monax, or Canadian marmot, which some

travellers have termed the whistler: he oniy

seems to differ from the marmot by the tail,

-which is longer and thicker of hair. There

fore the Canadian monax, the Poland bohak?

and ihe AlpEe marmot, appear to be all the

same animal, hich f-111 the influence of (111'.

feretit chma es Ii ave
undergone those altera-

tions
This is its Polish name. It is called iwit,cb from the

cry of the animal.
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f ions we have before particularized. As this

species prefers the coldest and highest moun

ains, and inhabits Pohind, Russia, and other

parts of the nortl of Europe, no wonder it is

found in Ca iu.da, where it is only somewhat

less, a circumstance not particular to it alone ;

for all animals common to both continents are

smaller in fhr new than in the old.

The Siberian anithal, called by th'RusianS

jerras( iiIth, is a kind of marnioL, sth Ies thaii

the Canadian rnc!ulx, the head of wHch is

round, and the snout snuLcd. I h no ex

ternal ears, nor can the audi''y asages be

seen without tuthing back tl'f htir. The

length of the body, including the head, is not

above a foot; the tail, which is scarcely 'liree

inches long is nearly round towards the body,

then flat, and truncated towards its extremity.

The body is thick, the (lair yellow, mixed

with grey, and blackish towards the end of the

tail. The legs are short, but those before are

somewhat longer than those behind. The

hind feet have five toes, with five black claws,

a little crooked: I he fore feet have but four.

When these animals are irritated, or when they

are surprised, they bite violently, and make a

shrill noise like the maruot. They sit upon

their bind legs to feed, and carry the food to

their
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r'i
liheir nouLiis with their fbre paws. i.ney

co-pulatein priw, and i)ring forth in summer

cornn;ouly fire or six at a III v. They dT

liii rrtws for their winter re(knce, a ml t lie ii'

iralcs S;iCLIC their von ni at iiC I)otom of 1Iier

AN I)iLtiOs. ffl)2 these animals bear a

reat resemblance to the niarinois, hey lie.( er-

'1cs CH to l)e 11. (1 i1lcrert for the

or 1IiiI1C Species ol niarmol are li)und

ps of bcria, ;vhich the mba-

hitants call surohc, an(i these I.M) Species have

never 1)eeu oisrved to mix ligctlic-r, nor

duce an inter cdiate race.

'I'IlE JEIIUOA.

JERflOA is a generic name, which is made

useoflo denote those remarkable anima's whose

legs are extremely' di4proporlmnntc ; those be

fore being not above one inch long, and those

behind two inches one fourth, cxacflv reseni

bling those of a bird. There are four distinct

species,
or varieties, in this genus ; first, the

jar.cier, which we liavcalreacly S;LOkCH of, ad

w'hicli is certainty a particular species, having

five
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five foes on each fool, like those of a monkey

Secondly, the jerboa, wldch has four toes o:t

the fore-feet, and three on those behind. Third,

the (zlaglaga, whose feet are formed like those

of the jrboa, with this difference, that it has

live toes on the fore.feet, and three on the

bind, with a spur, that may be considered as

a thumb, or fourth foe, much shorter than he

others. Iourtb, the dainan Israel, 01 ((H/lb of

israci, which has four toes to the fore ftet, and

five on those behind, and which may possibly

b the same animal that Linnus has describ-

under the name of mus loiigipes.

The bead of the jerboa is sloped somewhat

in the manner of a rabbit; but the eyes are

larger, and the cars shorter, b ighc-, and

broader in proportion to its size. Its nose is
1'J

deprived Oi flair, and is of a flesh colour, and

its niuzzie short and thick, the orifice of th

mouth Very narrow, he u Pp -,r jaw very broad,

and tile 1 ,wer narrow and short ; tile tecil",

are like those of a ralbt ; Ithe whiskers are

composed of long black and white hairs

Ow fore feet are very 1iort, and iiever touch

the grount ; they are furnihed with fur

claws, and are only Used as huids to carry

the food to the mouth ; the hind feet have but

three toes, ilie middle one Iongst, and all ot

hem
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them have claws; the tail is tire times longer
than the body, and is Covered xith shot

tubhoti hair, of the same colour as those on

the 'black, but tufted at the end with longer

ai.d softer hair ; the legs, nose, and ears, are

bare, and ofa fLsh colour ; the upper part of

the head and back are covered with reddish

hair, the sides, throat, and belly, are whitish ;

below the reins, and near the tail, there is a

large black, transversal band, in the form ofa

crescent.

T1e alagtaga is smaller than a rabbit, is

body is shortcr, its cars are long, wide, bare,

thin, transparent, and sprinkled with blood'

vcsels, which are very apparent ; the upper

jaw is much larger than the lower, but blunt

and pretty wide at the extremity ; the whiisk

ers are wge ; the teeth are like those of the

rat, the eyes full, with the iris and pupil of

a brown colour. The body of this auimd

is narrow before, but very broad and round

behind ; the tail is very hoflg, it is not so

thick as the little finger of a irtan, and about

j',bo4huds of it is covered ivill, "'tort and.

Tough hair, which grows !origcr, sof:er, and

thicker, towards the Vfld, till at iengi Ii it forms

a kind of t!lft, black at the begn;ng, and

-white towards the extremily. The fort-feet

CIre
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are very short and have live foes, the : jtd on,

ViII ich are very long, have only four, Oii-,,.~, of

which are placed forwards, and the tnrth,

which is a kind of thumb, stands at about au

inch distant Iroin the rest. All the;e toes are

furnished with claws, shorter in the hind thau"

in the fore fiet. The hair of this animal is

soft, pretty long, yellow oil the back, and

whitish under the belly.

fly comanng these two diesctiptimI5, tile

first of which. is lacn from .tdvardsaal I

selqnist, and the second from (metin, we

pciceive, that titescanitnals resembiceach other

as much as ossibIe. The jerboa is on'y smaHer

han the ala gtnga, and hasonly four toes on the

forc-feet, at1 three on the hind ones, with

out any spur ; while the other has five on the

fore-feet, and three and a spu ron those behind ;

l)ut .1 am inclined to think this dift~rcnce is not,

universal, for Dr. Shawl \V h has given a.

scrq)tion of the jerboa ol Btr1ary, represents

it with this spur, or fourth toe, on the

hind-fleet,; and Mr. Edwards rciarks, that. he

care-fullyexain uted two jerboas he saw in England,

and that he saw no spur in either of them.

Thus this character which ould specifically

distinguish the jerboa from the alagtaga, hot

being Ufl1VCiStI. s of no cons'equeiTCe, and

rather
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r i' rcraa; !s lie idea iN-, I n t lie di crsiiy
(11 hi si 'CiCS. eher is the d if"èrcnce of

'cat ter pre of I heir hciiig two (Ii I

IV }ilvards and I tassel

a ;t ha VC only (1eCribed young jerboas, and

ie liii, an old a 1a.'ta-a . There are only
fwo !iHis hich crea eanv doubt in my mind,

z, t he di1lirence in he size of their tails, and

ne Variety in the cli in tcs hey inhabit, flu the

cthoa is cwnmon in Circassia EvpI irbarv

MM. Arabia ; and the aiagfaga, in Tartary

ihng hc WI and as flu as Siberia. P is

ei ton that the same kind of animal mba :ts

sah (1 'ut niatcs ; an(! whenever it Uoes

ha ppeii the Species underoes gea t changes ;

h ch we presume, is the case with the jerboa,

of' which the a1ataga, notwithstanding these

differences, ins to be only a variety.

rihcse little animals commonly conceal their

hands, or h) e-ect anion their inur : SO that

at. first they appear to have only llin(1.leet.

W hen they move from one ph; C( a ft)f Jer

they (10 not walk, that is ace oL ft

hefor the other, but umi or bound v)-ith tile

greatest case, four or five feet at a ti:nc; the

rest t1iemscves in a kneel pO: u re, and only

sleCp in the day. In th gh hey seek for

fod, like hares, and litu' I hem, iced Oil 'rass

r
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arid all kinds of grain. They are ofa gentle
nature, but are not to be tamed beyond a cer

tain limit. They burrow like. rabbits, and in

much less time. They lay up a store ofgrass
lowards the end ofsummer in their habitations,

and in which, in cold countries, they remain

during the winter.

With respect to tile daman, or lamb of

Israel, which seems to be of the jerboa kind,

as its fore-legs are much shorter than those

behind, having never seen it, we cannot do bet

ter than copy the description of it as given by

Dr. Shaw,w'h o speaks of these two animals as of

different kinds: " The daman (says this au

thor) is also a native of Mount Lebanon, and

common to be met with in Syria and Phnicia;

it is a very harmless animal, resembling the

common rabbit in size, shape, and also in the

disposition of the fore-teeth ; but it is some

what browner, has smaller eyes, and a head

more pointed. Its fore-feet are short, and those

behind long, much in the same proportion as

those of the jerboa. Although it sometimes

conceals itself in the earth, its commonretreat

is in the hollows and clefts of rocks, which is

a strong reason to conclude that it is this ani

mal and not the jerboa, which is meant in

Scripture by the Sap/ian. I have not

YOL. viii. Uu been
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been able to lean) from any one why it was

called the daman of Israel, which signifies tile

Iamb of Israel." Prosper AlpLnLis, who men-

tioned this animal before Dr. Shaw, says, that

its flesh is delicate food, and that it is much

bigger than the European rabbit ; but this last

circumstauce seems doubtful, fbrflh. Shaw lic-is

omitted this passage ofProsper Alpillus, whom,

in other respects, he has fully quoted.

TILE icircErJroN.

TTJIS animal in Mmypt, is C Iled nangut1i

but we shall adopt the name ic/i flCUfllOfl flg.

g172. iv'cn it by Aristo1c, and others. It is

as domestic in Egypt as the ct is in Europe;

and isalikcsrrviceable to (icStroy ms and nice.

But its inclination for prey s much strongeranti

more VjolCnt, br it 1JUfflS a1d eats wt Ii the same

avidity, birds, quadrupeds, serpcn, lizards,

and insects. It attacks every living creature,

and feeds entirely on ailimai flesh ; its courage

is equal to the sharpness of its appetite, being

neither intimidated by the auger ofthe dog, nor

ih
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the malice of the cat; it even dreads not t1n

bite of the serpent, but pursues, seizes, and

kills them, however venomous. As soon as

it be'ius to feel the effects of their venom, i4

immediately goes in search of antidotes, and

particularly ofa root which the Indians call by

its name, and which, they say, is a most sure

and powerful remedy against the bite of the

viper or asp. It sucks the eggs of the croco

as well as those of fowls and birds ; it also

kifls and eats the young crocodiles, though

they are very strong even when scarcely come

out of the shell ; and as fable commonly Pre

it(concedes truth) has been alleged that, in con

sequence of this anfipaUiy, the ichneumon

enters the body of the crocodile when he is

asleep, and never quits him till it has devour

ed his entrails.

Naturalists have supposed that there are se

veral kinds of ichneunions, because there are

some larger, and of a different colour from

others; but if we consider, that being oft(,,,

reared in houses., they rnut, like other domestic

animals, undergo changes, w shall readily

perceive that this diversity of colour and size

only indicates simple varieties, not sufficient

to constitute a separate species; especiallY as

in the two iclncumois Iijchi I have seen alive,

and
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and in many stuffed skins I examined, I did not

observe that the intermediate shades both of

size and colour differed from the rest by any

evident and constant character ; and it only

appears, that in Egypt, where the iciineunions

may be said to be domestic, they are larger

ban those in India, where they are wild.

Nomcnclators, who are never willing that a

being should be only what it is, have greatly

varied on the subject of the ichneunion. Liii

iiaus first made it of the badger kind, and di

rectly after ofthe ferret. Hasseiquist, follow

ing the lessons of his master, also makes it a

badger. Klein and Brisson have placed it in

the weasel class, others in the otter, and some

'with the rat.* I only quote these ideas to show

the want ofconsistency, and thecontradictions,

which are to be met with in what are called

generic denominations, and which are generah

ly false, arbitrary, vague, and equivocal.

The ichneumon is fond of living by -the

sides of rivers. During the inundations it.

quits its habitation, and even seeks for prey

near inhabited places. They walk without

making any noise, and cliaiige their manner

as occasion requires. Sometimes they carry
their heads erect., foreshorten their bodies, and

r I

Professor Cuvier classes it with the bear,
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rise upon their bind-legs ; at other times they

creep and lengthen their bodies like a serpent.
t often sits upon its hind-legs, and more often

darts like an arrow upon its prey; its eyes are

-lively and full of fire; its physiognomy is

beautiful, its bo(ly very agile, legs short, tail

thick and very long, and its hair rough, and

sometimes curled. Both male and female have

a remarkable orifice, independent of the na

tural passages; a kind of pouch, in which an

odoriferous liquor is secreted ; and some have

asserted that the ich flCflmon OCflS this pouch.

to refresh itselfwhen too hot. Its nose is very

sharp., and its mouth narrow, which prevents

it from seizing any thing very large; but these

wants are amply supplied by agility and ('OU-

rage. It very easily strangles a cat, though

bigger and stronger than itself; it often fig h1.

vit1i dogs, and however large coinionly gets

the better of them.

Their growth is very quick, and their livc

but of short duration : they are very common

throughout all the southern parts ofAsia, from

Egypt to Java; and are even to be met with

in Africa, as far as the Cape of Good Hope;

but they will not live and produce in our tem

perate climates; they are distressed by wind,

nd the frost destroys them; to avoid the one,

and
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ad to côincract the cfl1cts of the other b'

%anntE), t ey roll tlLelnslves 111) With their

Jiead. (IF (I1('L lidlieS. The ichneunioii wa

in tich c cncci by he ancient gyptiaus, and

c
prOt(C1(1 with much (i'1fl upon account

of the ssctial crvice it Performs in the do-

struction ol flO:'LLOUS an inials, particularly flu~

CIOCOd e eggs it ktio s how to &1 isco-

ver even In the sand, and hich crea urc

would Iie:owe very formidable, froni thcir

great multiplication, one female laying near

live hundred eg, ii' it were not that the ich

iicuaions dcstioy them.

TilE I'OSSANE.

'U US animal is called by some travellers

he genci oJMwiagascar, because it rcsciiihks

he genet in cothur, and some oilier affinities ;

but it is in general much smaller, and has not

tue odoriIèrous bag, which is an essential clia

jacter belonging to that. animal. As we were

not certain as to this fact, not. being able to

1,ocurc one for dissection, we NVI-0je to -,N1.

do Poiyrc..
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tie Poivre, who had sent us the skin ofa fossane

stuffed, and who favoured us \vjt!i the follow

ing rswer :-'-.Lyons, July J), 1761. " The

fossanc which 1. brought from Madagascar is

,a ruul Ch I I kC I I-n an i,nia1 m, Ii o,&- nicmijers; fjr(~~

of or marten. The inhabitaffis of the island

assured me, that when the male is in heat it.

1111s a very strong smell like musk. When

.1 stuffed the skin %%inch is in the royal gardenc
I did not discover any bar, nor dd I find any

odoriferous smell. .1 rercd two si!niIai a ni

nuiI., the one at Cochinchi na. and another i

the Phiilippi;c Islands; they were both r.a!rs

t had them very you fig" and kept thni about

two or three months, in which time th@v had

hecon'ic pretty familiar. I never und any

hag' in the parts you spcak of, but only ob

srved that their excrements had the saw,.-,

a those of our marten. They eat ITesb

and fruits, but preferred the latter, and were

xcecdingly partial to bananas, which they

devoured with voracity. This is a very wild

animal, and difficult to tame; though taken

'vizeri very young, yet it preserved the look and

charaeer of ferocity, which ppared to

snuwwh;tt extraordinary in an anrnn1 who

ftcds by preference ou fruits. 'Fiie eye ofthe

n-mw reprcsezits a large black. bc, "C0111

pari-zoo
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parison with the size of its head, which givcg
it a mischievous aspect."

It gives us great pleasure to have here an

opportunity of testifying our thanks to M. de

Poivre, who from a real taste for natural his

tory, and a friendship for those who cultivate

it, has presented to the cabinet a great number

of scarce and curious animals.

The animal called berb in Guinea seems

to us to be the same as the fossane, and con

sequently that this species exists in Africa as

-well as in Asia. "The berbé (says Bosman) has

amore pointed snout, and a smaller body,

than our cat, and is speckled like the civet."

We know of no animal with which these cha

racters so well agree as with that ofthe fossane.

THE VANSIILEO

THOSE who have spoken of this anima1

have taken it for a ferret, to which indeed it

has a great resemblance; but it differs in

haracters sufficiently strong to warrant our

considering
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èonsidering it as a distinct species. The van

sire, or, as it is called by some, the Madagas
car weasel, of which place it is a native, has

twelve grinders in its U pper jaw, while the fer

Yet has only eight; and the lower grinders,

though ten in number in both animals, are

neither alike in shape nor situation. Besides,

the vansire differs in the colour of its hair from

all ferrets, though those, like every other ani

mal which man is careful of rearing and in

creasing, vary so much in colour, that there i

a difference even between male and female.

To us it appears, that the animal mentioned

by Seba as the weasel of Java, and which, he

says, the natives call koger-angan, and after-'

wards spoken ofby Brissoii by the name of the

ferret of Java may posibly be the same ani

mal as the vansire, at least it comes nearer to

the vansire than to any animal at present

known; but Seba's description is not suffi

ciently complete to establish a just compari-

son, which is absolutely necessary to form a

solid and explicit judgment.

VOL. VIII. TILE
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THE MAR-104:

"
AS this narnc Maki has been given to several

animals we can only use it as a generic term,

indcr which we conipreheiid three animals of

the same class, but varying in characters suffi

ciently n uiuerous to constitute (1 ifferent species.

These three animals have bug tails, and fec

hapec1 like those of the monkey; but their

sit is loho, R6 that ofthe martin ; and theynou

have six incisive tethi in the under jaw, while

the monkeys have but four.

The first of this kind is the mococo, o

maucauco, (fig. 173.) commonly known by

the name of the ring-tailed nza/i. The seconit

is the mongons, (fig. 174.) commonly called

the brown malci; but this denomination is mis

ppIied, for there are among this kind, various

colours, some are all brown, others with white

cheeks and -feet, and still others whose checks

are black and feet are yellow. The third i

The ari, (fig. 175.) called by some the pied
"maki: but this (leIiOmlflatwr, has been also

misapplied, for besides those which are pied,

that
The word mal-i has probably been derived from mocGd

or maucauc, which is the name given to these animals at
Mo-zambiqueand in the islands. of Madagascar, whezc it. on.-

"nally proceeded.
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hat is black and white, there are some all

while, and others entirely black. These ani

nials are all natives of the eastern parts of

Africa, and l)1IflCiPa11y of Madagascar, where

they are found in great numbers.

The mancauco is a beautiful animal; he is

remarkable for the largeness of his eyes, and

the length of the hind legs, which by far ex

ceed those before, and for his long and hand

some tail which is continually elevated, and in

motion, and upon which are thirty rings alter

nately black and white, all very distinct and

.separate from each other. lie is ofa gentle

disposition, and although be greatly resembles

the monkeys in many particulars, he has not

any of their malicioits dispositions. Wrhen h

a state of liberty, they are frequently seen at

Madagascar in companies of thirty or forty

together. This animal is neither mischievous

nor ferocious but as he is always in motion,

it is customary to keep him chained when in a

state of captivity, for he may be rendered so

lame as to be let loose without any danger of

his quitting
his master. When he moves, it is

in an oblique direction, like all animals which

have hands instead of feet. He jt1FflS With

peater facility than he walks, and f5 so silent

u animal, that his voice i eldoin heard, ex

g. e1V
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cept when irritated, and then he utters a sharp,

but very short cry. He sleeps in a sitting posy.

ture, with his muzzle resting on his breast. His

body is not thicker than that of a cat, but it i

longcr,and heappears obelargertlian liereally

is from the length of his legs. His bair is very

soft, although it stands almost upright. The

genital parts of the male maucauco are small

and concealed, while those of the mongous are

disproportionally large and apparent.

The mongous is less than the maucauco,

but his hair is likewise short, silky, and a little

curled. His nose is thicker, and resembles

that of the van. 1 had a mongous in my

pos.-sessionfor several years; his coat was brown,

his eyes yellow, his nose black, and his ears

short. lie had a custom of playing with, and

biting his own tail, and by this method destroy

ed four or five of the last vertebra. He was

very slovenly, and so troublesome that we were

obliged to keep him chained. Whenever he

got loose, he visited the shops in tile nei(rlibour..

hood, and would make free with fruit, sugar,

sweetmeats, &c. and to obtain which, lie would

'open the boxes that contained them. At such

times it was difficult to retake him, and h

would bite even those he best knew. He was

1most cqhtinually grumbling, and when weary
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of being alone, he made a loud noise which

somewhat resembled the croaking of a frog.
This was a male animal, and had extremely

large testicles for the size of his body. He was

fond of she-cats, but his connection with them.

was too slight to be productive. He was very
fearful of the cold and wet, and never stirred

far from the fire-side, where he sat upright to

warm himself. He was fed witli bread and

fruits; his tongue was rough, like that of a

cat, and he would lick a person's hand until it

became inflamed, and if not guarded against

would generally end with a bite. He died with

the cold in the winter, 1750, although he ne

ver stirred from the fire-side. Fle was very

brisk in his motions, and sometimes petulant.

lie often slept in the day, or rather dozed, for

itis sleep was so light, that he was disturbed

with the least noise.

There are many varieties of the mongou;

both in colour and size. The one we have

just mentioned was quite brown, and about

the size of a middling cat. We saw one

which, though adult, was not bigger than the

Joir. If this small rnongous had not perfectly

resembled the great one in every respect but in

ize, it would certainly have been a different

pCCieS ; but the resemblance was so perfect,
that
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that we think ourselves justifiable in ranking
them together.

The 'ari is much longer, stronger, and

vik1cr, than the niancauco, and is even dan

gerous in i(s free state. Travellers tell us,
" that these animals are as furious as tigers,
and very difficult to be tamed ; and that their

voice is so very loud, that when there are only

two together in the woods, it might be ima

gined the noise proceeded from a hundred."

The voice of the vari is somewhat like the

roaring of the lion, and is very alarming to

those ho hear it for the first time. This

ts(orithing power of voice in an animal of so

middling a size, depends on tl.e singularstruc

ture of the 'windpipe, the two branches of

which enlarge and form a concavity near its

entrance into the tubes of the lungs. Thus he

differs greatly from the maucauco both by na

lure and conformation. His hair in general is

much longer, and he has a kind of ruff round

the neck, consisting of very long hair, which

forms a very 4pparent character, and by which

lie may easily be. distingui1icd. In colour he

varies from quite black to white, and his hair

honghi very long and soft, stands very nearly

upright.
His muzzle is thicker and longer

than, that of the maucatico. His cars are much

shDrtcr,
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itortcr, and edged with long hairs; and his

eyes are of so deep an orange-colour, that they

appear to be red.

The inaucauco, the rnongous, and the van,

are all of the same country; and seem to be

confined to Madagascar, Mozambique, and the

neighbouring lands of those islands. It does

not appear, by the testimony of any traveller,

that they are to be found in any other part of

the world ; and seem to be in the Old Conti

iient, what (lie opossums are in the New. lit

respect. to shape, the makis seem to fill up the

Shade between the long-tailed monkey, and

loser orders of quadrupeds; for they have four

hands and a long tail like monkeys, and at the

ame time, have a long muzzle like foxes and

polecats. In their manners, the maids, flow-

ever, partake more of the monkey, for a!

though they sometimes feed upon flesh, and

take pains to seize on birds, they are less carni

vorous than frugivorous; and even in a do-

"rucstic state they prefer roots, fruit, and, bread,

to thsb, raw or roasted.
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